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Counsellor at Law,
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Terms $15 for
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STOCKBR1DGE

And has

paid since its organization to the Widows,
of its deceased members,

Orphans and others

$26,570,000.00.
laconic for the year 1874

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,

It paid for death losses (on 748 Policies,)
the past year

Pulling any number of Oars may enter for this
will be made.

Boats
man

At 9 o’clock A. M.,

At half

Grand

And Tor Dividend* to Policy Bolder*

$2,991,000.00,
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PORTLAND, MAINE.
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Pairs cf all Wool nice fitting Pants

MACHINEWORKS

Selling

Engineers, Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

vonrs.

We will give One
Hundred Dollars if
the same kind and
quality of goods can
be
bought for the
same
price in this
State.

MARINE, STATIONARY ANO PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

A Icon's Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and Blauchard’s
Patent Boiler.
INJECTOR

RUE’S

FOR

215 CODIMEBCDL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOR SALE—One New Portable Engine, 40 horse
power, built to order.

Elegant all Wool Saits, Eight or
Mark Sliades.NEW AND NOBBY,
(or $13.00, $14.00, $16.00 and
$17.00.
A reduction ot from $2.00 to $4.00
has been made on the above
Suits.

apH__

COLLINS & BUXTON.
IN

DEALERS

SHEET mUSIC
—

AND

3‘)I CoogrfHM St.
Instruments bought,sold and repaired.

€.

P.

MANUFACTURER OF

A Kangaroo Suit for
Just the thing lor

FOSS,

&

Commission Merchants,

are

COUNTRY PRODUCE,
9 Moulton Street, head of Long Wharf
PORTLAND, ME.

summer wear.

we

83f*Actire and responsible Agents want-

Agrat*

for $4.75.
70 cents.

Still lower Ilian ever!

In clothing

Ice Cream Freezer.

At Two

W1IOLE9ALE AIVO KETAIL.
Call and see it

The Combination Shoulder Brace

—AND

H holewale nud

Drcu

IVutter
39

&

Bros.

MARKET

miles from Portland, lying on
the mouth of the Piscataqua river, containing 83 acres of loamy soil, cuts from
30 to 50 tons of hay, pasturing for 15 cows every sea6

THE

Washington (Norwich Line); Worcester.Springfield,
Albany, Buffalo, Hartford and New llaven.
Save your meney by |>urrhaHiu|£ Tickets
f*lilcc.

re-

ROLLINS, LORING & ADAMS,
Flower! >

4
ap29

SHIP’S

Portland
dit

Preserved.
L.SO ALL KINDS OF WAX WOKK made 1
Would like a lew pup!Ik coinmeucin
j. A. order.
Call on or address
n or about July 1st, 1875.
“W.” 139 Oxlord Street.
ne)8d2w*
j
I

Por Sale.

>

LIGHT Stage Coach, mail
wagon patten
MATTOCKS &

my25

REGATTA.
regulations of the Po

and

r

t

VITRIFIED STONE DRAIN PIPE is
acknowledged by all Engineers as the standard

now

REGATTA.

and only reliable article for perfect drainage.
We have in stock and offer for sale all sizes, from
2 to 12 inches diameter for House drainage ; also 15 to 18 inch Pipe for Corporation, City and Town Sewers, together with

Traps, Branches, Bends, Ike.

of the

Regatta

Committee Portland

Yacht Club.

prices.

dim

DRAINAGE.
persons
drainage will find
ALLtheir
the
advantage to call

FOX.y

it to

on

Pierce

Manufacturing Company

of cement pipes. Also contractors for constructing
Pine
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc.
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., Portland, Me.
Send all orders to
J. L. SMITH,
U. S. Hotel.
apr20dtf

Douglass Farm for Sale
on

this farm

THEStreet is offered for sale.
to 100 tons of the best of
supplied

with

situated on St. John
It will make from 80

bay. The farm is fully
baying tools, such as mowing ma-

chines, hay tedder, racks, &c. &c., and the barns
are ample for storing the hay.
The use of these will
be granted to the persons who buy the grass. Apply
to or address
ST. JOHN SMITH,
June 23.
Widgery’s Wharf.

jne23dtf

FOR PHILADELPHIA,
On Saturday positively,
PACKET

HOPE
Gapt. L. Chase.

J.
jn24

1st $75, 3d $50.

1st

....

sen.

FOR FREIGHT APPLY TO

$50. 3d $30.

50.000 No. 1 I Warranted equal to any Brick
25.000 No. 2) manufactured.
Shapes made to order from any pattern.
Fire Sard, Ground Clay, Ground
Fire Brick and White Sea Sand in Bbls*

Kaolin.

1st

STONE-WARE

$30, 3d $15.

JOHN W. DEERING,

o’clock,

P. 31.,

BASE

a

rival

Display

of Fireworks

will lvA AVrllilvilWl fp/Wll

ilia WautaiTi

Order Box at Eastern
apl9eod3m

Fairbanks Scales,

Base Ball Clubs, the

thF“eveshsg

In UmVn

North End Deering’s Bridge.
P. O. Box 959.
Express Office.

—THE FOLLOWING—

mitnauaarl

FACTORY,

BALL.

played on the grounds adjoining the Western Promenade, between the
Resolutes of Portland, and the Andrscoggins of Lewiston, for a purse of $75.

Grandest

or

Club.

Second Game of

Will be

inr

J

!

usual assortment made by us, and all
outside and in. Also Garden
Cemetery Vases, Chimney Tops,

The

slip glazed

ON.

—

NICKERSON,

No. 128 ( onimercial Street.

Buildings.
Associations and

Stripes.

The parade will
Tne Portland &

citizens generally having the same, will confer

a

THE

HOST ACCURATE.

THE HOST CONVENIENT.
n

every respect worthy of the most implicit conflderce
ALSO
—

Fairbanks’ Postal Package Scales,
Designed for and adopted by the
TATES GOVERNMENT.
—

WAREHOUSES-!) milk Street Bo.lon.

FAIRBANKS, BROWN & CO.
311 Broadway, New York.
FAIKBANKS
e24

PERSONS

ne22td

J. CUNNINGHAM,
F. F. HALE,

0. R.

BERRY,

199 Middle Street,
(Old No. »»,)

PORTLAND, me.

Committee

|3r"Orders by mail attended

to.

jti21dlm*

CARPET BEATING,
CLEANING and Jobbing done by M
C. MARS. Order Slate at the Daily Presi
Office. All orders promptly attended to. Residence
at No. 15 Washington
aprltf

WINDOW

City Council.

CO.
d9m

A Tent, Wagon Cover, Awning, or Canvas Sign, made in the
best manner and of
i be
best material,
call ou

some

of

.si

IF YOU WANT

favor by displaying the Stars and

A. BRUNEL,
H. W. GAGE,
R. GREELEY,
H. B. BROWN,
GEO. A. HARMON,

—

Drawer.

Display.

HENRY FOX, Chairman,
)
WILLIAM T. SMALL, Secretary,

ALSO

LNITED

Miles’ Patent Alarm Safety Money

two hours.
Ogdensburg and Portland & Rochester and Grand Trunk railroadR will carry passengers
for one fare. The Maine Central from Lewiston, Augusta, Bath and inreraiediate stations for one lare.
Arrangements have been made with the Portland and Rochester railroad for a special train from the city
after the exhibition of Fire Works, and the same will undoubtedly Ik) made with other roads.

occupy

Wo do not read anonymoas letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

cations.
all

cases

but

indispensable,

not

necessarily

guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

publication

tor

as a

or

reserve

commu-

The Independent Voter.
Just now the independent voter excites much
attention, more perhaps than his numbers
deserve. Most men are by nature partisans,
and

can

work easier aud better in

trained orof companionship
The sense of isolation

The

ganizations.
gives them strength.
deprives them of courage. Commonly when a
man declares himself independent he hastens
to gather about him other men who also call
themselves indepenpent. These men meet in
convention or conclave, put forth a plan of orrramvafinn

onil

sense

rlnoln.ntinn

n

nf

n.inmnlAO

and become a party. Very likely they call
themselves the Independent party. But the
name in itself signifies no more than Democratic or Itepublican. They are merely independent of qther parties as other parties
are independent of them.
In time if the new
party has vitality we begin to associate certain piinciples with its name, and Independent comes to mean a revenue reformer, or a
civil service reformer, or an anti-monopolist,
or a hard money advocate, as the case may
be. The new party works through caucuses
and conventions, holds out inducements of
official patronage,
attempts and perhaps
achieves success by the ordinary political
means.

ing that

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

pension office be also transferred
department, under the belief that
paymasters of the army could easily make the
quarterly payments of pensions. Members of
the

to the war

the committee are inclined to the belief that
placing these two bureaus in the war department would effect a
very great saving, and
break up by far the largest
part of the thievingconnected with the present administration of Iudian affairs.
Nearly the entire
present force of Indian agents and pension
agents could be dispensed with if the changes
were made, without any increase of
army officers.

It has generally been supposed that the
Democrats were honest in declaring against
grants of public lands or money to railroads
and like enterprises.
But the Southern
Democrats, who will have a controlling voice
in the next national House, are clamorous
for government subsidies and insist on
appro*
priations for internal improvements in the
South. They ean’t see the good of a Democratic Congress unless there is some money
to be made out of it. Of course
they will
carry the day, and opposition to government aid for internal improvements will follow the way of bard money and other good
old Democratic doctrines.
In the debates of the French
Assembly the
terms acrulin de Hate and acrutin iV arr<m-

diaaernent frequently occur,
and
many
American readers have no idea of their
meaniug. The first used expression means
election by general ticket; the other, election
by electoral districts. The Republicans advocate the

general ticket, believing that they
have majorities in all the
departments; their
pponents favor election by districts, hoping
thus to secure a largei representation. The
method of election by districts seems tbe
fairer of the two, and is certainly more In
accordance with the doctrine of local selfgovernment.
Of the steam engines in the world,
aggrepower of 14,400,000 horses, the
United States owns a third, or 4,800,000
horse power. Every thirty Europeans have
steam power to the extent of one horse to
multiply their production, while every thirty
Americans have it to the extent of tour
horses. With its resources this country ought
lo be the workshop of the world.

gating the

No

sooner

rumors

arc

is one railroad war over than
rife of the breaking out of

another. It is said that Messrs. Garrett and
Scott have patched up an alliance for the purpose of making an attack on the New York
roads, and that Erie and Central have got to
come down in their rates.

There are a few men who are really indeLosses by Fire in the United States.
pendent, who are incapacitated by temperaThe losses by fire in this country for the past
ment from partisanship, who are averse to
five months amount to £38,004,590; tbe losses
organized effort, who never work with their to insurance
companies have been £19,129,930.
fellows in polit:cal, or charitable, or religAt this rate we are burning up property to the
ious associations. In politics they vote some#value of £91.211,016per annum] and tbe insurtimes with that party which, for the time be- ance companies are
paying about 50 per cent of
iug approaches nearest to their individual that loss, $45,911,812 per annum. These are
views, sometimes they do not vole at all. easy words to write, but how few comprehend
Most of them are dowered with

the ratal

gift of many-sidedness, with the power of
seeing all sides of a question, and with a
consequent indecision and hesitation in acfew this hesitation is carried to a
deplorable extreme, and they are like the ass
of Aristophanes, always hesitating between
the two bundles of hay. These independent9
are nothing new in American politics.
They
have existed from the beginning of government; but only ou rare occasions, when
some sharply defined issue between right and
wrong has presented itself, do they make
tion.

In

a

public affairs,—and then
They are few in numbers and exercise no appreciable influence
in ordinary political contests.
But there are a very large class of men, habituated to act with political organizations,
believing in the necessity of cooperative effort, who are undecided as to their future political course.
Upon their action depends
the issue of the next presidential campaign.

their appearance in

We may call them for want of a better name,
the thoughtful voters. Heretofore they have
acted with the Republican party and have
given to it its majority. On the question of
slavery they were at one with it, though some
of them took issue with its methods. When
the rebellion broke out they instinctively rallied to the support of the government, and
enlisted in the Republican party for the war,
believing that the success of that organization would ensure the preservation of the
nnion. During the light, and after, they did
not stop to reason much. The union was
assailed and they instinctively rushed to its
defence.
The fervor of that time has died out with
the occasion for it. JTlie safety of the union
is no longer in question. In its place have
risen questions of administrative policy, of
the limits of national authority, of currency
and taxation. Some of the leaders of the Republican party who pushed themselves to the
front at a time when zeal for the common
cause was held to be an excuse for many deficiencies, have abused the unbouuded confidence reposed in them by the people. Excess of power has begotteu abuse of power,
and as the excitement has died away, caution
has taken the place of zeal in the mind of the
thoughtful voter, and he has cried a halt,
while he surveys the field.
The Republican party has taken heed of
that cry. It has retired its unworthy offiIt
cers whenever opportunity has offered.
It
has ferreted out and rebuked corruption.
has undertaken great administrative reforms. Now, purged of its sins, it comes before the people, and asks for a renewed vote
of confidence. It does not seek to make a
fight on dead issues. If it refers to the past
it is in a spirit of pardonable pride, and as a
proof of previous good character. It plants
itself squarely upon the questions of the day,
and boldly challenges comparison with its
opponents. If there be any ancient timber
in its platforms we must remember that some
issues are never old, that the fight between
right and wrong is waged as sharply now as

the nation. It asks them to contrast the platforms, the purposes, the tendencies, the history and the capabilities of the two parties,

Two heavy mortars will be furnished, also “illuminated and colored shells,” these being a feature entirely
new, and never before usei in any display in this cby. During the intervals ot the main pieces, rockets,
bombs, batteries, etc., will be tired. This display, from the character ot the design, will afford the greatest
possible enjoyment, as well as develop the full resources of the art.
Notes.—The Citizens along the route ot the procession are respectfully requested to decorate their

d3t

Wotlce
requiring work don please apply to
“Home” of W. (J. A., No, 16 3priug St., plain
and family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroidiug and fancy-work in wools, dc., &c.

Flight

of 100 Sockets Concludes the

Every regular attache of the Press is rurnished
a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat aud hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
journal, as we have iniormation that several ‘’bummers” are seeking courtesies in the name of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.
with

Highest Prize, at Pari, in 1807.
Vienna, H.ntreal, 1873.
Philadelphia, 1874.

OPENING.

A Grand

in the endeavor to faithfully discharge the duties that
will be incumbent on me if your choice shall prove
to be the choice of the people also. I pledge you and
thousands for whom you act, in that event, an honest
purpose and a fixed determination to make the public
good my single aim and constant care.
Gen. Connor’s Acceptance.

The party appeals
with confidence to the thoughtful voters of

Ppmnanadn

From sunset until the grand opening of the display minute guns and parachute signal rockets will be discharged at intervals to direct the gathering people to the place ot interest.
1st. GRAND OPENING—A scenic Illumination composing the national colors, illuminating the entire
surroundings in a sea of light.
2. DANCE OF THE FAIRIES—Being a representation of the rollicking fairv dance in mid-air and their
final flight into the blue depth of heaven.
3d. DIAMOND STAR BATTERY—A line of large diamond stars, each bearing on its lace a flying i»olka,
with revolving centre ot colored fire, ending with loud explosions.
4th. CROSS OF MALTA—A jeweled cross in emerald lance, emblamatic of the Ancient Order of Malta;
each arm is illuminated with a crimson centre, and the whole surrounded with rays of sun fire.
5th. THE BaTTLK OF THE ANACONDAS—An intricate combination of flying serpentines and gallopades, all revolving and entwining in a maze of fantastic shapes and contortions.
6th. THE DAY WE LOVE—Motto, July 4Hi, 1776,” in letters of crimson. Lance, surmounted by an
arch ot Are, concluding with a salute of thirteen floral shells.
7th. SHIELD OF IRIS—Revolving, throwing out a circle of sun Are; the centre bearing varied colored
flaores in graduating circles until a perfect shield of fire is formed; ihe whole ending with heavy explosions.
8th. BATTERY D’ENFERNAM Line of twenty-live cased batteries, extending across the entire area,
will be
opened simultaneously by means of electric communication, the effect of which will bo most magnificent, tilling the air with myiiads of colored stars, and explosions of mines, etc., etc.
9th. CHINESE BRILLIANT—A desigu embraciug all the variety of color known to the “Art,” surrounded by a circumference of Chinese jels and spire tires, closing with startling detonations.
10th. FLORAL PYR AM LD—A pry amid of Saxon wheels and polkas, formed to represent an ascending
flight of floral wreaths; suddenly changed into a boquet ot fiery sprays.
11th. GALLOPADE BATTERY—Composed of a line of revolving gallopades with contra-revolving centre, backed and flanked by batteries ot colored Roman candles, ending with a GRAND ILLUMINATION,
disclosing to view the structure ot the imposing final.
12th. TEMPLE PIECE AND PORTLAND COAT OF ARMS-Two heavy columns, surrounded by an
arch w :th motto “Resurgam” in ben t of circle; beneath and between the columns appears the City coat ot
arms in varied colors, the whole flanked by heavy batteries of Roman candles, which m discharging form a
beautiful spangled arch ot colored stars over the entire temple.
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THE HTANDAftD OF THE WORLD.

THE HOST DURABLE.

Fish and Syrup Barrels !!

GRASS

un

Exchange
Street,
B

Congress street,

Yacht owners will draw for choice for position on the 2d of July at 7.30 P. M. at the store of George A.
Harmon, 517 Congress street. For further information inquire of Committee.
ABIEL M. SMITH,
)
J. HALL BOYD,
|
Regatta
BENJAMIN J. WILLARD, y
Committee
T. HALE CHASE.
Portland Yacht

10,000!

C. H. FAHLEY

dtf

and

WINDOWS,

on

Second Class Yachts 25 feet and less than 37:

eod&wtt

^

—

‘i'i Excliause wtruet, Portland.

Wreaths

DOORS.

GLASS

and at the shortest notice.
The workmen employed are men of experience ant
are as skilful as any in New Engladn, and all work ii
warranted to give satisfaction.
Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to an:
design of letter, name or wreath in the best manner
A variety of new and original designs lor Door
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or ma;
be had nn application by mail.
My lerniM are as low un rail br obtainre
in ihe country.

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
(all rail); New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

my22

Regulations

SCHOONERS AND SEOOPS

wood and timber for all puaposes, good two
storied bouse, with beautiful shade trees, barns and
other outbuildings, good neighborhood, churches,
schools, station in 5 minutes* walk. For further particulars address or apply to P. E. MERRILL,
June 22, 1875.
On the Premises.

Grass oil

iersigned is now prepared to furnish rui
glass, either white or enameled in any quantity

Tickets at Reduced Prices.

Funeral

to the

At three

FALMOUTH,
IN the
Presumpscot, at

lead

CABINS* Ac*, Ac.

New

Vo.

and Skirt

Bath, Maine, June 8, 1875.

(13m

FOR

M., promptly,

Yacht

SAILING

09 SPRING STREET.

T'hir.y-tliree middle St.,

~CIIT

SQUARE-

Excursion Tickets to New York via P. & K.,
turning via Fall River & Stonington Line.

Waist

Bath Manufacturing and Commercial Co.

apl2

€o.

POIITUANII & ROCHESTER R.R-

nt our

Reform Corset

Supporter*
[Patented April 6, 1875,]
Lately introduced into this eity by Miss C. P.
CLARK, can be found at the General Agency,

at fair

233 Middle St.

Retail by

id

a

SCHOONERS AND SEOOPS

THE-

offer for sale 10,000 first class Barrels, made
the best manner from Kilndried stock.
Every package warranted. Orders filled promptly

on

ORNAMENTAL IRON VASES,

The number of tickets will be

limited to theeapacity of the coaches, and none will
be sold after July 6th.
M. B. Ooolidge, C. H. Haskell, H. F. Furbish, W.
E. Wood, J. F. Hawkes, W. G. Davis, J. C. Procter,
Committee on Excursions.
Jnel6eod3w

Third Class Yachts 15 feet and under 25:

[Patented Sept. 27, 1874,]

WE in

C.D.B.Fisk&Co.

VASES.
reduced

ET,

interested in

29 MARKET SQUARE.
Prices

we

EXCURSION
To the "White Mountains.
Portland
Leaving
Thursday NIorning and
Afternoon July S.
The route will be as follows: From Portland to
Gorham via Grand Trunk Railroad, thence by stages
to the Glen House, from Glen House to summit ef
Mt. Washington and return, thence by stages to
Glen Station and return to Portland via Portland &
Ogdensburg R. R. Tickets for the round trip $S 60
Board at the Glen House $2 50 per day. Tickets
good to return for one week. Tickets for sale by the
Treasurer, J. C. PROCTER, 93 Exchange Street, on

From starting point oft Custom House wharf, leaving Flag Boat off the wharf to starboard, thence to stakboat oft'Mackey’s Island, passing it to leeward, and returning leaving Fort Gorges to port, thence round
House Island leaving it to starboard, also the Light House Steamer buoy to starboard, and thence by ship
channel to starting point, passing Flag boat to port (distance 7£ statute miles).
The first and second class Yachts will sail over this course twice, and on the first lime up the harbor will
pass the Flag boat to leeward.
The third class Yachts will sail over this course once only.

iil'lll"

We have nice Shirt Waists,

BATCHLEY’S HORIZONTAL

their

GBAND

DIVISION.

Clubs, will take place under the rules
following Course, and for the following prizes:

on

eodljm

jne23

And little kill Skirts,
For Sunday School wear
Or to play in the dirt.
Our Styles and Prices
They cannot l»e bent,

Maiucfor

for the State of

announce

and

only momentarily.

A.

The Mercantile Library Association

AMERICA,

SAILING

organized
regularly
over the

land Yacht Club,

Farm for Sale.

200 SLITS SOLI) IN FOLK WEEKS’.

Are

may secure liberal contracts
to the General Agent.

to all

son,

& Co.

deodtf

and after June 17.

SCHOONERS AND SEOOPS

Children’s Iron Clad Suits
for $1.75.

Nutter Bros.

GRAND

jnelGdtf

Chipman ti. Ayer’s “Surprise
yeast in the world.

myUdtf

SEBAOO,

—

Opened

my21

—

ju23

SECOND

Will consist of the FIRE DEPARTMENT, and will form on Pearl street, right resting
number of machine, and follow second division.

Oranyofils Agents in Maine and
New Hampshire.

CORS

Track,
coming !

Boys’ Sheet Iron Suits
Boys’ Play Pants for

MAYIIEW C. FOSS.

EBEN N. PERRY.

SSfAgents for
Feast.” the best
TRV IT.

AGENT,

application

to

JULY Qtll.
Fnll particulars in future announcements.

other organizations will form on Market street, right resting on Congress street, and will follow the
division.

THIRD

ill give a

Grand Excursion

GRAND ARMY.

PATRIOTIC SONS OF
And
first

Light Infantry

M. L.

First Class Yachts 37 feet and upwards:

$1.7 5a

Clear the

and Wholesale I'ealers in

THE

THE PRIZES WILL BE AS FOLLOWS:

50 cts.

GENERAL

Police,

DIVISION.

At 2 o’clock P.

ed and

dtd

The Procession will Move Through the Following Streets:
Up Congress to High, down New High to Deering, torough Deering te State, through State to York, countermarching on State, down Congress to Free, down Free to Middle, down Middle to India, up India to Congress, up Congress to City Hall, where the Procession will be reviewed by His Honor, the Mayor. After review the several companies will march direct to their respective quarters. There will be officers on several
cf the trains and steamboats to conduct campanies to their places in line.

W. D. Little,
GENERAL

will

DIVISION.
PORTLAND BAND,

Subject

Working Pants for 75 cts.
Overalls and Jumpers for

Market Street, Printers Exchange,
dly
PORTLAND, ME.

Jul

o’clock

and at 10

according to

RIGHT HIOIJT MCE.

JOBBER,

&

Watch and Chronometer Markers’ Tools,
mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School
Apparatus, A c.,

PERRY

I

No TONTINE Policies are issued by this Company.
For further particulars apply to

Attention Laborers,

juSdlm

BABCOCK.

MAKER

MODEL

Bond.

—

MERCHANDISE

MUSICAL

surrendered for their CASH
UP Policies are granted alter
payments are made. Annual dividends
on paid
up Policies are paid IN CASH it wanted,
thus making a policy with this Great Leading Company, as good, if not better than a Government

may he
VALUE, and PAID
two annual

$3.50 and $4.

ju25

LAKE

SECOND

Policies

Have never been sold beiorc less
than $6.00 to. $7.50.

MANUFACTURERS OP

AOENTS

for

be

.m

Arrangements have been made with the Railroad
and Steamboat lines to carry passengers at half rates
during tne four days’ trottiDg. Tickets can be purchased at all stations at above Tates with a coupon
ticket attached admitting holder to the Park.

—

MONTGOMERY GUARDS.
NORWAY EIGHT INFANTRY,
PORTLAND MECHANIC BLUES,
JAMESON GUARDS,
BIDDEFORD EIGHT INFANTRY,
PORTLAND EIGHT INFANTRY,
CAPITOL GUARDS,
SHERIDAN CADETS.
PORTEAND CADETS.

It is the ONLY COMPANY in which Ordinary
Life Polices have become SELF SUSTAINING, or
on which the dividends are equal or more than the
annual payment.

3 0 0

PORTLAND

will

m,

Fourth Day—Thursday, July Sth.
7.—Purse $250 for Running Horses.
-Park.ns blk g Tom Collins
Geo A Ayer.ns s g Ginger
Geo H Bailey.ns ch m Eclair
No.8.—Purse$1000 for 2.29 clas3; $500 to first, $300
to second and $200 to third.
V C Hall, Windham.ns blk s. Phil Sheridan
C E Mosher, New Hampshire., .ns blk m Belle Dean
J J Bowen, Boston. ns ro g Honest Harry
J A Dustin, Boston.ns br g Frank Palmer
James Golding, Boston.ns b s Ned Wallace
H Brock, Boston.ns b g Honest Billy
John Trout,Boston.ns b g Dusty,lormerly Dustin Jim

w

AUBURN EIGHT INFANTRY,
Myrtle Struct, Right reeling on Cougreee street. Other companies in order of ndu
iority, viz:

BOYD BLOCK.

mmy„ ■_a

a

City Marshal,

Tbc Old Equitable Society ol
London, was 60 years accumulating $55,000,000. The Mutual
Life has accumulated $75,000,-

aa

No.

Chief Marshal and. Aides.

—

233 Middle St.

M.,

CHANDLER’S BAND.
BANGOR CORNET BAND.

$4,040,000.00.

Civil Engineers and Architects,
176 Middle Street,

9 o’clock A.

Chief

FIRST

J

BALL

past
as

_

No. 5.—Purse $350 tor 2.50 class; $200 to first, $100
to secern! and $50 to third.
T S Foster, Providence R I.ns b s Honest Allen
L J Brackett, Windham.ns b g Little Fred
Wright & Noreross, Augusta.___ns ch s Prospect
Geo H Bailey, Boston.ns g g Tally Ho!
Fred Hight. Boston.ns b e Sterling
T Russell, Boston.ns w g White Fawn
J A Dustin, Boston.ns br m Floss
John Trout, Boston.ns s g T B French
Lon Morris, Haverhill. Mass.us g g Geo A Ayer
No 6.—Purse $750 for 2.32 class; $400 toifirst, $250
second and $100 to third.
T S Foster, Providence RI—ns b g Harry Spanker
C R Milliken. Portland.ns b g Dare
F M Wetherbee, Langdon NH.,ns br m Jean Ingelow
D W Beckler, Boston.ns S G Col Barnes
C C Slides,Vermont.ns b m Minnie Lambert
J P B Wbeelding, Bangor.ns ro g Andy Johnson
James Golding, Boston.ns b s Ned Wallace

Portland

Civic Procession.
Military and
Marshal,
formed,
prompt,

Under Command of Major A. M, Benson,
move in the following order:

Increase In Assets the past year

(Boyd Block,)

H. HOWE & SON.

(formerly Toodles)

S Withain, WatervUle.us b g Aver
C R Milliken, Portland.ns b g Dare
V C Hall, Windham.11s blk s Phil Sheridan
C E Mosher, New Hampshire .ns blk m Belle Dean
F M Wetherbee, Langdon, NH.ns br m Jean Ingelow
C C Sholes, Vermont.ns hr m Minnie Lambert
Fred Hight, Boston.us eh g Geo Maynard
John Trout, Boston.ns s m Lady Whitman

Will be played en the grounds adjoining the Western Promenade between the Haymakers and Mountaineers Base ball Clubs, leading Juniors of the State for a purse of $25.

$6,794,000.00,

AT

allowance of ten seconds per mile per

Match Game of

a

BASE

Policies and

Undivided Surplus January 1, 1875.

—

An

boat.
Eighth—In case of a foul the Judges shall have full powers and their decision shall be final.
Ninth—Every boat shall abide by its accidents.
Tenth—No boat shall be allowed to accompany a competitor over the course, an l any competitor so accompanied shall be dispualitied.
All entries will close Saturday, July 3d, at 8 o’clock a. m., and may be made by mail or in person with
GEO. A. HARMON, 517 Congress Street.

$4,984,000.00,

STREET,

Plans, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
cription of building.

race.

The Judges’ Boat will be stationed oft UNION WHARF, from whence all the races will be started and
rowed down the Harbor one mile, turning stake boat oft GRAND TRUNK WHARF, from right to left, and
from thence to st arting point.
A GUN will be fired from the Judges* Boat at 8 30, calling the fiur-oared boats into line.
At 9 for the
working boats, and at 9.30 for the single sculls. •
All contestants must be on hand promptly as the races will be started at the appointed time without regard to absentees.
The following rules will be impartially enforced:
First—Any boat not at its post at the time specified shall be disqualified.
Second—If the starter considers the start faise, he shall at once recall the boats to their stations, and any
boat refusing to start again shall be disqualified.
Third—Each boat shall keep its own water throughout the race, and any boat departing from its own water will do so at its peril.
Fourth—A boat’s own water is its straight course, parallel with those of the other competing boats from
the station assigned to that starting to the finish.
Fiflh—No fouling whatever will be allowed; the boat committing a foul shall be disqualified.
Sixth—It shall be considered a foul when, after the race lias commenced, any competitor, by his oar, boat,
or person comes in contact with the oar, boat or person of another
competitor, unless, in the opinion of the
Judges, such contact is so slight aR not to influence the r?«ce.
Seventh—A claim of foul must be made to the Judges by the competitor himself before
getting out of his

$3,500,000.00,
And paid for surrendered
additions

ID MJIMT 1HJDE fiUD.

ARCHITECT,

van

$19,858,000.00,

Out-done.
The Eyes Feasted

PORTLAND, MAINE,

CHAS.

NEARLY

$45,420,000.00.

WILLOWS,

Centennial

STREET,

HUDDLE

ASSETS

First Prize,.$20
Second Prize,. lO

Presenting security and advantages such as no
other compnay can offer. This being the largest and
wealthiest Life Company in the world,
pays the largest Dividends to its Policy Holders, ft having returned to it living members in dividends and for
surrendere
olicies

BUNKER HILL

oc2dtf

1-2

President.

July 6th,
$250 to first, $150

No. 4.—Purse $700 for 2.34 class; $330 to first, $250
to second and $100 to third. 9 entries.
J S Foster, Providence RI.ns b s Capt West

rava_1

..

It*

Law*

i.__

G A T T A

Distance 2 Miles—1 Mile and

SECOND RACE—Working Boats. Distance 2 Miles—1 Mile and
Return.

Family School

This splendid establishment will be open to SumBoarders during the Summer Vacation, from
June 20 to Sept. 18. Accomodations strictly firstclass. Address,
ju2dtdIV. C. GOOBEMOIV.

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

180

R~E

R O W I N G

Distance 2 Miles—1 Mile and Return.
□Pirst I*ri5B©,.$50
Second.
20
“
Third
lO

Topshnm, ifle,
H-A- Neoly, D. D., Visitor. Oscar L.
A. Rector. Send for circular.
oclOtf

H.

O’Donnell & Sylvester,
84 MIDDLE

following prizes.

THIRD RACE--Single Sculls.

mer

Office at Street C*mmi**ioner’* Office,Porteodtf
my7
land, Me.

at

CASH

FARMINGTON, MAINE-

furnished 1* desired.

Counsellors

Franklin

to

THE

PAVERS & CONTRACTORS.

Materials

Under (lie direction ot the Regatta Committee will take place for the

First I*ri50©,.$75
Second. Prize,
SO

YORK.

F. S. WINSTON

TEACHER OF SINGING.

Edge Stones Set,Streets,Places,Sidewalks
and all kiuds of paring done promptly.
Paving

1ST E W

Orders left at 156 Exchange Street.
apr20
dtf

CO.,

&

ROWHTG- REGATTA

FIRST RACE—Four-oared Boats.

to second and $50 to third. 8 entries.
T S Foster, Providence R I.. .ns c g Ben Joe
F H Chase. Portland....ns c m Joanna
L J Brackett, Windham.ns b g Little Fred
Geo W Brigham, Boston.ns blk
g Mingo
Fred Hight, Boston.ns b s Sterling
T Russell, Boston.. .ns \v g White Fawn
John Trout,Boston.us B g g T B French
Lon Morris, Haverhill.ns g g ceo A Ayer
No. 2.—Purse $600 tor 2.38 class; $300 to first $200
to second and $100 to third. 7 entries.
T D Marsh, Great Falls, N H.ns s
g Daylight
Dan BIgley, Boston.ns g m
Lady Daggett
A Woodward, Boston.ns b m Lady Nell
T Russell. Boston.ns b g Cloudman
J P B Wheelding, Bangor_ns g g Honest Farmer
Lon Morris, Haverhill. ns br g John S Heald
J Golding, Boston.ns g g Ned-

lirtuiu*

OB’

dtf

Removed

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

PAYSON

COMPANY,

St. Augustine’s School for Boys,

BLOCK.

satistactorily.

H.

INSURANCE

for Circular to

jnelS

A.
CARD.
I take great pleasure in recommending Mr. Wm.
Schumacher as one of the best house decorators ever
n Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him dura-

IT.

of Twcniv

in Premiums.

Wright & Norcross, Boston.ns eh s Prospect
Geo H Bailey, Boston.ns g g Tally Ho!
T Russell. Boston.
.ns b g Cloudman
Geo W Brigham, Boston.ns blk g Mingo
J P B Wheelding, Bangor.ns g g Honest Farmer
Geo F Hitchin, Portland.ns s m Flora

the various Churches will be rung at Muurise, Alooii null Sunset.

National Salutes will be Fired at Sunrise and Sunset
At 8 o’clock A. M. a

M. C. MITCHELL, Principal.

I respectiullv inform the public that I have taken
the business of Cbas. J. Schumacher and will attend
promptly to all jobs entrusted to me. I shall endeavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years,
WM. ECHEiWACHEK.

aud

roiirwo

WEST T1SBITRV,
Manila’s Vineyard, Mass.

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

no21tf

n

MITCHELLS

C.

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

bly, tastily

of

MUTUAL LIFE

Family School for Boys,

dly

DEEBIIVG

STREET,

7th and 8th.

Second Dr 5
Tuesday,
No. 3.—Purse 83JO for 2.45 class;
to second and $100 to third.

end, hut BE PARTICULAR to

Tl

PHILADELPHIA.

5

Better than Theory!

American Independence,
ON MONDAY, JULY 5TH.

BOYS’ SCHOOL.

108 WALNUT STREET,

FRESCO

EXPERIENCE

OLD

ju23_

Petroleum, Grniu and other Charter*,
Negotiated. Fi eight Engagements made

fel>8

FOR. THE

Celebration of tlie Ninty-ninth Anniversary of

total failure in the
go into the

HEEr“Befers by permission to Hermans Kotzscbmar.
dtt

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
lor all part* of the world.
Marine Insurance eflected In
Office*.

INUSRANCE.

■ons.

CO.,

BROKERS.

SHIP

8 A. ,W.

Teacher of the Piano Forte.

vjuuir

auu

PROGRAMME

M. G. DOW.

BLACKSTONE,

G 1-2 DOW

MAINE.

C8*

at

-W v^Under direction ot the Joint Special Committee of the City Council
the following is announced as the

desire to Justify your generous confistrong regard for the honor and welfare of our State, inspire me with the firm resolve to
spare no effort and to consider no other consequences
An earnest

Lny-Monday, July 5ih.
No. 1.—Purse $350 for 3.00 class; $200 to first, $100

copart-

GOVERNOR,

GEN. SELDEN CONNOR.
dence,

First

DO WOT WRONG YOURSELF by insuring with any Company presenting new and unreliable pchemes, sure to prove unsatisfactory if not a

The SECOND EXAMINATION at the beginning
of the Fall Term.
JOSHUA L. CAMBERLAIN, President.
Brunswick, July 22, 1875.
jne24d&w3w

(in Canal BaiLk Building,)

PORTLAND.

be held at tbe

Chemical Lecture Room, “Adams’ Hall,”

Me.

$4,500

DOW

mylldtf

mylltf

Examination for Admission

Residence Cor. Congress & Vaughn St
Portland

St. Paul’s
month. Ad-

BOWDOIN COLLEGE.

FRESCO PAINTER,

&

a

Park

PORTLAND, ME.,

July 5th, 6th,

for the purpose of carrying on the Auction and Commission business at 18 Exchange Street, Portland.
A. M. MORGAN,

of
a

MORNING, JUNE 25, 1875
FOR

Asssociation,

Copartnership.

mHE undersigned have this day formed
JL nership under the name aud style of

EDUCxATIONAL.

tf

W.

Notice of

MORGAN

A Church.
WATER dress

FRIDAY

PRESS.

—

Presumpscot

COPARTNERSHIP.

S. Manufacturer, Portland, Mo.

Wanted.
FURNISHED room in vicinity

mi21

Juiy next,
yards of dredging in
Penobscot river, at Bucksport, Maine.
Persons desiring to bid for this work are request ed
to apply to the undersigned at his office. No. 153)
Congress Street, Portland, Maine, for specifications
and for instructions to bidders, and for such further
iuformation as mav he desired.
GEO. THOM, Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.
jne2ld6t

YOUNG man wbo can command a cash capital
of $3,000. One of the best business chances in
Portland. Old established paying well A smart,
euergetic joung man wanted more than money.
Must have good references as to character. Satisfactory references given in return. For further par-

CLARK,

MEETING

OF THE

—

THE

on

A

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

INAUGURAL

Partner Wanted.

11,14,13 India, 34 Central Ml., BOMTON.
N. B.—The above are the best makes of Copperas
for DYEING, as well as best DISINFECTANTS
known ; better than Chlo. Lime, cheaper and odorless. Use in solution.
oc251y

Kaat of

IS 5> !

will

25 to 35 feet long (with
please write particulars to
HENRY L. STORY.
jne23dlw*
Pigeon Cove, Mass.

Indigo, Cochineal, Chemicals, Dyestuffs,

ENTERTAINMENTS.

be received at tills office until
10 o’clock A. M.,
PROPOSALS
Monday tlie 12tli day ot
lor about 35.000

Bout Wanted.
ONE having a Schooner-rigged

ANY

1

JlL Y

S. Engineer Office,
1
Juue 21, 1875.)

U.

Portland, Me.,

Fisb, Syrup aud Iron
Steady employment guaranteed.
Address B \TH MANUFACTURING & COMMERCIAL CO., Batb, Me.
jne21d&w2w

I’i Ha r Copperas Co.Vermont
Copperas Co.
Swld by dyes.uft dealers throughout U. S.
HOW E (5k RDODWIN, Gen’l A^cuin,

&

workmen

Hoop Barrels.

COPPERAS.

W. €.

Proposals lor Dredging.

Coopers!

immediately,
WANTED
accustomed to making

STREET,
(ltf

10?

TERMS $8.00 PER

_ENTERTAINMENTS.

PROPOSALS.

_WANTS.

Us’poNite lx ad of Brow n Ml.
Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

a!6

PORTLAND, FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 25, 1875.

13.

—MM—MM^

in the

beginning of

time.

and then make their choice.

As to the re-

sult of that choice it entertains no

lieving that
are

it is

right, and

fears, bepeople

that the

despatch

to the Boston

Advertiser says it is conceded that the late
letter of General Pope and the accompanying
reports of array officers has placed the question of the supplies furnished to the Indians
in such shape that the interior department
must meet it squarely or stand convicted at
least of inefficiency and ueclect. There seems
to be no disposition on the part of the war
department to raise any issue with the interior department, but there is no room for
doubt that the officers on the frontier have at
last leached a point where they no longer intend to keep silence while the Indian agents
or contractors are constantly so abusing the
Indians as to make outbreaks probable, in
which the army alone suffers. A letter has
been received at Washington from an officer
at a post on the plains, the tone of which indicates that the feelings already mentioned
are widespread among officers.
The President would be glad, if it were not for an act
which it is believed stands in the'way, immediately to turn over issuing all Indian sup-

plies to the quartermaster’s department, and
the payment of the annuities to the paymasIn the meantime, after a consultation
with the President and other officials, Senator Boutwell’s committee on the reoiganizatiou of the departments han taken hold of the
question of turning the Indian bureau over to
the war department. This committee is also considering the expediency of recommend-

ters.

brain and brawn and blood necessary to create

£91,000,000 of value into ashes and smoke and
the original elements out of which that value was
created. Assuming that the labor necessary to
produce this value is worth three dollars per
diem, the annual loss is the loss of the combined production of one hundred thousand men
for one entire year.
But the property destroyed is surplus production. It has been accumulated by the owners after earning livelihoods for themselves,
supporting their families, paying their share of
the cost of government, and bearing their portion of all the burdens of society. The loss,

then, is that of the surplus production of

one

hundred thousand men for not less than twenty years. This annual loss is a direet tax upon
every industry and every department of trade.
It is a tax which enhances the ceet of every necessity of life, and diminishes the purchasing
power of every day’s labor. We buy nothing

price of which this tax is not a part We
possess nothing from the value of which it is
not a continual subtrahend. The rate at which
we are burning up property in this
country is,
of itself, enough to account for the present
stagnation of trade—almost enough to create a
of the

perpetual panic. The causes of this frightful
destruction are not difficult to discover. Chief
among them is the flimsy character of our
buildings aided by the toleration, in such locations as to perpetually threaten oar cities and
towns, of extra hazardous risks, especially

wood-working establishments.
In looking over the list of “specials” burned
iu May we find that, out of 368 of all kinds, 14
were carpenter shops, 10 furniture
factories, 9
planing mills 19, lumber yards, and 39 saw
mills. We persist in catting down oar forests
and building our frontier towns of wood. The
justice visited upon us is poetic. The destruction of the forests causes

frequent

and severe

drouths. Everything is dried to a tinder, when
the fire originating in some saw mill, planing
mill or lumberyard, makes an easy way to
complete victory. It is worthy of remark that
several of the larger fires of the past two disastrous months originated in this way. The
figures are full of warning and instruction to
everybody. Let us hope that they will also
prove to be profitable for reproof and correction to

those callous underwriters and foolish

property owners, who think that insurance
rates are too high and insurance companies enrich themselves too
June 17.

rapidly.—Inmrance Chroni-

cle,

LIFE INSURANCE LOSSES.

The Secretary of the Chamber of Life Insur.
a lice in New York reports the amount
paid by
37 companies during the month of May 187S
upon policy claims, was as follows, viz:
Losses by death.*1,760,508.30
Matuied endowments.
96,450.71

Total.*1,853,91821

being nearly 83,000,000

distributed in one
month by tbe life companys in this conntryi
among widows, orphans and others, thus show'
ing the immense benefits derived from Life Insurance in preventing suffering, panperism, and
crime in a multitude of cases.
The Ferouson Case—On an application
made on behalf of Henry C. Ferguson in the
court of Oyer and Terminer, Wednesday, Judge

Brady granted a writ of habeas corpus to compel the delivery of the child Mabel, now in the
custody of the officials at the police headquarters, to her father, the petitioner. Daring the
day and after granting the writ of habeas corpus Judge Lawrence made an order directing
that Mr. Ferguson have exclusive custody of
the child without
see

permission

for the mother to

her, and that the motion of the mother for

alimony and

with it.

A Washington

their significance. This loss is the irremediable loss of nearly £100,000,000 of the products
of human industry. It is the conversion of the

counsel fees be dismissed.

>t*ws

and

Utner

Items.

DeMusaka|has taken passage from San Fran-

Sydney, Australia.
Representative W. S. King’s
Minneapolis Tribune, denies
cisco for

newspaper, the
that be has any

intention of resigning his seat.
Mrs. Myra Clark Gaines has sued Richard
DeGrey, a New Orleans lawyer, on a charge of
libelling her in arguing the opposite side in ole
of her numerous lawsuits.
The Philadelphia Press says that th.:re is
every prospect that during the Centenniid.next
year, the charges for living at hotels in Philadelphia will be reasonable and fixed.
The latest rumor about King Alfonso credits

him',with

the Intention of marrying one of his
two cousins, Princess Christini or Princess
Mercedes, both daughters of the Duke of Montpensier.
The mausoleum which is to contain the remains of Marshal Prim has been completed at

Madrid, and

was recently dedicated with imceremonies in the presence of an immense assemblage of people.
Ex-Senator Harlan has sold out bis interest

pressive

in the Washington Chronicle, and will return
to Iowa with the intention, it is said, of entering the field as a candidate for the United
States senatorship.
All the bold tramps seem to light on Worcester. One entered a house in that city, the other
day, and compelled an affrighted lady, its only

occupant, to get before him at table the best its
larders afford. He coolly devoured the feast,
and was then walked out by a neighbor, bat
escaped the clutches of th epolice.

Attention is being drawn in England to tho
value *f the mule. At a recent show tho prizo
mule stood seventeen hands, and was proved
to be much stronger than a horse. Another
animal exhibited, and which was only twelve
and a half hands high, had been driven the
previous week 220 miles in forty-lwo hours,
with no marks of fatigue.
Miss Anna Ella Carroll, of Maryland, who
lias for years beeu knocking at tho doors of
Congress for compensation for planning tho

THE SCANDAL.
THE
Indications

in that matter.
Connecticut has taken the place of Indiana
in the divcrcel business. Last year four liunhred and sixty-two mismated couples were
made happy by separation in the Nutmeg State,
which is more than in any previous year,thongh
the annual average has exceeded four hundred
since 1864. There is about one divorce for every ten marriages.

BY TELEGRAPH.
GORDON.

WAGNER AND

Both Prisoners Calm.
They Still Protest tlieir Innocence.
Gordon’s Mother Dying of Grief.
[Special

to the

Press].

Thomaston,

Jane 24.—Those who have arrived here to witness the tragic scene to-morrow
are mostly newspaper men.
Indeed, few others will be admitted.
Warden Rice is very
careful not to admit the curious to the presence
of the prisoners.
They are in the upper corridor of the south wing, Wagner [occupying cell
47 and Gordon 151. No man connected with
the press has seen Gordon to-day. He has been
writing quite busily, and is said to be somewhat moved at the near approach of his terrible end. He is pale and talks little. Of late
he has paid much attention to his future existence, and reads his Bible much. He has been
urged to make a confession for the sake of bis
mother, who really believes that be is innocent.
He says he would do so for her sake, but cannot go into eternity with such a lie ou his lips.
The poor old mother is very feeble and broken
down at tho fate of her family and the certainty of the terrible end of the son to-morrow, and
it is quito possible that she will be dead before
her sou is led up on the fatal scaffold to-morrow.

On the other hand, Wagner is as cheerful as
This morning he was singing as merrily
as if he was innocent of the great crime of
ever.

which he is convicted, and free from the certainty of the gallows to morrow. He is a singular maD, and those who picture him as a ruffianly looking brute would be surprised to see a
man who converses freely and earnestly, having an open countenance, a winning smile.
Those who hear his story from his lips or question him respecting the crime of which he is
accused, and the circumstances connected with
it, will be surprised at the directness of his
and the promptness with which he
meets the most difficult questions. : Whoever
talks with him on the Isle of Shoals matter
will be agreeably impressed, and not a few who
answers

have gone to his cell convinced of his guilt
have come away doubting,
Last night he
went to bed very early in the evening and slept
soundly until the bell rung this morning. He
said be was] trying to dream but could not.
The men were first informed of their fate
last Friday, when the Warden took them from
their companions and put them in separate
cells. Wagner, on being informed of the result said, “Good God, are they going to hang
innocent man in this country?” He was
moved to tears, but soon recovered his composure. Gordon only remarked that if they hung
him they hung an innocent man. The gallows
is situated almost under the bridge which leads
from the higher ground of the prison to the
second floor of the new carriage shop, which is
an

built in the old lime quarry.

Those

standing

bridge cannot see the men after the fall
trap door, while those standing on the
ground below can only see the men after the
fatal fall.
One would hardly notice the galthe
of the

on

or would mistake it for a staging used in
the construction of the buildings. Sheriff TorHis arrey has not been here for some days.
rangements were perfected in February last.
The victims will be clothed in black, and the
demand of the law will be satisfied at about 11
o’clock.
At ten o’clock there was nothing of particular importance to add to what has been given.

lows,

It may be said that no change has taken place
with the prisoners. Bev. Mr. Mason was with
them until about 9 o’clock, but while Wagner
paid that respectful attention he always gives,
he expressed no concern about his future. He
ft

CrPrmnn

indefinite.

anil liici raliirinnu idpata

He was

ftra

rathar

broftght up

in the Luthexean faith or some offshoot of it. Gordon gives
deep attention to his religious adviser. Two of
Gordon’s relatives spent nearly an hour with
him last evening, bidding him farewell at ten

o’clock.

Neither have made any confession,
and neither will do so. That is the opinon of
Warden Bice and others who hare been most
conversant with them. Wagner has been reading Celia Thaxter’s article in the Atlantic. He
expressed a horror for a woman who can write
such a series of falsehoods for money. There
is not near so much excitement about the execution as last February.
At this time, 11 o’clock, no arrangements

have been made public as to the executions.
Indeed it is not known, or will not be announced at what hour the execution will take place.
Several columns of Wagner’s free conversations
might be telegraphed, but nothing beyond that
■which has not

already

been

published

again.

time and
S.

Schooner Burned.
Rockland, June 24.—Last night the schooner Thomas W. Thorne, Wilson captain,for Boston, owned by Lineken & Austin, of ThomasShe sprung a
ton, was burned at that place.
leak setting fire to the lime with which she was
loaded.
Sails and rigging saved. Hull and
Spars

a

i,

total loss. No insurance.
[To the Associated Press.]

A.

Burglary.
Augusta, June 24.—Three boys, John FitzNichols and Wm. Cragan, were
hound over to-day for entering the store of the

gerald, Wm.

crippled daughter

of

Frank

They

Gasliu.

didn't steal anything.
State UnivennlUt Convention.
Belfast, June 24.—The meetings in connection with the TTniversalist State Convention
have been fully attended through the day. At
5 a. m. a large and very interesting prayer and

conference meeting was held. At 8, meeting of
Women’s Centenary Association took place.
Mrs. G. W. Case, Vice President for Maine,
presided and made a report, and addresses by
Mrs. E. H. Cobb of Boston, Mrs. G. W. Quin,
hy of Augusta, Mrs. Newman of Lewiston,
made. Fifty-five dollars in membership
fees and contributions were collected, besides
This meeting was
$27 for Mrs, C. O. Soule.
were

followed by the women’s prayer meeting, at
which

special

prayer was offered for the two
Criminals to be executed to-morrow and their
‘VI
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meat in the state. At half past ten a meeting
to consider educational interests was held, at
■which speeches were made by ex-Gov. Perham,

Rev. Dr. Quinby, Rev. H. C. Leonard and Rev.
J. C. Snow. Resolutions paying tribute to the
jnemary of Hon. N. G. Hichbom and Gen. S.
P. Hersey

were adopted.
In the afterroon an
able sermon was preached by Rev. C. P. Nash
of Rockland, followed by communion service.
At the business meeting reports of the treasurer and executive committee were adopted,the

'atter embodying an amendment to the bylav's providing an annual collection by parishes far state conrention.
Report was adopted

recommending

the

holding

of

a

series of

mass

Confidences under the direction of the executive

committee,

tbo first at Sea Side summer. Hon.
E. O. Bean Of Readfield, Philo Hersey of Belfast, H. R. Sargent of Portland, were appointed a committee to visit Westbrook Seminary.

Rockland

selected as the place for the
next annual session. After disposing of minor
matters of business and passing the usual votes
was

of thanks the convention adjourned at 0 p. m.
Meetings close with several re-unions at UuiVersalist churrh this evening.
XIof Weather.

Brunswick, June 24.—This is the hotest day
of the season.
in the shade.

Ths thermometer stands at 05

Mcrtiugat Hangar Trotting Park.
Bangor, Juue 24•—In the sweepstakes race
for 8250, V. C. Hall’s Phil Sheridan won iu
three straight heats.
Time 2.331-4, 2.331-4,
2.31 3 4. Lothair won the consolation purse of

fc80.__
The Indian Bureau discredits the rumors of
ti

general Indian raid.

Disagreement.

si

JUDGE NEILSON’S CHARGE.
Denying
Affidavit from Mrs.
the Statement* of l.oniler nml Price.

An

Tilton

Brooklyn, Jane 24.—In the Tilton Beecher
trial today, Judge Neilson announced to Mr.
Morris that though affidavits as to newly discovered evidence might under other circumstances he a ground for reopening the trial, yet
under all the circumstances he declined the
motion, and would not reopen the case.
Mr. Beach inquired what his Honor meant to
do with the affidavits.
The Judge supposed Mr. Morris would withdraw them.
Mr. Beach said they would not withdraw
them.
The court then turned them over to the
clerk.
The

MATTERS IN MAINE.

of

A ltuuior that Four arc for CouHction.

Sennessco campaign, takes issuo with tho statements with reference to that campaign contained in Gen. Sherman’s book. She professes
to be able to prove that Sherman is all wrong

JURY OUT.

Judge'* Charge.

The Judge then commenced his charge, the
jury remaining sitting. He said:
ihere was muck in the evidence of 111 witnesses examined the consideration of which ho
would spare the jury. The charge of adultery
He explained
was the foundation of the case.
between direct, circumstanthe distinction
The
inferevidence.
tial or presumptive
ences wliich the jury might draw must spring
Four
from the facts as fruit from the vine.
classes of evidence were given in support of the
charge,—written papers, oral admissions, tacit
and the conclusions of
or implied admissions,
the jury must be drawn not from any one of
these, but from all.
Taking up the testimony in this order, the
Judge briefly described the nature of the testimony as to the letter of accusation and the letHe reminded the jury of
ter of apology.
Beecher’s disclaimer of the authorship of the
latter, and remarked that sometimes under excitement men speak in a way that would surprise those who know them. Beecher’s letters
of remorse were to become dead in connection
with all the circumstances. The evidence as to
oral admissions was contradicted by the defendant. As to implied admission all men do not
act alike, but the presumption is that if a man
is unjustly accused he will deny the charge.
The jury would have to exercise great caution
if they had any doubt as to the accuracy of
witnesses’ remembrauce of words attributed to
the defendant, for in such cases a single word
might be essential. It was for the jury to say
whether, when the defendant received plaintiff’s letter demanding his resignation, and the
defendant said “the man is crazy,” he was acting iu a manner that showed consciousness of
guilt. They would have to scrutinize Beecher’s conduct throughout the policy of the silence period, and the timidity and vacillation
4l.i.rviinl>Aiit

onrl

to

annniro

mlinthop

he took any part in sending Bessie Turner
away, and if so, for what reason, and whether
it was from a sense of guilt he refused to ansacwer the question of Mrs. Bradshaw, or in
cordance with an agteed-upon policy of silence,
which policy appears to hav3 been also that of
In connection with
the defendant’s church.
Beecher’s conduct they were,to consider that a
beman may be accused of ten crimes, and fly
cause he is guilty of one, and his flight would
A
rest.
merebe no proof of his guilt of the
tricious lover, found concealed under a bed cannot be convicted of burglary with intent to
steal. The jury were to consider whether the
defendant’s remorse could be accounted for by
misapprehension as to his advice to Bowen
having caused injury to Tilton.
As to the credibility of witnesses, that was a
matter wholly with the jury, but they were to
remember the distinction between a falsehood
uttered without guilt and a lie with the knowledge of its falsehood; and too much importance
should not be given to discrepancies, for these
occur even when witnesses are doing their best
to state facts accurately.
They were to reconcile, if they could, Moulton’s declarations here
and his statements made outside, that Beecher
was not guilty; and Tilton’s evidence, with his
declarations that his wife was pure; and
whether Mrs. Moulton testified honestly, believing that Beecher’s offence was adultery and
supposing that this was the subject ou his
mind when he conversed wi'h her.
As to Tracy acting as counsel against Tilton,
and also testifying, he had consulted his distinguished associates before doing so, and thus his
those of
course was strongly contrasted with
the attorneys referred to by counsel lor the
plaintiff. Besides, no professional relation had
existed between Tracy andjTilton. They were
not counsel and client.
On £he question of damages the judge said
he would call attention to it merely that they
might recognize in the proper place where the
mass of testimony comes in as to the plaintitl’s
loss of his wife’s affections, and on the ether
hand testimony as to plaintiff being unfaithful
as a husband.
The defendant was entitled to
the benefit of the consideration that the intimacy between pastor and parishioner is of
greater latitude than the intimacy with an or.
dinary acquaintance. The question of conspiracy and blackmail was dismissed wife the remark that there was no pr jof whatever to sustain allegations of that character.
In reference to Mrs. Woodhull and Tilton’s
intimacy with her, the judge said she might oe
for all we know the subject of criticism, and
she might be merely au intellectual woman
carried away by some extravagauce. The jury
were not to attach
any weight to Beecher’s
acquittal by his committee, and on the other
hand they were not to consider the advising
counsel of churches held here was in any sense
a prosecution of Beecher
by two churches
which were dissatisfied with the proceedingos f
Plymouth church.
The Judge then took up the requests te
charge, and instructed the jury- that the defendant was not bound to prove his innocence.
He declined, to charge that they must be satisfied beyond all reasonable doubt of the defendant’s guilt before they could find against him,
for this was a peculiarity of criminal suits. He
instructed them that the higher the crime the
more stringent should be their scrutiny of the
evidence. In another proposition he struck
out the word actual before guilt on the ground
that guilt is actual, aud be did not care to load
it wild adjectives,
ne aiso
cnargeu tnat tne
destruction of the paper which would be importantas evidence raises the presumption that
it would be unfavorable to the party who destroyed it. He declined to charge that the
moral evidence is not sufficient to support a legal certainty. He charged that the defendant’s avoidance of publicity to the charge raised was no presumption of guilt, and that the
letter of contrition did not import adultery on
its face or prove it, for it did not specify an act
real or supposed; that the same remark applies
to other letters of the ffiifeudant. The fact of
the plaintiff’s silence for six months after the
alleged confession was to be considered, but in
connection with the question whether his silence was due to his wife’s respect.
The Jury Retire.
Having disposed of the request the Judge inquired, “Gentlemen, are you content?'7 and
Mr. Beach answered “We are, sir.”
The juror Davis inquired whether they could
have the papers put in evidence.
The Judge said that was a matter for counsel.
Mr. Evarts said that their embarrassment
was that some of the papers were not in exist
ence, and the jurors might ask for them.
Mr. Beach said he did not understand the juror to a8k lor papers not in existence, and he
thought the request a highly proper one.
The Judge decided that the .jury might send
out for any particular paper they wanted.
The jury retired at one o’clock
Waiting far the Verdict.
Three court officers were sworn to keep the
jury in a private place, without meat or drink
except water, but in the meantime the Judge
had ordered a dinner for them, and it arrived
at 2 o’clock. Tbo jury are in a small room
lighted by two windows, the only furniture
being an old deal table and some chairs. About
a dozen police and
court officers are seated
outside. There is a good deal of excitement.
2 25 p. m.—Beecher and friends remained
and the court house is thronged by the public.
Up to 2.25 p. m. Beecher and friends were in
court, but Tilton and counsel had long gone
away. Beecher is chatting with the reporters
in the corner of the room, and the audience are
nearly all standing fanning themselves, for the
is
weather
Prominent
oppressively hot.
Beecherites said to a Tilton man, “We’ll be all
friends when the trial is over.”
The charge is
considered very favorable to the defendant,
while beiug also intended to convey that a verdict for Beecher would carry no imputation on
the plaintiff or his witnesses.
Facts

anil

Speculations—Scenes
Court

in

the

Room.

Evening—The general impression

is that the
charge to the jury was favorable to the defence.
The Brooklyn Eagle (Beecherite) in a leading
article says, “The Judge passed lightly over
the knotty points, but endeavored to be impartial in the highest sense and has not greatly
failed.” During the charge Foreman Carpenter leaned forward with his elbows on his
knees and his mouth open. The judge retired
to his room at 1.110, took off bis coat and sat
down and puffed a cigar.
Dinner was served
to the j ry at 2 o’clock, although the oldfashioned eath was administered to the officer
tn
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water till they render a verdict.
Tilton and his counsel walked off in silence
after the charge and none of them returned up
to 8 o’clock, but defendant aud counsel remained. Lawyer Shearman demolished a plate of
ice cream to the iuterse admiration of the audience.Beecher chatted|gaily with the crowd of
reporters and spoke of this being his G2d birthday. He got off some capital things and declared he sincerely hoped the jury were not going to disagree. Some wag hammered on the
door at o o’clock and shouted, “The jury is
coming.” The court was instantly tilled by
The judge hearing the
the| excited crowd.
noise came in, surveyed the court and asked
whether the jury were coming.
Clerk—Officer in the gallery, are the jury

misconduct

on

Hennessey,

one

the part of herself and Beecher'
of the Times’ staff, put in a
claim for a copy of the affidavit.
An augry
altercation took place and it is said Shanks
struck the first blow, planting his fist on Hennessey’s nose. Shanks says Hennessey made a
grab at the papers. Hennessey struck back
twice, then grasped at Shanks’ throat, thrust
him back through the crowd and crushed him
against one of the tables, while dozens of hands
were stretched out to separate tho combatants
and ward off the blows of Hennessey’s fist. The
spectators were in a state of wild excitement,
which wa3 not quelled till tho officers arrested
the combatants and took them before Judge
Neilsou, who discharged them on their promising to appear before Judge Walsh tomorrow
to answer a charge of disorderly conduct in
court.
A crowd of about 1000 men and boys are asassembled aronnd the outer gates of the court
house, which are closed and the rough element
excluded.
At 10 o’c’ock Mr. Evarts came in and was
received with applause. He had an abstracted
air. Beecher did not come back since lialt'-

past fonr.
Adjourns.
At 10 p. m. Judge Neilson adjourned the
court to 10 o’clock tomorrow morning.
Affidavit or IHri. Tilton.
Tho following affidavit was prepared by me
and placed iu the bands of counsel in the expectation of an opportunity to present it in
court, but no such opportunity having been
given, and affidavits basely false having been
published against me, I now desire to publish
this in my own vindication.
Elizabeth It. Tilton.
[Signed,)
City Court, Brooklyn: Theodore Tilton vs.
Henry Ward Beecher.
City of Brooklyn,
county of Kings, SS:
Conn

Elizabeth R. Tilton being duly sworn, swears
as follows:
In the months of September, October and
November, 180!), I resided with my husband in
Livingstone street, and I bad tho entire charge
of the household affairs. No persons were employed in laying carpets or attending to auy
work to the house duriug those months except
by my direction. 1 did not employ or authorize
the employment of any man named Brice or
Loader for any work about the house of any
kind, nor do I recollector believe any snch men
were in my house during any of the three
months above mentioned or in any part of the
fall ol 18(3!); nor to the best of my knowledge
and belief were they ever in the house at auy
time.
I have iu the N. Y. Herald seen a statement
purporting to have been made by a man who I
am now informed is named Joseph Loader, to
the effect that in the month of October, ISO!),
while Loader and one Brice were working on
the hall stairs, 1 opened the door to Mr. Beecher, that he seized bold of me, clasped his arms
arouud my waist, kissed me off my feet and
then walked into the tront parlor with his arm
around my waist. The whole of this story is
utterly false and none of these events occurred.
I annex to this affidavit an extract from a
cumuiuiug rye statement or ims
man Loader as to what happered in the house
while he says he was there. This narrative, as
far as it relates in any way to Mr. Beecher or
myself, is utterly false, and the occurrence
newspaper

therein described

October, 1869,

or

took place either in
any other time. There

never

at

impropriety of co.'.duct or any
improper relations between Henry Ward
Beecher and myself, and all charges of adultery or improper conduct, or of any attempt
upon his part or mine to have or solicit any improper conduct, or of any attempt upon his
part or mine to have or solicit any improper or
indecorous relations or acts, are utterly and
absolutely false. There never was aDy act of
familiarity or mark of friendship or affection
either on the part of Mr. Beecher or myself in
the absence of my husband of a greater degree
or different kind from what took place habitually between us in the presence of my husband,
nor was there ever as great a familiarity between Mr. Beecher aud myself as there was
between me and my step-father or brother, nor
never was

any

did any act or word pass between Mr. Beecher
and myself which could not with propriety
have passed between a lather aud daughter.
The front parlor was divided from the library
by glass folding doors, to which there was no
key and which were never locked.
These
doors would not come closely together, and
when they were shut there were aiways two
wide cracks—one between the two doors, and
the other between one of the doors and the
wall—and|through these cracks one could easily
what was going on in the front parlor. Nor
was it possible in 1869 or at any time while I
lived in my hushand’s house for anyone to
look through the cracks between the folding
doors|without the figure of such person being
seen through the glass doors from the parlor.
The front parlor was therefore a place in
which no secrecy wns possible, and at the same
time no one could have approached the folding
doors as the man Price is described as having
done without being seen by me from ;he parlor
if I had been there.
The sofa was close to the
front window, and it was my custom always at
tbe season of year referred to so place the
blinds that passers-by could have seen the sofa
from the street.
The children of the neighborhood were also
accustomed constantly to play about our house
and to run freely over the piazza in front, upon
which the parlor windows opened, aud there
was not the slightest security for
privacy in the
front parlor either from people outside of the
house or from the servants and children wfthin. It was frequently the case that quite a
number of children were playing upon the
piazza in the afternoon for a long time without
interruption and in full yiew of the parlor.
In October, 1869, I had no housekeeper, bat
had three servants and a wet nurse, and also
had in the house three children from six years
upwards, besides my baby then about four
months old, all of whom excepting the baby
were accustomed to go in aud out through the
front parlor and library freely. No housekeeper or any other person paid the bills
of work
peoplejof anykind employed about the house in
the fall of 1869. I paid all such bills myself.
In conclusion, I declare in the presence of
Almighty God that I am absolutely innocent
of all the offences charged against me with
relation to Henry Ward Beecher, except only
that under the influence of my husband, which
I found it impossible to resist so long as I persisted in living with him, I have made charges
against Mr. Beecher which were false and
entirely unfounded, and which my husband
knew to
be
and I declare
that
false;
I
left
my husband voluntarily and without any solicitation or suggestion on the
part of Mr. Beecher, but so far as
I have any knowledge or information of his
vionra
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aud I did so because I had found by sad experience that the only result of my long endeavor
tojserve my husband was that 1 kept myself in
his power and that it was impoisible for me, so
loag as I hved with him, to retist his demands
orto speak the truth when he required me to

deny it,

(Signed,)

Elizabeth R. Tilton.
Sworn before me the 17th day of June. 1875.
A. McCue.
(Signed,)
Judge of the City Court of Brooklyn.

sir.

There was a yell of laughter and the judge retired much annoyed.
It Is rumored that jurors Jeffries, Case, Halstead and Davis are for Tilton and the other
eight for Beecher.
The judge went home at 7 o’clock and returned at 8. The jury ordered supper' at 7 o’clock aud everybody concluded that there was
to be no verdict.
Assistant pastor Halliday
aud Mrs. Beecher came back at 8 o’clock. The
atmosphere was terribly oppressive aud several
of the gentlemen in the gallery took off their
coats.
A Row Between Newspaper Mten.
A row took place between two newspaper
meu at 8 o’clock-this
Shearman was
evening.
liaudiug to Shanks, the city editor of the Triwhich
is
bune,
giving the official report, the
affidavit of Mrs. Tilton, contradicting the affidavits of the carpet-layers as to the alleged

The

Portland

at

Beacon Park.
Boston, June 24.—At the Beacon Park races
to day, in the 2 40 class for a purse of $1000;
$000 to first, $300 to second and $100 to third,
c g John Virgin won iu three
straight heats.
In the 5.24 race for $1500; $000 to first, $450 to
second and $150 to third, was won by g m Seafoam.

Hopeless Illness of Lady Eraukliu.

London, Jane 24.—Lady Franklin is hopelessly ill. She hid farewell yesterday to the
commander of the Pandora, who went in search
of relics of the Franklin expedition, and on
other exploring voyages.
Couut Arnini Convicted and Sentenced to
18 Mouths Imprisonment.
Berlin June 24.—'The case of Count Von
Arnim was decided by the Kammergorieht today. He was convicted of abstracting with intent, state papers of the character of public
deeds entrusted to him, and he was sentenced
to uiue months imprisonment, inoluding one
month that has already expired.
The court
declares there was no ground for the charges
of embezzlement or offences against public or-

der.

Coreign Notes.
The Carlist committee in London announces
the
Alfonsists in Castlemine.
victory over
Nine Alfonsist officers are reported captured.
It is reported that the Marquis of Lome and
wife (Princess Louise,) intend making a tour of
the TJnitedS tates,
The river Garoane continues to rise. Several
persons have been drowned.
Merchants are selling American iron at Wolverhampton at $35 per ton.
a

MINOR TELEGRAMS
The English yacht Octavia, which was seized
a few days sicce at New York on suspicion of
being a Cuban vessel, and subsequently released, sailed yesterdav with 25 passengers, all
of whom were either
Spaniards or Cubans.
Dwight Nash of Miller’s Falls, Mass., fell
last Tuesday from a staging, and striking the
edge of a board cut his throad from ear to ear.
He cannot recover.
The body of a well-dressed man, apparently
50 years old, was found hanging to a tree in the
dense woods near Hindale, L. I. It had evidently been hanging three or four weeks. There
was no clue to his identity.
The flour mills known as Beefs Mills, east
of Frederick Junction, Md., on the Baltimore
aud Ohio Boiiroad, were burned Wednesday
night, with a large quantity of stock. Loss
about $75,000; partially insured.
The Wesleyan crew has arrived at Saratoga
aDd gone into quarters.
Th® Norfolk Light Infantry Blues have arrived home and received an ovation. Gen.Fitz
Hugh Lee spoke iu the highest terms of their
reception in Boston.
The Balton brothers have been convicted of
murder in the second degree in Princess Anne
county, Maryland, for the murder of their father.
Rear Admiral John Decamp oo the retired
list, died at Burlington, N. J., yesterday. He
entered the uavy in 1827.
Tweed has not yet been bailed out.
Donaldson’s balloon went up from Toronto

yesterday.
Mary Bropby, aged *1) years, was fatally
burned at Georgiaville, R. I., yesterday.
There are signs of a revolution in Magdalena.
Messrs. Rost, Norcross and Smith, commissioners appointed to examine the Chicago postoffice building condemn the foundation and the
stone used in unmeasured terms aud recommend that it be torn down.
Internal revenue receipts yesterday were

on

the

Chilian Coast.

Fifty

Lives

Lost.

New York, June 24.—Valparaiso papers of
the 25th of May last, bring news of a terrible
norther at that port and immense damage to
shipping.. Tho Chilian man-of-war school
ship, Valdivia,broke adrift aud a dozeu apprentices were drowned in attempting to lower a
boat. The man-of-war Esmeralda went down
in shallow water. The crew were saved. The
Guatemala
bark
Eden went ashore, hut
the crew were saved.
The Nicaragua brig
Trujilo was broken to pieces and Capt. Lauens
and son were drowned.
The French bark
Jules Borde broke adrift and went ashore. The
Pearl of the Ocean and her cargo were sunk.
Another called the Elvira was sunk by an English bark, the Laura McSenman, of which
Capt. Harris, his wife and seven children were
drowned. It is stated that the number of persons that were drowned will amount to 50.
Capt. Mills of the Pacific Steam Navigation
Company’s steamer Linena lowered a boat in
the height of the tempest, which went to and
returned from the wrecks five times, savimr the
lives of GO persons.
HETEOKULOGIGAL
PROBABILITIES FOB THE NEXT
HOURS.

Costley, tlio Weymouth, (Mass.) murderer
will be banged today. It is said he will make
a confession ou the scaffold.
The buildings of the Norwood Woolen Company at Mystic, Conn were burned yesterday
The loss will reach
by an incendiary fire.

$100,000.
Iowa Democratic Convention met at Des
Moines yesterday. A resolution in favor of a
resumption of specie payment was adopted.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
Portland Wholesale Markets,

Thursday, June 24—The market to-day is very
quiet and we have but fdw changes to noto. Flour is
quiet with prices unchanged. Sugars are very firm in
price with a fair demaud. Pork and lard are firm at
quotations. We quote Molassos as follows:
Porto Rico 49 @63e: Cienfuegos 45 @ 46c; Muscovado 40@44c; NewOrleaus70 @ 85c; Baradoes46(a>
48c, and with a falling market.
recent

DISASTROUS GALE.
Many Vessels Wrecked

yesterday

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal!

>
Officer, Washington, D. 0.,
.Juno 25, (1 A. M.) J

For New England,
the Gulf and South Atlantic states statioiiarp or lower pressure, stationary temperature, southwest to southeast winds, clear and
partly cloudy weather, with occasional light
rain in the western portion.

and

Yellow Fever.
Washington, June 24—The mails for the
navy from the South Atlantic squadrou have
not yet arrived, though hourly expected, therefore the department has no official advices of
the existence of yellow fever on U. S. vessels
in those waters. A private letter to-day by an
officer of the navy from a brother officer at llio
dated May 23d reports yellow fever raging
The number ot deaths daily
at that place.
were from 15 to 20.
During the first half of
March 102 deaths were reported.
Attempted murder and Haieide,
New York, June 24.—An unknown man,
took a young woman named 14. Sophie Schedley of Philadelphia to sail in a float tliis morning, and when off the battery shot her twice
and then put a bullet through liis own head.
He died instantly. She may recover.

Daily Domestic Receipts.
Tho followin' are the receipts by tho Grand Truuk
Railway—Norton & Chapman 609 bills flour, I> W
Coolidge 500 do, David Keazer 100 do, Messrs Milliken 100 do, T H Randall 100 do. J S James 100
do,
Hosmer & Co 100 do, Waldron & True 6 cars corn, G
W True 1 do, Lorminio & Co 1 do, McMillan & Bus-

ley 1 do,
By
True

J V Bond & Co 50 bbls flour.
water couveyauce—1000 bush cornmeal to
& Co.

G W

Boston Stock Liu,
at the Brokers’ Board, June

(Sales
24,
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s.—@109
Union Pacific Sinking Funds 8s.OiJ
Eastern Railroad.62
New York Stock and Money Market,
New York, June 24—Evening.—1The share speculation at the Stock Exchange opened with much
firmness, and the appearances for the first hour of
ileaiings favored a decided “hull” market for the day,
later, however, there was some wabbling in prices
which left tho brokers at tho adjournment of the first
hoard in great doubt as to the turn in temper of
speculation before night. The favorite of the day
was Pacific Maill; the price went to in j on early active demand and then receded to 30J; Lake Shore
and Western Union which were the only other active shares, were firm ill the morning at 62jJ@624
and 74J @ 743 respectively. At the second call the
Pacific Midi declined to 384 and Lake Shore to 614.
The remainder of the list showing a decline of J@}
pei cent.; tlio market finally closed firm with a partial recovery from the afternoon decline; Pacific Mail

39$; Lake Shore recovered to 61$ and Western Union
which had fallen to 74$. reacted to 74$. Investment
shares were strong with only smalll offerings.
The
transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 195,700 shares, including New York Central 4200 shares,
Erie 6200 shares, Lake Shore 47,700 shares, Northwestern 34001 shares, ltock Island 400 shares, Pacific
Mail 81,900 shares, St Paul 2200 shares, Ohio & Mississippi 1600 shares, Western Union 41,800 shares,
Wabash 300 shares, Union Pacific 800 shares. The
latest and ruling rate for loans was at 2 per cent.
Gold closed at 117$, all the sales having been at 117$
@ 117$. The Assistant Treasurer paid out to-day
$16,000 gold for 5-20s redeemed and $8000 for interest. The specie engagements for to-day rteamers
were $300,000, of which $150,000 is gold and the remainder in sliver. The Treasury rewarded one-lialf
million gold at 117 09-100 (a> 117 15-100. The cusThe
toms receipts to-day were $237,000.
are the operations at the Gold Exchange Bank: Gold
balances $1,017,500; currency balances $1,238,981 ;
gross clearances $31,892,000. The following is the
Clearing House statement: Cuvrency exchanges
$70,395,821; currency balances $4,252,985; gold exchanges $6,153,609 ;gold balances $1,040,921. Foreign
Exchange closed quiet and steady at 486$ @ 486$ tor
sixty days and 489$ @ 490 for demand. Government*

following

were

strong.

The following were the
ernment securities:

closing quotations

of

lower

bush seller

July

at

114 @114}; 25,000 bush Not
Milwaukee seller July at 1 17, and last evening 40,000
bush No 2 Milwaukee seller July 1 15. Kye
quiet at
90c for Canada in bond: 98 @ 1 00 tor State.
Barley
nominal. Barley Malt is quiet and unchained. Corn
fully lc lower with a little more doing for export anil
home use; receipts 50,450 hush; 80 @ 81}c steamer
Western Mixed; 82 @ 83c per sail do; 84c for fancy
Yellow Western; 85c for White Western; 80 @ 81c for
steam and sail Western Mixed instore; also 25,000
bush prime sail last half July at 83}d. Oats—receipts
95,391 hush; the market is heavy and lower jsales 61,000 bush at 02 @ Ole for Mixed Western; 63 @ 65c for
White
63c for White State; also 10,000 bush
No 2 Chicago seller July at 62}c. Cottee—Kio steady;
sales 1,500 hags at p t; cargoes quoted at 16 @ 18}e
gold; job lots 16@ 19}c gold; middle grades auiet;
600 bugs Maracaibo at p t. Sugar is
at 7} @
8}e tor tair to good refining; 8}c tor prime. Molasses,
groceiy grades dull at 45 @ 55c for Porto Rico; 70 @
75c for New Orleans. Kice i8 quiet and
at
7 @ 8} for Carolina. Petroleum dull; crude at 6 @

M Bain.

!

bluub uuuu

uuis

renueu

Wiscasset.
Sid 23d, sch H R

Condon, Conley, Georgetown.
WARREN, RI—Ar 22d, sch Freddie Eaton, Motz.

Calais.

rroviaence

2|c; to Oswego at 6c.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 119,000
bush corn, 0000

bush

wheat, 0000

96,000 bush

wheat, 000

do oats.

Shipments—5,00 bills flour,
bush com, 0000 bush oats.

Cincinnati, June 24.—Provisions—Pork quiet and
steady at 19 00. Lard nominal; summer 12c. Bulk
Meats firm and in good demand; sliouldcrs at
8Jc;
clear rib sides at UJc cash; lljc buyer
July; clear
sideslip. Bacon steady; shoulders at 9Jc; clear rib
sides at 12|e; clear sides at 12jc. Wliiskev is firm at
111. Live Hogs are Arm; good light at 6 63 @ 6
83;
heavy 6 00 @ 7 00; receipts of 2200 head; shipments
340 head.
Indianapolis, June 24.—Flour steady at 3 75@
6 25. Wheat steady; Red at 1 10 @ 114; Amber 1 15
@120: White 1 20 @ 1 25.
Corn steady; Ear 65c;
Shelled 67 @ 69c. Oats steady; Mixed at 63c; White
64c. Rye 1 05.
Detroit, June 24.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat— extra at 1 26J; No 1 White at 1 25J: Amber
Michigan 4 20i. Corn is quiet and unchanged. Oats
quiet and unchanged.
Lake Freights— Wheat to Buffalo 2ic; Wheat Oswego 5c.

Receipts—1000

bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat. 0,000
bush corn, 1000 bush oats.
Shipments—0000 bills flour, 31,000 bush wheat, ,000
bush com, 0,000 do oats.

Charleston, June 24.-Cotton steady; Middling
uplands at 15c.
Savannah, June 24.—Cotton quiet and nominal;
Middling uplands ]4Je.
New Orleans, June 2L—Cottonfirm and in
good
demand; Middling nplands at 15Jc.
Mobile, June 21.—Cotton unchanged; Middling
uplands 14J @ 14Jc.
York, June 2L—Cotton is quiet and steady;
Middling uplands 15Jc.
European Mameu.
London, Juno 24—12.30 P.M.—American securities—United States 5-20 bonds, 1865, old, 1065; new
loan 103*. Erie Railway at
12J.
Liverpool, June 24-12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
steamer; Middling uplands at 7 7-16d;do Orleans
at7|d; sales 12,000 bales, including 2000 bales tor
speculation and export.
DR. PALMGB, of Westerly, R. I., says that
“Hunt’s Remedy Is the most effectivo medicine that
he has ever used in his practice for
dropsy and kidney diseases. / can safely say that it has almost
raised the dead."
jne25d<Scwlw

inst, scbs Florian, from Portland:
Ontara, Pettigrew, for New York.
Sid fm Jamaica 8th inst, sch May Morn, Stetson,
for New York.
Sid fm Falmouth, J, 8th inst, sch Lunet, Hinds,
for Florida.
At Sagua 13th inst, barques Norton
Stover, Sherman, and A N Franklin. Mears, lor North lor Hatteras; brig Mary E Leighton, Wallace, do; scbs L W
wheeler, Bowman; Emma K Smalley, MeFadden;
Five Sisters, Wallace, and South Shore, Whittemore,
(destinations not reported.
Ar at Cardenas 20th inst, sch Hannah
McLoon,
Keen, New York.
Sid ftn Havana 2lst inst, sch
Monadnock, Baker,
New Orleans.
Ar at Savanna la-Mar June
6, brig Frank Clark.
Cotter. New York.
At Montego Bay, Ja, 14th
inst, sch Nellie Star, Poland, from New York, ding.
Ar at Windsor, NS, June
21st, sch Florence Shay,
VanCleaf. New York.
Aral, St John, NB. 22d
inst, sch Charlie Bell,*
Knox, Rockland.
Old 22d. brig C C Colson,
sch J
Coney,
H Crowley, Crowley, Alexandria. Matanzas;
Cld at Rockland, NB,
22d, sch Sea Lark, Miller,*
Now York.
SPOKEN.
June 20, lat 32 20, Ion 74 20, a brig showing white
with
letter
bound
flag
North.
W,
Health

Who

doubt it? Do we not every day see the
vigorous and clear-headed pushing on to fortnne,
and tho feeble and brain-befogged
tarrying by the
way? Health gives energy, vim. What a healthy
mind conceives, a healthy body is prompt to execute. Difficulties which deter the invalid
altogether,
the vigorous man surmounts at a bound. If wo
would be successful, let us first he healthy. The initial step to be taken toward arriving at that condition, is to rally the failing energies of the Bystem.
As a renovant of decaying vital power, Ilostetter’s
Stomach Bitters may be justly recommended in
preterence to all other tonics, since its superiority as
an invigorant is the subject of daily demonstration.
But it is far more than a simple recuperant of physical strength; it is a prompt remedy for bodily irregularities, particularly of the stomach, bowels and
liver, and a reliable preventive of maladies begotten
of miasma, impure water, exposure and exhaustion, the had ettects of which it invariably countercan

acts.

land.

In this city, Juno 24, by Rev. B. F. Leavitt. Henry
F. Whittier of Lowell, Mass., and Miss Abbie M.
French of Portland, formerly of Lowell. [Lowell
papers please copy.
In this city, Juue 23. by Rev. C. W. Buck, Joseph
L. Whitmore of Lancaster. N. H„ and Rosa J,.,
daughter of Geo. F. Foster, Esq., of Portland.
At White Rock, Gorham. Juno 6. by Rev. W. J.
Twort. James H. Flood and Miss Lucy M. Watts,
both ot Buxton.
At White Rock, June 22, by Rev. W. J. Twort,
James E. Fellows of Wiudbam aud Miss Adclia L.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SEASONABLE

and

to the

DEPARTURE OP 8TEAH8HIP8.
Xante.
From
For
Date.
Columbus.Now York. .Havana’.... June 25
Nova Scotian....
Quebec
.Liverpool... .June 25
City of Richmond .New York. .Liverpool.... June 26
Utopia.New York. Glasgow.June 26
Republic.New York. .Liverpool*... June26
City of Vera Cruz. .New York Havana.June 29
Russia.New York. .Liverpool.June 30
Accapulco.New York.. Aspinwall.. June 30
City of Montreal.. .New York.. Liverpool_July 3
Parthia.Boston -Liverpool_July 3
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.July 3

THROUGHOUT OUR

Spring Overcoatings

department

ENTIRE

ESTABLISHMENT.

The most complete ami perfect assortment
ot

DRESS COATS,

o---o

| FIRST CLASS GOODS |
o—-o

found in this city

to be

Do not

fail

PANTS AND VESTS

o-o
| at tbe lowest prices. |
o-o
to Inspect the following lines

of Goods,

Ever before exhibited in this city.
and

0 -o

1 OUR MILLINERY DEPARTMENT |
o-o
has been replenished with all the
and Straw Hats.

new

SUITS,

MASQUES

OVERSKIRTS,

AM)

shapes of Chip

«

ULSTERS AND DUSTERS,

*

*■

•

Ribbons, Flowers and Feathers—Most choice
sortment at exceedingly attractive prices.

a

New shades of Trimming Silks just opened.
We beg to invite an inspection of our
large and magnificent stock of fine French Flowers,
not equalled in extent or moderation of price

OF

—

GOOD

O---o
| PARASOLS AND SUN UMBRELLAS |
o--

FOR THE

SEASON OF 1S75.

marked down

DYER

FULLY 20 PER CENT FROM

&

CURTIS,

PRICES RULING EARLY IN THE SEASON.
Their assortments

are

IVo. 8 Cross

the finest in

without exception
the city,

lO lbs. per day, trom June 1
t(
<4
*4
15 4«
<*
‘4
44
90 (t

o-o
| LADIES’ LINEN SUITS |
o-o
an

the

If not takeu the lull
“

15

from

•«

Yearly

elaborate styles,

44

AT

—

By

LLAMA SHAWLS,
LACE JACKETS,
LACE MANTLES,
SLEEVLESS LACE GARMENTS

Dr.

COW

2STEWS,

Per Dez. *18.00.

An

JlendelMitohn.

in

60 cl*. Per D«z. *5.40,

EASTMAN

V It O

S.,

534 Congress Street.
jmj'JS

o-o
| 4 & 5 FREE STREET. |
o-o

myl9

com-

FIRST WALPCRGIS NIGHT. MendelsMohu. Cloth, *1.45. Board*. *1.00. Pa-

sntf

80c.

per.

For Musical Societies.

CURTIS & BEHR’S HEW METHOD FOR
THE ZITHER. $1.50.
The Zither is an instrument like a guitar,
much more powerful and well worth learning.
Sold by all music dealers. Sent post free, for
tail Prices.

but
re-

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, N. Y

jnel5

d&w2w

ROBERT THAYER WILDE,

REFRIGERATORS !

THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.

In all Styles, Grades and Sizes.

Rooms II Sc 12 Fluent Block.
ap2
IB

UCreUJT

given that all officers, sailors and soldiers,
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion,
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
thousands of pensioners

are

entitled to

Apply immediately through

an

TUCKER’S

HOUSE

The Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

J. F. MERRILL,

115 EXCHANGE STREET.

orders,

elthe

prompt attention,

personal

or

my26’74dtf_PORTLAND.

by mail, will receive
jy24dtlsn

ICE CREAM DEPOT.

A safe and sure remedy for removingTan,Pimples,
Moth, Blotches, Freckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and Desk and imparting to it

TO TOE PUBLIC.
Having secured the services of a First Class
Cream Maker, and fitted out some First C lass
reams for the business, I am prepared to furnish
Ice Cream of superior quality to Family
Parties,
Picnics, &c. Plates and Spoons furnished to picnic
parties without extra charge.

BDRirV.

PRICE FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE.
Prepared only by A. 8. SCHLOTTERBECK &
Co., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street.
One door above Brown, Portland, Me.
ma27sndtf

Surgical Instrument Manufactory.

T. L.

full line of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
ior deformities, Electric
Batteries.
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutch-

es,

&c.,

&c..

ou

8G

baud anil made to orde".

jy ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET.

_my24

dtf

WILLEY & TYLER.

SCHLOTTERBECK & CO.,

TAXIDERMISTS,

n

SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS.
501 Congress St.. Portland, Hie
One door above Brown.

KIMBALL,

EXCHANGE ST.,

OPPON1TE POST OFFICE

jyi

Repairing promptly attended to by
Manufacturers of and Dealers

Temple Street, Portland,

16

apr27-sncodtt

Cigars! Cigars!

ARTIFICIAL EYES,

C. WAY & CO., Apothecaries.

Hal Bird* and Feather.

AT

A

.ui

VERY

within

LOW

EUREKA

requires

my

HARLOW,

aP19___cltf

Stone Flower Vases,
Best Thing Yet for Plants!

Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promp tly
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderlv tiersnns. fomnlgw ->n.i ..i.ii.i-.,,.
just tue tiling. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases ot
the Files end Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms of
Dyspepsia, such as
never

Front does not crumble them. Mast dofo
not attack them.
You need not paiut them.
rhe earth relaiun mointurc in them.
—

roNc.UE.BiLnousNKss,Liver Coei laint
Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
ALL
Irregularities, Neukalgia, FaintANDo
NESS CSV.

SIOCKffKLLfi™,.U3w0*’ I

THE

—

W. STOCK WE EL,

Pipe Co.,

Treasurer.

FIXTURES.
Also
a

Gtis and

good assortment of

Kerosene Stoves

For

Cooking.

JOHN KINSJIIAN,

128 Exchange Slmd.
myllHdlm

!

—

BY

Jlll>_i!2w
GAS AND WATER

*”«•*« Boxes

(Miockwell’s Pntrnl.)
BEST PI PC HADE
(all things considered.)
THIS PIPE IS* ENDORSED BALE AII
I1YB K1VBINEKRM.
“The eliminated rases instead ot
decomposing the
cement tend to harden and make It more stone in,J r
E. T. CON, State Geologist.
Indianapolis, Indiana

SOLD

Portland Cement Drain
1.

Fyes.Sick Headache,

ro

BED LOUNGE

230 Federal Street,—Npw XiitnhAi*

Indorsed hy all the Medical .Tourn.als an th.e most
-A-greeable,
Convenient, Effective anti
Sure Remedy for

PORTLAND CEMENT DRAIN PIPF
J. w

FIGURE,

whole attention to Its manufacture.

J. R.

by thh

day.,

Lounge., Fn.y l/hair., Parlor Chair.,
Parlor Hull*. Mirror., Sofa., Chamber
Seu, Spring Bed., Mntlre.«e.„ Ac,
as the increasing demand for

PERISTALTIC

Manufactured

HO

My entire stock ol

THE

PIPE

OUT7

CLOSING
1 .hall claw

HARRISO 1ST’8

'•

Specially.

a

I3r*Faiicy Pigeons and Fowl of the best Breeds on
and in their season; also,
Eggs for Setting.
J“2
dtt

A CARD
To the public or those wantiug a Relrigerator.
I
have not time myself anil do not employ agents to
run round and ilium up Customers, but Bells
my
Goods at Manufacturers prices, and will simply Bay
it they will call at Howell eg Morse’s, 20 Market
Square, and see my Refrigerator in full opperatiou
before buying, it will be to their advantage, as the
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there and
speak tor themselves.
J. F. MERRILL.
inyl7sndtf

and

LEAVES, &c,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Corner Cumberland and Myrtle Streets.
Portlai'd, Maine.
snlf
ma22_

TIiF- Skin

Maine.

Birds, Animals, Deer Heads, Fishes, Ac.
prepared, Staffed and Mounted to order.

One of the Best Assortments in the City.
Try them.

Coated
Loss of

MAINE.

KIMBALL'S

Schlotterbeck’s Moth and Freckle Lotion.

a MARBLE

com-

It Is unsurpassed in Simplicity, Ease of Wabatement, Durability, Dryness and Purity
•f Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wnolesaie ami Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices.
Cheaper thau any other. Can get a better article by
buying of manufacturer or agent. Don’t fail ol being convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom corner of Cross and Fore Sts.,
under Commercial House. Manufactory Rear of
No. 10 Cross Street.

increased

Dr. E. B. JACK-

PRINTING

best assortment in the State,
improvements, caneu

me latest

THE PEERLESS.

SON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chambers St., New York.
oc29snly

All

an

uiuiug
UV1ICU.-ItUlltO

rate.

largest and

The

3m*

a

—

suUtf

is

HOW SHALL I TEACH? or Hints to
Teacher*. A Pamphlet by Dr. Lowell Mascn,
with a concise description ot bis mode of instruction. Much sought for. .‘18 cl*.

o-o
| DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO., |
o-< >

_

[m>ORTANT
Carnage

to

L

THE

PORTLAND,

Opera b.r

unfinished

fragment, which, however,

A beautiful
plete iu itself.

GREAT VARIETY.

DRAIN

PRICK!*.

ate

dtf

EBBN TOURJEE.

Price 8*4*00.

LORELEY.

niaialnre

Sun sets.7.40 | Moon rises.11.45 PM

r

A new book of sterling merit, for the use of Musical Societies, Conventions, and
Chorus Choirs,'*
which are now becoming quite common. 200 pages,
and about 100 pieces.

VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

,8al“ b.vt

—

be.

81 50
4 00
9 50

THE CHORUS CHOIR.

at

'‘I"'1-1,

Almaaac.Juiic £5.
Sun riBes.4.25 I High water...... 4.00 PM

O

New Music Books!

the plainest to the most

OOr. sent
by mail free of posla|(e lo any address.
D“r
D. s. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston, aud by all Druggists.
seOsnoodly

(new)-Quebec.Liverpool_July 10
.Quebec.Liverpool.luly 17

price will

supplied at proportionate

customers

my 4

PARIS AND BERLIN DESIGNS,

the

“

'*

«

90

and desirable

season

daily, per mouth.

flO lb*,

SUITS AND OVERDRESSES,
new

44

season.

LADIES’LINEN BABTISTE AND LAWN

many

Oct. 1, *5
*4
7

fo

Sa^fcewill be [delivered earlier than June 1st,
and later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate as during

unusually large selection of

including

Street,

Scales of Prices for the Season.

all of most superior silks and finish,
with the latest and most desirable handles.

as
are so compact
a carried in the veet

STYLES

—

ICE!ICE! ICE!

by any house in this city.

Every variety of beautiful Wreaths,Vines and Sprays

Travellers find the Lozenges nisi what
they need,
they
and inodorous that then mini
pocket, and as an aperient or
bexatwe these Lozenges have no equal.

3

Thursday, Jane 24,
ARRIVED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S—passengers and mdse to John Porteous.
Steamer City ot Portland, Pike, St John, NB, vie
Eastport tor Boston.
Sell Lahaiua, Houghton, Georgetown —coal to Rolling Mills,

my31dtf

class Tailor.

Oppression After Fating, Sour
Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Stomach,
Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins,
Yel-

The Largest Assortment in Maine,

They

the eery Infest imerery respect the

in

are

#

GOST/YE NESS, DYSPEPS/A, P/LES,

Sardinian,
Sarmatian.

PORT OF

from

portations.
nicest ever presented by him.
I?1R. KODIjIJVCS is prepared to make
up these goods in that perfect fitting and
thorough manner which has giren him
such an euyiable reputation as a flr«t

EXAMINE THEM BEFORE PURCHASING:-

LOZENGES.

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool.July 6
Cimbria.New York. .Hamberg.
July S
Andes.- New York. .Jamaica,&c.July 9
City of Chester.New York.. Liverpool_July 10
Villede Paris.New York. .Havre.July 10

M^JRI^E

all selected

were

will be to your interest to

it

DR.

...

Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.Inly

offering

now

in every

Brigham of Bridgton.

In Biddeford, Juno 13, Miss Annie M. Haley, aged
18 years 2 months.
lu Lewiston. June 2, Mr. Eugene A. Sawyer, aged
23 years 1 month.
In Augusta, June 23, Alice M., daughter of Moses
L. Wells, aged 24 years.
In Belfast, June 12, Mr. Eliphalet Clark, aged 89
years 4 month3.

special

Source of ill Health.
GRASS CLOTH

the public
elegant as-

--| ATTRACTIONS AND INDUCEMENTS |
o---

»

DIED.

most

the public

Costiveness the most Prolific

SUITS,

informing

direct tbe attention of customers

to

Appliances

[i» Capital.

Gov-

United States coupon 6's, 1881.126$
United States 5-20’s, 1862, coup.118$
United States 5-20’s 1864, coup..
United States 5-20’s, 1865, old.122$
United States 5-20’s, 1865, now.1234
United States 5 20’s, 1867.125
United States 5-20’s, 1868.125
United States new 5’s. .118$
United States 10-40 coupon....
119$
Currency 6’e ex.......
122$

beg

in

opened the

sortment of

A

MARRIED.
In this city, June 23, by Rev. Dr. Shailer, George
A. Uisbce and Miss Charlotte Alison, both ot Port-

pleasure

that he fans

rick

Turks Island.
At Ponco 10th

Takes

--o
| Nos. 4 & 5 Free Street, |
--o

lor New York.

Fish, Calais for do; Eliza Sawyer, Cook, and
Montrose, Allen, do for New York; Gov Coney, Ridley, Augusta for Newport; Castillian, Morgan, Calais
for Bridgeport; Josephine, Fickett, Mill
bridge tor
New York; Wm Boardman, Hallowell tor do.
Also ar 22d, sch Redondo. Jewett, Calais for Washington, (lost part deckload laths off Cape Cod.)
Ar 23d. schs Addie Blaisdell, Crowell, and
Lahaina,
Houghton, Georgetown for Boston; Kate Newman,
Newman, Hoboken for Portsmouth; Astoria, Moon,
Sullivan for New York; Star, Bray, from Calais for
Chicago, June 24.—Flour is quiet and weak unProvidence.
change. Wheat is dull, unsettled and easier; No 1
Sl«l
scbs Abbie Pitman, A W Fisk, Florida,
Spring 102}; No 2 Spring fresh at 96}c for regular; Addie 23d,
Blaisdell, Lahaina, and Kate Newman.
9fi|@ 96} on spot; 90} @ 97c seller July; seller for
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 23d, scbs D
Ellis, Murray,
August 98} @ 9S|c; No 3 do at 93Jc; rejected at 84c. Lincolnville; Watchman, Heal. do.
Corn active and lower: No 2 Mixed 65c on Bpot; 661c
BOSTON—Ar 23d, sch Lizzie Carr, Teel, Alexanbid seller July; 68}c bid seller for August;
rejected dria.
64} @ 65c. Oats lower and in fair demand at 50} bid
Below, sch Hattie M Buck, from Turks Island tor
on spot; 48c seller July;
37} bid seller August; 46c
Gloucester.
for rejected. Kve is nominal; No 2 at 90c.
Barley
Cld 23d, schs Ida May, Marston,
is quiet-and weak; No 2 Spring 1 20 @ 1 25 on soot.—
Jonesport; JK
Baker, Robinson, Thomaston; Gertie E Merrow,
Pork steady at 19 60 on spot; 19 25 seller lor
August; Dunning, Bath.
19 95 seller September. Lard is steady at 13 on
spot;
Ar 24tb, schs Addie Blaisdell, Bearse,
Alexandria;
13 15 seller August; 13 30 seller for September. Bulk
Amelia, Farnsworth, Bangor.
Meats advanced and in fair demand; shoulders
8c;
Below, brig J H Dillingham, from Baltimore.
short rib middles lljjc; short clear do 118c. Whiskey
Cld 24tb, barque A C Adams, Fries, New Orleans;
firmer and in lair demand at 116.
scbs Flora Grindle, Stanley,
Eastport; Tamerlane,
Freignts—Corn to Buffalo 2}; Wheat 2}c.
Kelley. Lamoine.
Un the call of the Board in the atternoon—Wheat
1
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 22d, schs E Closson, Dority,
was firmer at 97| @ 97 jc seller
July; 98} tor sellor Au- and Only Son. Meader, trora
Philadelphia; Kossuth,
gust. Corn firm at 668c seller for July; 68}c for seller
Dodge, Hoboken; Cassie Jameson, Jameson, GeorgeAugust. Oats unclinauged. Pork and Lord dull aud
town,
unchanged.
Ar 23d, schs M M
Dinsmore, and Alcora,
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 60,000 bush wheat, 82,- Robinson, Hoboken; Knowles,
Union, Mitchell, do.
000 bush com, 5,500 bush oats, 00,000 bush rye, 0,000
Sid 22d, schs Sarah Wooster, McFarland. Frankbush of barley.
lin; Albert Nason, Dailey, for Kennebec; Bloomer,
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 20,000 bush wheat, 2
Freeman, Mt Desert.
000 bush com, 49,000 busn oats, 0,000 hush rye, 1,000 !
Sla 2sd, sch Pavilion, Linscott, Calais.
oust, barley.
BATH—Ar 23d. schs Etta A Stimpson, Hart, SaSt. Louis, June 24.—Flour is dull and
drooping; tilla River; A R Weeks, Farr, Philadelphia.
double extra Winter at 4 75 @ 5 00; treble do 5 00 jv
5 50; family at 5 75 @ 6 00; fancy 6 50 @ 7 25. Wheat
FOREIGN PORTS.
is lower and fairly active; No 2 Red Winter at 1 28
@
Sid fm Genoa —, sch Albert W Smith, Leavitt, for
1 28} cash ;1 29} @ F30 seller July; 1 27 seller
August.
United States.
Corn lower; No 2 Mixed 63} cash; 63} for seller J une.
Ar at Queenstown 23d inst, Bhip Kate
Davenport,
64}e seller August. Oats lower; No 2 at 53 @ 54.
Otis. San Francisco.
Rice unchanged.
At Buenos Ayres May 15, ship Richard
McManus,
Receipts—2,000 bbls flour, 8,000 bush wheat, 0,000
Beal, unc; barques Archer, Hatch, from Portland;
bush corn, 4,000 bush oats, 00,090 hush barley, 1000
Sami E Spring, Norton; Celina,
Hodgdon; Evanell,
hush rye, 000 hogs, 0000 cattle.
Hichborn; Ella, Matthews, and David Chapin, Bunker, (destinations not reported); brigs Dibit, Nash,
Tolhdo, June 24.—Flour is steady. Wheat dull
and lower; No 2 White Wabash at 1 27; extra White
and Rebecca J Page. Hill, unc.
At Montevideo May 16, barque T F
Michigan at 1 26}; No 1 White Michigan 1 24}; AmWhiton, Carvber M lciiigan 1 22; seller July X
22} @ 1 23; seller for er, from Savannah; and others.
At Rio Janeiro May 23. ships Genevieve
August 1 22; No Red 1 24; No 2 Red 1 22; seller for
Strickland,
1
July 22}. Cora is steady; high Mixed 71c;seller for Gammon, for Callao; Riverside, Woodward, from
June 70}c; seller July at 71}c; seller August at
Cardiff for do; Pacific, Foss, for
73}c;
Liverpool; Freidlow Mixed at 69}c; No 2 White 72c; no grade at 68
iauder, Morrison, from New York lor Sau Francisco;
@
68}c, damaged at 60c. Oats dull aud lower; No 1 at barques Loreua. Blanchard, and Panola, Beck, unc.
At Bahia May 30tb, brig Afton, Copp, from New
55}c; No 2 at 53c; White 56}c.
Freights dull; Wheat t o Buffalo 2|; Wheat to Os- York.
6.
At
wego
Point-a-Petre 8th inst, brig Ernest, Sinnett, for
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush Wheat, 1,000 -Portland.
bush Corn, 9,000 bush Oats.
Ar at Port Spain 5th inst, sch
Waldemar, Parker,
Demarara.
Shipments—0,000 bbls Hour, 1,000 bush Wheat. 29.000 bush Corn. 6,000 hush Oats.
Sid 5th, sch Izetta, Smith, New York.
Sid fm St Pierre 5th inst, sch Addie Fuller, HenMiitwaukr*, June 24.—Flour dull and quiet.—
derson, New York.
Wheat is firm; No 1 at 1 03}; No 2 at 1 uo on spot;
Ar at St Thomas 7th iDst.
99c seller July; 98Jc do August. Corn is lower; No 2
brig Sulivan, Perry, fm
Oporto, (and sailed 12th for Turks Island); sch Alma,
Mixed at 63 cash. Oats dull and lower; No 2 at
48}
Johnson.
8th,
Boston;
Thomas
49c.
is
nominal
brig
Owen, Trinidad
and
@
Rye
steady; No 1 iu store at (and sailed 12th fot Turks
95c. Barley nominal; No 2 Soring at 1 20 cash: inn
Island); Hairy Stewart,
Weeks.
Nov?
11th.
York;
St Croix.
21
senur
Antelope.
Kay,
ig
September.
Provisions firmer but inSid 9th, brigs Katabjin, Harlow,(trom Rio
active. Pork tirrn at 19 00. Lard at 13 @
Janeiro)
13J.
for Hampton Roads; 10th,
Lake Freights quiet and weak; Wheat to Buffalo at
Harry Stewart, Weeks,

|

I

99 Exchange Street,

DWIGHT 0. GOLDER & CO.,?
°\---

NEWPORT—Ar 22d. sch Marv E StnnlM. Trott.

sener

I

Fashionable Tailor,

Y1NEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d, schs Koret, DunJuly at 12|c. Naptha quoted at 81c. Tallow firm at
8} @ 8 15-16c. Naval Stores—Rosin dull at 1 70 @ j ham, irom Yyomic River for Bath; Frank, Randall,
1 75. Turpentine dull at 31}c for Spirits. Pork is j Bangor tor Now York; L M Strout, Dean, fra do for
Wilmington; Caspian, Fletcher, do for Fall Rivex;
lower; sales of 900 bbls new mess job lots at 19 90 @
Olive, Reynolds, Shulee, NS for New Haven; Kend20 00 ; 250 bbls seller July at 19 85 ; 3250 bbls sellor for

August at 19 90 @20 00; 1000 bbls seller September
at 20 OO. Beef unchanged. Lard lower; prime steam
at 13}; 250 tcs seller July at 13}; 600 do seller lor
August at 13 9-16; 175 do for September at 13 9-10c.
Butter is unchanged at 15 @ 24c for Western: 20 @
27c for State; 10 @ 13c for old Western; 14 @15c for
do Stat. Whiskey lower at 119}.
Freights to Liverpool—market is irregular; Cotton
per steam 9-32d; Corn per steam 6} @ 7d; Wheat per
steam at 7} @ 7}d. Flour do 3s 6d.

SPRING

W.H.KOHLIM

Cardenas.

Philadelphia.

unchanged

i.jc,

trom

PROVIDENCE—Sid 22d, sch Mary E Staples,
Trott. New York.
Ar 23d, schs Mary E Gage, Smith. Calais;
Florida,
J hompson. Hurricane Island; Albert
Treat, Sawyer,

steady

icuiicu xi,

Thestrup,

ALEXANDRIA-Ar 21st, ach Hattie G McFarland, McFarland, New York.
Ar 22d, sch Irene E Meservey, Meservev, Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 22d, brig Hattie M Bain, Thestrnp. Cardenas; sebs H H Fisk,Crowell, Boston; E B
Phillips, Baker, Richmond, Me; W H Rowe, Wbittemnre, Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 22d, barques Lillian, Rumball. Boston; Almira Coombs, Langtborn, Havana;
brig Acelia Tliurlow, Gallison, Matanzas; sch L A
Suow, Pillsbury, Rockland.
Below, barque Gan Eden, from Havana; sch May
McFarland, from Cardenas.
NEWCASTLE, DEL—Passed down 22d,brig Prairie Rose, tor Caibarien; sch Lucy Baker, lor Portland ; E G Willard, for do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 24th, ech Milan, Scott,
Caibarien.
NEW YOBK—Ar22d, sells Sarah M Bird, Merrill,
Baltimore; Florida, Means, Pawtucket ; Celestia,
Brown, Providence.
Ar 23d, brig Shannon. Sawyer, Tiinidad; achs N A
Farwell, Dizer, Aeuadilla 21 days; Mattie A Franklin, Jones, Boddeek; Caroline Hall, Guptill,Virginia;
YoSemite, Webber, Providence.
Ar 23d, barque Emma C Litchfield, Hayden, Cienfuegos; Ernestine, Knight, Matanzas; schs Cumberland, Webber, do; J G Craig, Woodbury, Utiiia;
Mary G Collins, Mead, Sagua; Sunbeam. Kelley,
Port Antonio; Florence & Lillian. Jacksonville.
Ar 24th, aebs Alice B Gardiner, Turner, Brunswick, Ga; Norman, Smith,Turks Island; Addie Fuller, Henderson, fm St Pierre; Carrie M Richardson,
Richardson, Caibarien.
Cld 22d, brig Martha, Wiley, Mobile; schs Franklin, Miller. Indiauola; Hattie L Fuller, Smith, for

Jacksonville.
Cld 23d, barques Josephine Martin, Fickett, Naples; Homeward Bound. Merriman, Havre.
Sid 23d, brig F H Todd, lor Rio Janeiro; Ech S G
Pinkham, tor Aux Cayes.
NEWLONDON-Ar 22d, sebs Annie L McKeen,
McKeen, Jacksonville for Norwich; S P Had, Turner, Brunswick, Ga.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 22d, sch Alpine, Marshall, fm

Western;

v

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement iu the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 23d, ship Sumner R Mead,
Wood, Manila.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 12th, sch M llie Trim,
Drink water, Boston.
Sid 12th, sch S F Seabury,
Trim, New Bedford.
SAVANNAH—Cld 22d, ach Sarah F Bird, Hall, for
New York.
Sid 21at, sell John S Lee, \ranGilder. Damariscotta.
BRUNSWICK, GA—Ar 21st, ach Whitney Long,
Hayes. New York.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Ar 10th, sch Harbinger,
Dodge, New York.
WILMINGTON—Cld 10th, brig Suwanee, Foster,
St John. PR.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed in 22d, brig Hattie

figure.

Domestic Markets.
Nhw York, June 24—Evening.—Cotton market is
auiet and steady at an }c advance; sales 2046 bales;
Middling uplands at 15}c; forward deliveries, moderate business and advanced }c. Flour— receipts 13,236 bbls; tho market is in fair request for
export and
home use; prices without decided
change; sales 19,200 bbls; Superfine Western and State at 4 50 @ 4 80;
extra Western and State 4 90 @ 5 25; extra choice
Western and Stateat 5 30 @ 5 65; White Wheat Western extra at 5 70 @ 6 40; extra Ohio at 4 90 @ 7 00;
extra St Louis at,5 20 @ 8 25; including 7200 bbls of
shipping extra! amt 4800 bbls extra mill flour at
prices within range;also 3,000 bbls choice extra State
to arrive with next two weeks at 5 30;market closing
quiet; Southern flour steady at 4 90 @ 8 25; Kye flour
in moderate request at 4 30 @ 5 50.
Corumeal quiet
and steady at 3 65 @ 4 40.
Wheat—receipts 157,441
bush; the market is heavy and 1 @ 2c lower with a
moderate business doing for export and fair demand
lor forward delivery; sales 154,000 bush; 1 12 for No
2 Chicago and North Western; 1 16 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 17} for No 2 Minnesota; 4 19 @ 1 20 for No 1
Spring; 110 @ 1 20 for ungraded Iowa and Minnesota
Spring; 1 28 @ 1 34 for Winter Ked Western; 1 35 Jbr
Amber Western; 1 30 @ 1 37 for White Western; also
8,000 bush No 2 Chicago seller July 110}; 32,000 hush
No 2 Milwaukee seller June at 115
@1151; 48,000

ladies. Wo arrived at Nashua at noon, and
were received by St. George Commandery and
magnificently entertained for five hours, after
which we left for here, aud are being entertained at a banquet at the armory of Worcester, Mass., Commahdery. The day has been

—

93}

ments
bead.
Live Hogs—receipts 16,000
bead; market is active
at a decline of 10c; sales of inferior to choice 6 30®
7 30; lair to good 7 00 @ 7 15, closing weak and easy;
shipments 6000 head.
Sheep dull and easy; receipts 600 head; salos poor
to choice 3 00 @ 3 50.

Commanderies, and furnished with refreshments aud button hole bouquets by the

FOREIGN.

98t

Chicago Cattle Market.
CniOAGO, .June 24.—Cattle—receipts of 3,2000 bend;
the market is very quiet especially lor inferior grades
and closing weak; sales fair to extra at 5 65 Cat 6 45;
Texans 2 12} @4 17}; natiue stock 3 00 @ 4 7of ship2000

cester

very hot; the thermometer at Nashua standing
at 90 in the shade, hut the members are having
in royal
a glorious time and are being treated
style by the Sir Knights of New Hampshire
F.
and Massachusetts.

Pacific..

cbietly at

MISCELLANEOUS_

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Fortress Monroe
24th, brig Mechanic, Gonld,
Saga a for Baltimore.
Ar at Baltimore 24th, sell Anuie Amwlen. Mattheson, Portland.
Ar at Havana 23d, barque Ida J
Benner, Benner,
New York; brig Daisy
Boynton, Shields.

Providence Print Cloth Murkcl.
Providence. June 24.—The printing cloths market
is weak and held at 5 @ 5}e for best 64®64’s: sales

Epping the Commandery was received by delegations from Nashua aud Wor-

Sheffler of Des Moines was nominated
for governor.

Treasnry Balances. J
Washington, June 24.
The following are the Treasury balances of
to-day:—Currency, $4,432,335.00; special deposit
of legal tenders for redemption of certificates of
deposit $04,345,000; coin, $72,109,430, including
coin certificates, $21,150,500; outstanding legal
tenders, $377,004,000.

Union

Union Pacific land grants, ex-int.
Sinking Funds.

At

Shepard

WASHINGTON.

Sell T lienetfict. Crockott, New York— Orlando
Nickerson.
Sch Day Star, (Br) Davidson, Hall’s
Harbor, NS.
Sch Rising Sun, Jones. Kennebec, to load tor Philadelphia—Orlando Nickerson.
,G.eo K Young. Marshall, Rockport, to load for
Philadelphia—C H Chase & Co.

Chicago & Northwestern preferred.49}
Chicago iS: Hock Island. 102}
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph. 23}
The following were the quotations tor Pacific Kailroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.106}

SPECIAL NOTICES.

'•

Fox.

Wabash. 0|
Chicago it Northwestern. 37}

Press.]

iu Boston

CLEARED.

Michigan Central... 00
Union Pacific Stock.73}
Lake Shore. 01}
Illinois Central, ex-div. .101J

The Portland Commandery nt Worcester.
Worcester, June 24.—The Portland Commandery arrived here at 7 o’clock last night all

The mercury rose to 05
aud iu Manchester to 08.

MASSACHUSETTS.

the

Erielpreferred.20}

Barrett and other Sir Knights; Pilgrim, of
Lowell, by O. A. Bingham; Cceur do Lion, of
Charlestown, by J. F. Crockett aud E. F.
Sumner; Boston by John H. North; Melrose
by M. W. Wmship; HughdePayne of Iveeue,
by Sir Knights Templeton, Fletcher ami
Knight; Worcester County Commandery by
Lyman Brooks, Aaron King, aud four other
Sir Knights; William Parkman Coimnaudery
of East Bosteu by 14 Sir Knights, under command of Eminent Commander W. J. Ellis,
arrived at 9 o’clock and were royally entertained by Sir Knight A. M. Norton at his residence. At noon the Portland Commandery,
under command of Eminent Commander F. G.
Stevens, with Chandler’s Baud, came in on the
Nashua & Rochester Railroad, aud were received at the Coucord depot i#th the Nashua
Cornet Band and mirched by iuvitatiou to the
mansiom of Wm. D. Cadwell, agent of the
Jackson Manufacturing Co., where a collation
was spread in the grove, and each Sir Knight
a boquet.
Cheers were
was furnished with
given for Mr. and Mrs. Cadwell, and the march
was continued through the principal streets to
the mansion of Sir Knight Hou. Frank A.
McKern, where another bountiful collation
was served.
Serenades were given by both
bands, and with cheers for the host the march
was resumed through Main street to the Trernont House, where an elegant banquet was in
waiting. The hotel was tastefully decorated
for the occasion, as were also the residences of
Messrs. Cadwell and MoKern and Masonic
Hall. The banquet was woitby of one of the
best landlords in New Eugland, Col. Scripture,
and was highly enjoyed. The guests were welcomed to Nashua by Emineut Commander
Taylor, and brilliant post-prandial speeches
were made
by Eminent Grand Commander
William Barrel), Eminent Commander Stevens
of Portland, Sir Knights F. A. Meltern, Gibbs,
Hall, Hodsdou and others, and Reverences
Wetherbee, Kelsey and Shilling, after which
another parade was made and the guests took
their departure for Worcester.

right.

were

consolidated.102}
Erie.14}

Nashua, N. H., June 24.—St. John’s day
has been celebrated here to day in a becoming
manner by the St. George Commandery, Eminent Commander Wilton A. Taylor commandiug. Delegations from Comraauderies of the
other cities commenced to arrive on the morning trains. The Jerusalem Commandery of
Fitchburg, represented by Captain General

to

N V Central and Hudson K.

Steamship Elcanora, Johuson, New York—Henry

lollowmg

Union Telegraph Co—ex div.74}
Pacific Mail.39

Nashua and Worcester.

[Special

Sch Olivo If Robinson, Craig, New York.
Sch \ auguarU, Cameron, Southport.

Stocks:

Commandery

closing quotations of

Western

The

ST. JOHN’S DAY,

$427,008.

coming?

Officer—No,

I

™

Owner. •( «!.rr»,n.
safe without them."

is

ROCHE’S ROLLER CHAFE IKONS

•eevent nccidenl. in
turning, anil allow the
arrlage to bo backed or turned salclv in t tie narrowst places. No rattle, not.
clogged by mud or host,
urable and easily put on. (live
style ot carriage
then ordering, Kor sale by
DODGE, GILBERT At
1

Boston, Mass., KDVVARU P.
&IPis0i!iTeJ.
M. I).,8tJ?e^
Bath, Maine, JAMES BAILEY,
■OfHE,
CO,. Portland.
jnc23tt

J*b
1 1 executed at

»f every

frijth*this

UUlce.
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CITY AND VICINITY
New

The Haydn Concert.
The performance last evening by the Haydns
was ono of
especial interest, variety and excellence. The Society, under Mr. Kotzschmar’s
skillful and inspiring leadership, is not content
to rest upon its laurels, but steadiiy advances
towards musical perfection. The remembrance
of an evening so pleasant, and in every way
satisfactory, will afford enjoyment daring the
summer adjournment, both to performers and

Advertisement* To-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Excursion—Island Belle.
Inaugural Meeting --Presumpscot I ark.
SPECIAL NOTICES

audience; and the Haydns will be sure of a
hearty welcome when in September they begin

Seasonable—Eastman Bros.
new ADVERTISEMENTS.
Closing Sale—H. S. Kaler & Co.

again their rehearsals.
The first part (miscellaneous) of the programme opened with Schumann's fine chorus,
“Gipsy Life.” Anything more essentially
dramatic than this can scarcely he imagined—

City of Portland—Proposals for Reservoir.
Ladies’ Belts-G. B. Broad & Co.
Notice—The Auuu&l Meeting.
Lost—A Memorandum Book.
Wanted—A Reliable Woman.
To Let—A Tenement.
Legal Notice—1.
To Let—A Tenement of Four.
Agents ot the—S. Porter <& Co.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Groceries. Hard wear—F. O. Bailey & Co.

BEFORE

JUDGE KNIGHT.

Thursday—Mary

Ward.

Intoxication.

Thirty

days.
Hugh Doherty. Single sale. Finod $30 with costs.
Appealed.
John Wall. Single sale.
Fined $30 with costs.
Paid.

Bradburys.
Brief

Jolting*.
We understand that the pilot of the yacht
found iu the harbor is not supposed to be implicated iu any dishonest transaction.
Gentlemen interested in military affairs state
that everything looks favorable for an encampment of the First Maine Regiment some time
in August. The place will probably be one of
the islands iu Portland Harbor, and an excursion will go from this city.—Bangor Commercial.

The Jameson Guards will leave Bangor on
the steamer City of Richmond, Sunday afternoon, July 4th, arriving here late in the even-

ing.
Children’s

Square

gress

Sunday

i 11 be observed at Conchurch ou the Fourth of July.

Tllft nillllin Cfdwinl

w

taonlmrc will

i<oniiiira nlmuf

$17,000 to-day.
F. O. Hailey & Co. sold 24,208 feet of laud on
Oak
street, Deering, to Kufus Dunham,
3 cents per square foot.
Wednesday,
In the Circuit Court yesterday morning,
Judge Shepley ruled preliminary, that the restraining order of the Court did not embrace
the bottle and label in which Nathan Wood
at

prepares bis bitters for this market. Under
these circumstances Mr. Wood’s business is
not disturbed.
A large number of ladies are at work on the

Second Parish church carpet.
The shed between the stable and house of
Casco No. 5 is goiug np.
liev. Dr. Carruthers is to preach the dedicatory sermon of the Second Parish church on the
Fourth cf July.
The Haugor papers speak in high terms of
the performance given by the Museum Company in that city, as does the Lewiston Journal.
The company speak for themselves wherever

they go.
Officers York and Black arrested two young
men yesterday who acknowledged
taking the
articles from Mr. Kimball’s office, of which we
spoke in yesterday’s issue.
A union temperance meeting will be held at
the Allen Mission this evening. Reformed
and other

men

interesting speakers

will

be

present.
The Resolutes and the Dry Goods Niue will
play a game of base ball on the Western Promenade to-morrow afternoon at 4 o’clock.
Mr. Arnold is to put a large atomizer,worked

by steam, into the Museum, and will have the
hall perfumed on every matinee.
The Irish American Relief Association go
to Sebago Lake on a picnic, J uly 21.
The creditors of the Bank of Portland are to
hold a meeting soon. It will, without doubt,

be well attendtd.

The canker worms were too much for the
Blues yesterday, aud drove them from under
the shelter of tbe island trees.
Departure of the Knights Templar,—
The Portland Commandery marched from their
Hall at 7:30 yesterday morning, and, headed

by Chandler’s full baud, marched

to

tbe Fal-

mouth Hotel and received their invited guests,
Deputy Grand Commander A. B. Faruham of
Bangor, Grand Generalissimo J. S. Black of
Augusta, Grand Captain General C. M. Rice of

Portland,

and Past Grand Commander J. W.
Ballou of Bath. They I then marched to tbe
Rochester depot under command of Eminent
Commander Sir Knight E.|C. Stevens, Generalissimo Sir Knight Albion Keith, Captain General Sir Knight J. Y. Hodsdon.

They emborkea on board the two elegant
Pullman drawing-room cars City of Portland
and City of Worcester, and the train rolled out
of the depot at just eight o’clock. Upwards of
Knirrht.s r.ftmnnsArl Mia

fore

rnmn-mo

.Tnaf

starting from

Portland they were tendered
by Superintendent Turner the free use of the
first drawing cars run between Portland and
Worcester, and the new car City of Portland
was dedicated by us for its first train.
They arrived at Nashua at just 12 o’clock.

They

met by delegations from the Nashua
and Worcester commanderies, and also by fifty
young ladies, who presented each Sir Knight
with a bouquet. They received a cordial welwere

come.

Lowell

City, Government.—Yesterday
Mayor Jewett, Aldermeu Goodwin and
Owen, and Councilmen Butler, Garrity, Blood,
Warren, Harvey, Woodward, Evans, lteed and
Coburn of the Lowell City Government arrived
in this city via the Boston & Maine Road, to
soon

inspect our wooden pavements. The agent of
the pavement, Dr. Morony of Boston, accom-

panied them.

After

taking

stroll arouud
town to see the pavement they called on Mayor
Richardson, hut he had gone to the Island.
They then decided to take a short trip down
themselves. They left for home in the evening
highly pleased with their flying visit to our
a

City.
Railroad
Meetings.
President
Wooldredge and the directors of the Portsmouth
Railroad held a meeting at the Falmouth yesterday afternoon. A large amount of business
between this road and the Eastern was transacted, but nothing of public interest. The di—

organized by the choice of the following
oflfeers: President, J. Wooldredge; Clerk, C. E.
rectors

Barrett; Treasurer*' J. B. Parker.
President Coburu and the directors of the
Maine Central held the monthly meeting of
the company at the Falmouth yesterday. Only routine business was transacted.
The committee of the Brston & Maine and
the Eastern road who have the pooling arrangement under advisement, have been uuable
to come to an agreement.
The Canker Worms.—The canker worms
have nearly destroyed the foliage in the city.
The trees on State street look as if a fire had

swept through them, and are nearly leafless.
Unless something is done, and done soon, every
tree in town will be killed. The city authorities think to send to Boston for two or three
hundred English sparrows to clean out the
pests. It is understood the sparrows will take
the contract on reasonable terms. They are

willing to look
A

to

the

worms

lor

remuneration.

Burglar

Frightened Away.—Early
yesterday morning as oflicer Bell was patroling
his beat on India street he discovered a man
escaping from one of the windows of Mr.
and jumping to tbe ground escaped. Mr. Larabec was called up, and found that some one
had been in tbe parlor, but could not see that
anything was missing. The burglar bad evidently just entered the bouse when lie beard
the officer coming, and escaped.
The Yacht Kay.—Tire yacht Kay which is
being rebuilt at Back Bay is nearly completed
She will be 61 feet over-all and 16 1 2 feet beam.
The cabin will ba much the same as before,
with the exception that one of tbe staterooms
is to be made into a cook room. The top is all
and will be finished in fine shape. She
has been changed to a schooner rig and it is
thought from her shape and the amount of canvas she is to
carry that she will be a fast
new

sailer.

She will be off in about

a

not

a

better

man

Bbesumpscot Babic Kaces.—The prospect
is that the opening of this new park on
tbe 5th of July is to be a brilliant affair. So
far, there have beeu 55 entries: eight in the
three minute, nine in the two-fifty, five in the

jjrst claes running horses in the running

race.

Minnie E Yeaton

Original Declamation—The True Story of a Nation,
George H Ayer
Class Poem—Until the Evoning,

Florence D Brewer

Song-To the Bravest,
Frank B Leach, Chas S Carleton, Wm M Richardson, Geo V Russell
Essay—“Keep True to the Dreams ot thy Youth,’*
Alice S Hersey
Original Declamation—Kuights of the Nineteenth
Century..Frank S Corey
Prophecies—Thursday, July 10th, 1805
Mary Peters
Original Declamation, with Valedictory—One Hundred years of Liberty.H Boardman Fitiekl
Addresses.
Conferring of Diplomas.
Latin Ode—Written by Clara N Dailey, Pianist,
Lizzie A Elliot

Awarding of Medals.
School Days of Auld Lang Syne,
Pianist, Flora A Blanchard

Closing Song—The
Figures

Custom House.—The
following statistics from the Custom House
mav he of interest:

talent.

189. During March there were 22 American
vessels, with a total of 6,802 tons, aud employing 204 men, entered; 30 vessels, aggregating
10,321 tons and 291 men, cleared. There were
17 foreign vessels, of 23,665 tons, and crews of
638 men, entered, and 14 vessels, aggregating
22,078 tous, employing 592 men, cleared. The

contrapuntal knowledge hindered his thought;
to acquire technical skill on the
piano-forte disabled his hand; the hard sur-

over-zeal

roundings

of his artist life exhausted his
courage. In the case of the present composi.
tion, it was the libretto that fettered him. It
is one of those coldly fantastic combinations of
the impossible and the actual; of fairies, and

number of American ocean sleam vessels that
entered were 4, of 3,736 tons, and crews of 180

bluebells filled with dew; of peasants and
beer mugs, in which writers of the libretti of
operettas seem to delight. This vapid theme
Schumann’s genius had Dot sufficient of the
practical element to reject, though his fine
poetic sense was able to elevate and adorn it in
a very great degree.
His writing is, as usual,
full of earnestness, tenderness and beauty,
sometimes over-refined and introverted, but
always true to his ideal, aud without reference
to external praise.
Without entering into details of each number, a few especially interesting points may be noted: A tuneful and spontaneous little canon passage in the opening
duet, and the dreamy aria for tenor soft and

Foreign
entered, 10, tonnage 21,448, crews 580 men; cleared 10 steamers, of 20,366 tors, aud crews of 564 men.
Coastwise aud fisheries, 47 vessels entered,
40,971 tonnage, crews 802 men; cleared 42 vessels, 39,120 tonnage,

crews of 766 men.
The
value of the United Kingdom imports were
$47,319, domestic and foreign $591,293, Canadian $21,670,
Canadian domestic and foreign,
$18,367. The in transitu and trans-shipment
trade of Portland was $4,350,868, of which

from Brazil, $3,220,742
from England, Canadian Provinces $1,039,217,
Cuba $51,619. This amount was principally
shipped to England, the Cauadian Provinces,
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick. During the
month of April the imports at this port were

$30,290

as a spring night, are first in order
upon the programme. The chorus of fairies
is imaginative, and the accompaniment is
graceful; but the movement is somewhat too
involved to express the perfect play of the
little beiDgs, and the tessitura of the voice
parts is not well adapteu for performance. The
dirge, for chorus and soprano obligato, is simple
aud impressive. The prayer of Itosa is ex*
pressive, and the following chorus of faries is
delicate, aerial aud charmiog. The duet,
“In the Smiling Valley,” is naive, but a little

ing Fort Gorges,

Brimstone Ledge buoy and
Cow Island on the starboard hand, out through
Hussey’s Sound, in through White Head passage, leaving House Island on the starboard

hand, and thence through ship channel way to
the place of starting.
Third class and steam yachts on getting the
signal will proceed down the harbor, leaving
Fort

I. O. op O. F.—The officers of the Grand
are to visit Bridgton on Friday of
next week to install the officers of Mount
Pleasant Encampment.
Oa Saturday they
will take carriages to Norway, where Norway
Lodge, No. 16, is to have a public installation,

Encampment

anl full

gave due prominence to the part of the
of the Fairies. Mr. Thurston’s voice, so

Queen
round,

sweet aud powerful, especially in the upper
notes, found its opportunity id the role of Max.
Mr. Pennell showed that he has acquired force
and freedom, and that too without losing in

delicacy. Mr. Coyle’s
style was excellently

Gorges,

Brimstone Ledge and Cow Island
on the starboard hand, returning
through Hog
Island Roads, rounding House Island, leaving
it on the starboard hand and thence in ship
channel way to the place of starting.
The result of the regatta is anxiously looked
for as it is thought that it will determine the
result of the regatta the Monday following.

real sentiment prevails, undisturbed by incongruities of subject. The duet of Max aud
Itosa is very graceful. The chorus, “O Blissful
Time,” is poetic and feeling. The duet,
“Why, Mill, thou’rt looking bravely,” is vivacious, but not especially interesting. The
succeeding chorus is very animated, though the
composer’s want of acquaintance with the
physieal capabilities of the voice is apparent,
particularly iu the opening measures for the
tenors. The next chorus is realistic, aud finely
expressive of rustic fun at its height. Itosa’s
final solo and the concluding chorus are beauti-

Mrs. Wetherbee’s royal soprano made itself felt from the
opening air. Mrs. Fliut’s distinct pronuncia.
tion, and rich and strikiug voice, reminding
one of the best type of French contralto voices,

$271,108,

cup, each class racing for the cup belonging
to its class.
The following are the courses to
be sailed:
First and socond class yachts after getting
the signal, will proceed down the harbor leav-

while the accompaniment suggests the call of
the hunting-horn when “the wild boar spies
arouud.” In this noble chorus a natural aud

admirably.

received

Yacht Regatta.—Considerable interest is
manifested in the yacht regatta to come off
Saturday afternoon, July 3d, for the champion

Perhaps no finer number
occurs throughout the work than the four-part
song for men’s yoices, “In the thick wood hast
wandered.” It is admirably and solidly written, filled with the spirit of the woods, the
changing gloom aud gleam, the strength of
the forest, the low song of many-voiced leaves,

themselves

was

valued at $334,896, domestic exports
foreign exports $21,728.

commonplace.

quitted

ocean steamers

men.

mist-hung

reason, for despite the heavy, sluggish atmosphere so trying to their voices, the soloists ac-

from the

The value of foreign commodities in warehouse March 31st was $167,475. Total withdrawn from and remaining in warehouse $264,-

to conflict more or less successfully with form
and outside circumstance. His lack of severe

_i

-1.—

—:n

i.,

address by P. G. M. Kingsbury of this city.
The receipts of Ancient Brothers Lodge for
the current six months will amount to $4,200;
an

I

Maehigonne Encampment was about $2,300.
At the regular meeting of Ancient Brothers
Lodge, held last evening, the following officers
were elected for the ensuing term:—Chas. A.
Robinson, N. G.; Geo. H. McKenney, V. G.;
Chas. If. Rich, Recording Secretary; D. W.
Nash, Treasurer; S. S. Rich, Agent of the
ball.

__

Resume of the Circumstances of their
Crimes.

The year 1873 was an eventful one in the his1l that year three
tory of crimein Maine.
persons were tried for atrocious murders, viz:
Lucy A. Mink, for the murder of Dr. Baker at

showed to striking advantage in the management of the chorus, while Miss Blanchard as
pianiste added measurably to the delight of tbo

Gordon.

.Vuniversary of .fitchaiiic Bines.
The Portland Mechanic Blues,Capt. Pennell,
with the Grand Army Brum Corps, went on
an excursion to Hog Island yesterday morning.

They embarked ou the new barge Island Belle,
at eight o’clock, and by the aid of Capt. Bogan
were

landed

on

the

island

in

short

order.

Among the invited guests and honorary members were ltev. Geo. W. Bicknell, Ex-Mayor

Kingsbury, Col.

T. A. Roberts and others.

Arriving at the island, breakfast
order.

was

first in

After breakfast camo foot ball, target
etc.
The prizes were awarded

shooting, etc.,

follows for target shooting:
Active members—1st prize, silver cake basket, to A. J. Harmon; second prizo to Charles
N. Lowell; 3d prize to James M. Marwick.
as

Honorary members—1st prize to A. Harmon;
2d prize to A L Millett; 3d, a toy target, to
Br, Edward Mason.
At 2J o’clock dinner was served by B. K.
Reed aud was a most excellent repast. Mayor
Richardson arrived just in time to enjoy the
dinner with the boys.
On the boat coming up a meeting was held,
and a committee of honorary members was ap-

pointed

to act

in

coop-ration

with

a

committee
and hand-

of the company to procure a new
some uniform for the company,—that they
may appear at the Philadelphia Ceutennial
next year in a manner creditable to the city
and state.
The committee of honorary members are as
follows: Mayor It. M. Richardson, Ex-Mayor
B. Kingsbury, Jr., Col. T. A. Roberts, Adjt.
C. W. Roberts, Major Charles Walker, Lieut.

E. J. Bolton, W. H. Smith, R. S. Rich.
The committee of the compauy are as follows: Capt. C. J. Pennell, Lieut. II. H. Rich,
Sorgeaut W. H. Brown, Sergeant C. W. Davis, Corporals G. W. Tarbox, T. Blair, C. E.
Gurney, A. Hawes, Geo. Jones, Privates G.
N. E. Kimball, W. H. H. Petingill, E. Clark.
The company returned to the city at (i o’clock
highly pleased with the day’s enjoynf&nt.
In the evening the Blues, many ef them accompanied by ladies,assembled at their armory
to listen to a short address from John O. Winship, Esq. Mr. Wiusbip took for bis theme,
“The True Soldier,” aud treated his subject in
au able and eloquent mauuer,
dwelling upon
the qualities which go to make up the soldier
and the duties which devolve upon him after
he has once more donned the citizen’s garb.
After the address the compauy addressed
themselves to the destruction of a large quantity of ice cream, a refreshment particularly
grateful last evening.

Police Notes.—Frank Cardiff was arrested
yesterday on suspicion of stealing a watch
from Mrs. Durgiu on Fore street.
has not been recovered.
Last

The watch

evening officers Bates and Bell arrested
John Kirby for making a disturbance Wednesday night.

Warren;
acquitted

Louis H. P. Wagner, and John True
One of these, Lucy A. Mink, was
before the jury, but not by public

opinion; the other two were convicted, and today expiate their crimes upon the gallows.
The same year occurred the murder of Sheriffs
Hayden and Hubbard by James Cullen, who
speedily paid

the penalty at the hands of

a

mob,
THE CRIME OF LOUIS H. F.

Much of their success is attributed to the earnest aud effective labors of Mrs. Fenn and the
Misses Gould of your city.
The administration of the Lord’s
closed the exercises.
The attendance was large and the hospitality
abundant.
The committee of arrangements
were
indefatigable in their attentions to the
comfort of their guests. The excursion to Hallowed and the reception at Mr. Blaine’s afforded an agreeable respite from the confinement of
the sessions. The joint invitation of the Con-

strange account of bis whereabouts for
the night. The dory which had carried him to
and from the scene of the murder was found
adrift with the new thole-pins worn a quarter
of an inch. By the first train Wagner hurried
to Bostou, where he purchased some clothes,
shaved his whiskers off, and to a friend at the
boarding house where he had been accustomed
to stop in Boston, he said he had run away
from murdering two sailors in New York, and
was disguising himself to elude the police.
He
was arrested at this house
the same evening
and carried back to Portsmouth, where lie was
great difficulty protected from the violence of
with the exasperated people He was tried at Alfred iu June, and.the circumstantial evidence
was to strongly marshalled by Attorney-General Plaisted as to secure a verdict of guilty.
After conviction Waguer was placed in Alfred jail but at the close of week became tired
of confinement and walked out into the open
air, with several other prisoners, and for several days was at liberty.
Hunger finally drove
him to the farm house of W. H. Fanner in
Farmington, N. H. Mrs. Fanuer suspected
his identity and informed the neighbors. Wagner becoming alarmed fled to the woods where
lie was speedily captured and lodged in Saco
jail. From the time of his conviction to the
present Waguer has manifested apparent indifference, stoutly protesting his innocence.
His deportment has been quiet and be has never given the prison
officers any trouble. He
has persistently held to the idea that in some
“God will
way be would escape the gallows.
never permit Lonis Waguer to be hung” has
been Ins favorite phrase for indicating his belief
that
he
As
would be
saved.
one
after
of
another
of
expedients
his counsel,
failed
Judge Tapley, has
he has never lost heart, and but a few days
sinee was still protesting bis innocence and bis
confidence that lie would never be bung. He
seems to have expected some miraculous interposition of Providence to save him, or else
has feigned such a belief in hopes of giving
additional force to his assertion of innocence.
Though convicted of but one murder there
were suspicious that Wagner was concerned in
the death of a German fellow sailor by the
name of Ludwig.
When they sailed from Boston Wagner prevailed upon him to take his
bank book with him, and when Wagner returned Ludwig had been lost overboard with
the help of Waguer it was supposed, and the
latter bad the bank book and attempted to
gave

a

flruru tlur

m(innn

luif uriflinnf

gregational churches iu Portland to hold the
fiftieth anniversary with them the next year
was accepted.
The Maine Central Itailroad are
entitled to thanks, not only for reduced rates

for assistance. In a few moments Mr. Jacoos started with his sister to the
house where the drunken husband was. When
the rum crazed man found that his wife had
escaped him, and having the past inteferences
ot the brother of his wife in
mind, he put out
the lights aud hid himself behind the fence
near which Mr.Jacobs must
piss. As he passed by, Farnham rushed
upon him and inflicted
two fatal wounds in either
lung with a very
sharp shoe knife. The gashes were very severe,
that on the left side being two inches wide aud
piercing the lung while that upon the other
side was 54 inches loDg and also
the

good repute arid leaves a wife aud three children. His age is about 40. Farnsworth is a man
of intemperate habits. His age is about 35. The
murderer

pounds per day will be used before the

business.

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

Joshua Soule of No. G Plantation set a trap
last fall lor a skunk, aud having forgotten it,
it remained all witter. This spring be found a
fox in tlie trap, the animal haviog dragge l it
some distance and
finally became entangled.
Mr. S. thinks from the appearance that the
fox had been in that place six weeks. He
found within reach of the fox thirty-four full
growu field mice, which ho thinks had been
caught and furuisbed by other foxes.
Mr. \V. T. Locke of FarmiDgton bad bis
pocket picked of $40 at the Bunker Hill cclebiation.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

An evening or two since a little daughter of
John Feeney was run over aud severely injured
in Baugor by a team driven by a drunken
Scotchman. He was sentenced to 30 days iu

jail.

Between 11 and 12 o’clock Tuesday night tbe
blacksmitn shop at North Bradford, occupied
by William Hall, was burned with its contents,
consisting of tools and carriages.

The .jury summoned to investigate the late
incendiary fires in Belfast have finally adjourned without eliciting anything of importance.
Many sittings were had, witness
examined, &c., and a verdict rendered that the
fires were purposely set by persons uuknown.
The Baptist church and society of Belfast
that have relied principally upon the rental
of pews for their pastor’s salary have abandoned that mode as impracticable, and have
voted to have free pews in future.
A young man named Smith, 20 years of
age,
belonging in Troy, shot himself with a pistol
Tuesday morning. It is thought he cannot
recover.
Disappointment iu love affairs is the

WAONER

in many respects the most atrocious (excepting the Gordon murder which followed
some
months later) ever perpetrated in this
state. The victims were inoffensive women
in the same house with whom Wagner had
was

lived for a number of months and toward whom
he had no reason to feel any sentiment but
that of gratitude. The motive was the robbery
of a few dollars. Oil the 5th of March 1873
there resided upon Smutty Nose Island, one of
the Isles of Shoals, John C. Hontvet, an bon.
and industrious fisherman, with his family
consisting of his wife, Evan Christensen and
his wife, a sister of Hotvet and Karen ChrisThe Hontvet dwelling was the only
tensen.
dwelling on the Island.
In the family some time previously had resided Louis H. F. Wagner, a Prussian Bailor who
was engaged with Hontvet in the fishing busiFor some time before the fatal night
ness.
Wagner had been in destitute circumstances
and to several persons had said that he must
have some money even if he commited murder
Some days before the fifth he had
to get it.
been making inquires in regard to the whereabouts of Hontvet’s household, and having
made sure that Hontvet and Christensen would
be in Pourtsmouth on that night and the women alone on the Island, he set out at night
in an open boat and pulled to the Island on his

Entering the Hontvet cottage he fastened
the door of the bedroom occupied by Mrs.
Hontvet and Mrs. Christensen and proceeded
to ransack the house in search of plunder He
was srunrisen to find Karen asleep on a lounge
in the kitchen, instead of the room she usually
occupied. As she awoke and cried out he
seized a chair, Jand inflicted repeated blows,
at which she stumbled and fell senseless at
Mrs. Hontvet’s bed room door. One of the
blows hurled the clo :k from the mantel, which
indicated 1 o’clock as the hour of murder.
Mrs. Hontvet had endeavoied to get her door
open. She now foun it unfastened, and opening it saw the assassin standing with uplifted
chair. She, however, succeeded in dragging
Kareu into her room, though receiving several
blows, and closed and barricaded the door.
She then directed Mrs. Christensen to jump
out of the wiudow and give an alarm, in the
hope of bringing some of the neigboring islanders to their assistance.
Wagner was on the
outside as soo t as Mrs Christensen, who recognized him in the moonlight, exclaiming,
“Louis, Louis, Louis!” With an axe, which
he had seized at the front door, he struck her
down, following up his blows upon her prosHe then started to go into the
trate form.
house, and Mrs. Hontvet escaped from the
in
her
window
night clothes, and with bare
feet succeeded in eluding the murderous search
of Wagner. She took refuge among some
rocks on the shore where she was found in the
morning severely chilled and with frost-bitten
feet. Baffled in his pursuit of Mrs. Hontvet,
the fiend returned to the house to finish his
butchery and murdered Kareu, who had recovered consciousness and was fieeiug from the
house, her screams being heard by Mrs. HontHe then dragged her body into the house
vet.
and placed it under the bed in which she usually slept, and also dragged in the body of Mrs.
Cbristendeu, with the supposed design of
burning the house to conceal his crime—a
scheme which the escape of Mrs. Hontvet had
rendered unavailable. The house was thoroughly ransacked, every trunk anil drawer

The wife of Mr. Isaiah Harriman of Belfast
died almost instantly Friday evening. Heart
disease was supposed to be the cause.
Crowds ol People at Ihc Falmouth Hotel
to See Hr, Heaion, the fflattuetic
Physieiau.
Dr. Henion’s rooms at the Falmouth

Bangor, as their instimost interesting discus-

at

to

them. Some reference has
already been male to the first. The claims of
the college were forcibly urged by Messrs. Bradbury and Benson, as representatives of the
Trustees and Overseers, and Prof. Sewall and
Mr. Palmer, who had solicited additions to the
fund. To complete the sum proposed nearly

Hotel,

daily filled with people seeking the aid of
his magnetic power. ’Tis wonderful to see
how he gets through with such a crowd. To
are

he fits an eye, to another he gives s'ght, to
another hearing, cures a lame hack for this
one, a pain in the side for that one; and they
one

$10,000 are lacking; some clergymen present
pledged $100, $200, each, toward the deficiency.
The bravest speech and the one most iu the
real interest of the College was made by Rev,
Mr. Hincks of Portland, who, in the midst of
laudations of the institution, said that he feared

live to become voluntary and unimpeachable
evidence of Dr. Henion’s wonderful magnetic
healing power. If you need a physician call
on Dr. Heuion; his charges are
reasonable, and
he consults free of charge from !) a. m. until 5
P-

that the reluctance to endow it arose from the
general distrust with regard to its religious tone
and character.

Endowments will not always reconfidence or fill recitation rooms.
The
public demand that all such seats of learning
should bo not only without reproach but above
A definite and permanent policy
suspicion.
should be adopted, the control of the iustitu,
store

JAMES
Formerly

the firm of Jones & 'Willey,

OPPOSITE

ADAMS

by the latter’s
Recognizing heartily the ability

other maker tor the

same

quality

of

flap* Repairing done in the neatest
satisfactory prices.

manner

BY

3 Free

OF

AtJENTM

PORTLAND CEMENT
DRAIN PIPE COMPANY.

institutions, and especially for the
Missionary Society, in whose interest it was
established. Although Dr. Thurston resigned
his secretaryship of the
he was re-

JUST
Alno

full

a

On board

society,

several other candidates.
Kev. G. N. Mardeu read a valuable paper on
Sabbath Schools, full of statistics. It appears
that when pastors'are present, the attendance
of children and outsiders is
nearly doubled.
The one service system works admirably and is
fast finding favor with the churches.
Among the strangers from abroad aul delegates from other bodies there were present

ior sale at

Fast wade Chase A

resjiectfuily informs the Public
THEthatundersigned
he has opened
office for the sale
transfer ot Real
and all kinds of
1
or

merchandise.
Estate,
have on hand now several lots and houses for sale in
the most desirable location.
I have also the tinest
and for building or
plastering purposes. Parties in

need of the

same

will please cnli

on

PONCE.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and Erchnngo.
dCmlwis
E.

aprl3

BRICKS FOR SALE.
400,000
*

Delivered in any part of
suit purchasers by

Bricks
the city in quantities

JneU

Jtf

END.

large

a

G.

B.

securely

and the

used,

are

The driver can fold or unfold the Cotter Bar, arrange the machine in working order, or change it
from a working condition
ready for transportation
without leaving his seat.
The draft of the New Model is reduced to the
lowest point ever attained, and has established itself
self by numerous dynamometer test—the
lightest
draught mower in the market.
For beauty of Model,
of construction,
and in quality ot material and workmanship the
Few Model is unapproached.

simplicity

light and medium

assortment of

weight

Side-Spring,

Open, Box Wagons

THE

Bullard

the subscriber has

—AND—

Whitcomb

WAGONS

BELTS.

Call

BROAD

&
C O.,.
ItlANUEACTURKRg of Ladies’Belts, Belt
AJA Clasps and Buckles in Nickel, Silver. Horn
and Hard Rubber.
BROADS Patent Shawl Straps.
Fancy Leather Work of all kinds.
1«I 1-9 FORE, COR. MARKET ST.

and

examine

DAVID

for

yourselves,

LIBBY.

&

Yankee

Seif-Operatin?

Horse Hay Rake and Kellis Har-

of various styles of finish, very low. Besides these
of my own make 1 have aiso a large number of

taken upon himself the

NEW

Hay Tedder

of my own make, very substantial and convenient,
for sale at the lowest possible price. Also

I
theestate of
DEXTER J. GRIFFIN, late of Cape Elizabeth,
Very Fine Light Brewster Buggies,
in the County of Cumberland,
deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
round cornered and Queen pattern of Phaetons,
open
demands upon the estate of said deceased, are reand canopy-top Basket Phaetons and light Cabriolets
which were bought from the bankrupt stock ot C. P.
quired to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted
to said estate are called upon to make payment to
Kimball Co. at a low figure, and consequently can be
TRISTAM G. HUTCHINS, Administrator.
sold very reasonably. All of these Carriages are of
the bent of Kimball’n make, and have been
Cape Elizabeth, June 15th, 1875.
finished by his old workmen, and are as good as any
jne25dlaw3wF»
every turued out in his own shop, while the prioes
are much lower.

LADIES’

are sufficient distance
apart to
over the cut grass.
device upon the inner Shoe the heel of
is more
holden down to the
plates, making a more perfect shear cut and preventing the possibility of breaking the Scythe Rod
or clogging in the Inside Shoe.
A spring in the Track Clearer
Slkledispenses with
the thumb nut and makes the Track Clearer self-

prevent running

—ALSO—

have

I

CONCORD

poon Horse Pitchfork.
FOR MALE BY

Kendall &
jne14

Whitney,

PORTLAND,

ME.
d&wlm

a. ?. maa,
Manufacturer of

my27

tf

D.W. CLARK &Ca

VARNISHES
AND

No- 17 Market Street.

EXCURSION.
BARGE

THE

ISLAND BELLE,

And Dealer In

Will make two trip* to Little Chebeasue
l«lau«I,

ON

SUNDAY, JUNE

Denying Long Wknrl at 9 A. M. and ’J
ju25
P. M.
d2t

ANNUAL MEETING of Stockholders of
THE
the t'nmberland Bone Co. will be held at
the office of
the (old Co.) Company,
Tuesday, June 29th, at 3 p. m.

on

jne25dtd

JL JL JL _L

27th.

2J Union Wharf,

,

The past Iona cold winter fnvorinu the
cutting and utorage of .nu (manually large
stock of Ice, we olTer it to our cnalomrra
at tke following

REDUCED

A

jne25d3t»

A

Wanted.
RELIABLE WOMAN to take care of a child
at the Mountain* this summer.
APPly at
No. 97 PREE St.
Jne25
dtf

A

7 o
9.C0

•«...

lbs. daily, per month,.$1.50

10
15
20

2.00
2.50

«

B.—Customers supplied for the year
proportionate rates.
npl3distf

N.
at

Silk

Umbrellas,

rooms on

is,

street,

imme-

■‘lately.___Ju25dlw
A FUES1I INVOICE OF

Llama Shawls, Lace
Points and Jackets
FROM

—

AN

And will be

GREAT
Nearly

CharlesCustis&Co.,

sold at

SALE,

493

a

REDUCTION,

#30—bargains.

CLOTH AND
STRIPED LINENS
Marliod. Down,

FROM 33 TO 13 1-3 CTH., PER YARD.

III.

I'llOST,

Jalfi__

dtf

H.M.Payson&Co.

istf

Salt Afloat !
3000

Hlids.

Liverpool,

per Ship Bessie Crosby.
Also in store Turks Island
and Cadiz for sale in lots
to suit purchasers.

DANA & CO.

ju24

d2w

To Bank Officers and Sale Owners.

Bankers & Brokers,

32EXCHANGEST.

KIND OF REPAIRS on Bank Vaults
and Sales, from a “Lock up” to the cleaning
and oiling of the locks and bolts, aud “easing” of
the doors, anply to the undersigned, (in person or by
postal card) at I4M Exchange Mlreef, l*ortInnd.
I am also agent for several kinds of Bank
and Safe Locks, ranging in price from $12 00 to
$300.00, which I will attach to any door, (new or old)
Will promise a good job and fair prices. Terms Cash

FOR

ANY

CHAS. If.

PORTLAND.
eoiltf

BONDS
Bangor

•

•

....
...
...

Lewiston

•

Cleveland 0.,
“

•

•

...

SALE

6’g
<;>s
«’8
6’g
0’s
7’&
8.g

FOB SALE.
i Track

and

Pennell

Sulky, weight GV

lbs., nearly

Track Phaeton, in good order.
1 Carryall, suitable for family uie, been
used but very little.
1 Set Doable llarnesM, suitable for teamor

Also

farm
Home

CREAM

bought for

less than
make them at

much

can

be

seen

at the

SUIT of rooms without
47 Dauforth Street.

board.

SALOON

THE

LTJCY,

Stables ot

Fok* Sale.
WELL ESTABLISHED Wholesale Business.
It is the only one ot the kind in the state. For
arliculars inquire of

\

RUFUS DUNHAM,
‘■SIS Fort* Ntrni, Portlaud.

A.

Apply at No.
iny24diet

BACIIELDiat,
Inspector ol Clour.
left at the office

occupied by the late
Mr. BUTLER, No. 57£ Commercial Street, will
ORDERS
attended to.

be

Carpenter

can

T. Burrowcs% over Palmer’s
Shoe Store, 230 middle St.
Proprietors of the only perfect Sliding Screen, can

be used at top or bottom of the window, and taken
out at pleasure. All work done in (a thorough manner anu warranted.
A Good

Common Screen for 50 cento.

E. T. BURROWES,
230 Middle St., over Palmer’s Shoe Store.
of

Crow Street.

Ju23(ltt

GLOVES,

We have opened to-day a
lot of German Trefousse
Kids in Elegant Pearl
Shades at 87 cts. per pair.
These are fresh, desirable goods and the best bargain we have offered in
Kid Gloves this season.

OWEN &

MOORE,

Congress St. Cor. Brown.
15

dtf

and

Alpaca

Serge

UMBRELLAS !
A nice assortment of

LADIES’ SEME HBRELUS,
BLUE, BROWN AND BLACK.
Also

a

full

line of

UMBRELLAS
—

promptly

AT

—

Opposite fulmouth Hotel.

___dlw
Cheapest Book Store in the World
11M EXCHANGE STREET.
100,000 Hooka without regard to cast.

<»ood Clock*. Watchea and

Repairing

and

Cleaning

Jewelry cheap
well

done and

Warranted.

ALBERT COLBY'* SONS,
Pikllaken and BukHlIera,

agStt

ju24___dlw*

myl8

a

E

SILK

neatest and most cozy place; and the choicest
and most delicious Creams, ami the largest and
l>est assortment of Cake including Wedding, to be
touud in this city is at the well known Store of

L,.

To Let.

A

ICE

use.

FERNALD & SAWYER,
G07 Congress Street.

yon.

GENTS’ AND LADIES’

ice:,

good driving homes.

The above property

to

be

House.
d2w*

56ft Congress Street.
Wagon,

wont

destroyed.

be

Banking

Furni.hed mid shipped by
N. O. CKA.1I,
dec9’73isdtf

CHAS. W.

1

ing

they

And then

Don’t allow your houses and fixtures and comfort to

CARGOES OF PURE

6’s

eodtf

Brown’s

ICE.

BY-

MIDDLE STREET.

1 Light Martin
nearly new.

BRYANT, Esq., at
jnel4

H. W.

7 \s
7’s
7’s

SWAN A BARRETT,
tOO

you.

KEEP THEM OUT
bother

FRONT.

Refer by permission to
CHAS. STAPLES, Esm, U. S. Insp. of Steamboats.
A. M. BURTON, Esq., Treas. Maine Savings Hank.
G. L. DAMON,Esq.,Supt. Am. Stm. Safe Co., Boston.
FRANK NOYES, Esq., Treas. Port Id. Savings Hank.
LEWIS McLELLAN. Esq., County Treasury Otbce.
K. PHENIX, Esq., Supt. Portland Machine Works.

7>g

■

FOB

new.

enough for

KID

Congress St.

ju9

pTecES OF
GRENADINES, CAMBRICS,
ALSO 50

Portland
Bath
Belfast

Good

former prices, from #5 to

one-half

P.

d6m

Manufactory foot

—

IMPORTER’S AUCTION

STREET.

FORE

Buzz, Bite, Slap!

can

of 8
9
Myrtle
A TENEMENT
No. 11. First class. Possession given

9

SCREENS AND SCREEN DOORS

To Let.
or

208

jne21

Monthly rales apply to all not taking Ice
the whole season, or four months.

JK.

OILS.

MONTHLY PRICES.

To Let.
TENEMENT of four rooms, near City Hall.
Convenient for Man and Wife. Rent $11.00
per month. Immediate possession given.
W. L. BRADLEY,
iu25d3t»92 Plum Street.^

“

-CLdJCm,

BURNING, AND WOOL

Us. daily, from June to October 1.$5.00
«
•<
«

10
15
20

Lost.
MEMORANDUM BOOK and Diary. The finder will be suitably rewarded on
leaviug the
Barne at No. 11 UNION STREET.

RATES:

m

SPERM, LARD,

Season Prices for 1873, for Families and
Offices.

F. D. ELLIS, Clerk.

ju2i__cw_

F. W. CLARK,
1028 Congress Street.

Congress St.,

WEST

Fire Department.

Notice.

Peace

No. 987

jne25dtd

d3t>

jmn__

Kevs. Mr. Ashley of Louisiana, of the American Missionary Society, Dr. Lawrence of the

DAVID LIBBY,

PROPOSALS

NOTICE

and very accessible.
The Drive Wheels

Three-Inch Knife Sections
speed increased.

-BY-

will be received by the Committee
on Fire Department, until
SATURDAY, the
26th mat., at 3 o’clock, p. m., at the City Clerk’s
office, lor building a reservoir on Corner of Vaughan
and Pine streets, according to plan and specifications
which may be seen at City Civil Engineer’s office.
The Committee reserve the right to reject all bids
they consider not for the interest of the city.
HENRY FOX,

been duly appointed
trust of Administrator of

IN

adjusting.

CO.,

Furnishers*

hereby givenandthat

Merchants,

this machine is retained all of the original
Buckeye features, together with many new conveniences originating with the New Model Buckeye.
It is made with a Tubular Iron frame ot great
strength and simplicity, which Is cast in one piece,
and dispenses almost entirely with bolt9.
The Gearing is very compact, thoroughly protected

By a new
the scythe

PROPOSALS FOR RESERVOIR.

Cu»liiuK’n Cooper nhop.

an

CARRIAGES.

City of Portland.

SJP24

PORTLAND PIER.

BOOTS.
BY—

ueoctsw

Maine Central K. R.
E. & N. American K. R. Gold

Sell. Lady Woodbury,

KID

M. €». PALMER.

UNDER PREBLE HOUSE.

is

DOW,

MOWER

sMW&KJm

JCBT RECEIVED

—

j'i-Sdtf

on

&

Regular Sales of Furniture. Groceries and Genera
Merchandise every SATURDAY, at Salesroom No.
8 Exchange street, commencing at 10i o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.
Portland. May 15th.
mylhdtl

Three doom above Post Office.

FRENCH

by calling

s. PORTER &

Chairman Committee

MORGAN

Auctioneers and Commission

—

GENTLEMEN’S NECKWEAR,
HOSIERY, GLOVES, Ac., Ac.

Chicago
Cook County
Lo.iisville Ky.,

Woodbury, master, from Utilla, II. D. Spanish Main,

AT

OPENED.

Gents’

AUCTION SALE&

THE NEW

line of the latent Styles of

Fashionable

Co.j Auctioneers.

SIDE L4CE

Underwear

•

1>000 OOl’OANCTS

over

179 middle St.

A LARGE INVOICE OF

Summer

and Old Ludic**
Hand at

on

aP20_

guaranteed to be iully equal to that of the
Troy Laundries, and delivered several days earlier.
Goods received MONDAY, returned the following
6
SATURDAY.

Toledo

J. W. STOCK WELL,
Treasurer,

jnel5d2w

the above

—

All work

Samples

A

Of Every Shape, Quality and Price

LMNDRV.

work can bp Keen
at our store.

Bailey

Trimmed Hats MODEL
BUCKEYE
WELCH’S

LADIES’ AND GENTS’
Collars and Cuffs Laundrled, 3 cents each;
Shirts. 15 cents.

ol

F. O.

St.

THE

EXETER STM

Refrigerators, Ac., Ac.

WELCH’S,
179 middle

St., Block.dtf

ju25

Ju2dtf

THE

Veil*,

Bap*, Always

Edgings

MANUFACTURED

Bonnet* aud

H. S. KALER&GO.,

Maitresses, Crockery andGlass Ware, Cutlery.

tnre.

Salesroom Us. 18 Exchange St.
A. M. MORGAN.
M. G. DOW.

Crape Hats

at

for Garden Walk* Flower Bed**, Ac., Durable, Cm* ful, Ornaiuentnl 2

Welchmen attend from the Middle states. The
Education Society aid mauy of its needy students, supplying for their wants about $1000 a
year. The Christian Mirror received endorsement and commendation as a valued organ for

The Women’s Board of Missions held a meeting by themselves in the vestry. It was large-

Crape

m.v-7

atone

Three doors above Post.Ofliee.

EXAMINATION REMPECTFCLLV NOMITTEU.

workmanship.

concerned.

Society, Mr. Penney of the Maine Free
Baptists, Mr. Morse of the Methodists, Mr. Lane
of Iowa; and Mr. Tenney of California and
Oregon.
Kev. Dr. Lindley, for forty years a missionary among the Zubus of Africa, was a very interesting speaker, particularly when he described the changes wrought in his field of labor by
Christianity.

EARl.V

HOUSE.

Mr. Willey 1ms resumed business pr above, and is
ready to serve his old customers, and would be
pleased to meet many new ones.
Mr. Willey pays personal attention to the manufacture of Lndirs’ aud 4*eut|piiien’N Fine
Booisand Mhoe*. and at prices LOWER than any

been affected

From the report of the committee which visited Bangor Seminary, and from the remarks
of Dr. Pond and Prof. Paine, it is clear that it
is doing a good work. The students represent
six nationalities; more than half come from
the Queen’s dominions.
Quite a number of

elected

of

WILL.EY

L.

Fashionable Boot and Shoe Maker,
No. 16 Temple Street,

and earnestness and good intentions of the college government and faculty, it is not uueliari.
table to say that the oue-man power of Bates
College is worth them all—so far as increase of
is

MISSES’*

AUCTION.

SATURDAY, June 36th, at 10 o’clock A. M
at Salesroom 176 Fore
Street, 10 new and
second hand Carnets, Parlor suit, Chamber sets
Parlor, Chamber, Dining Room and Kitchen fuml-

Very IiOW Price*,

at

At WELCH’S, 179 Middle Street

Black, Brown, White and nixed
Shades, 95 to 50 cents.

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.

tion should not be shared with its students, its
true friends should not be alienated, and a time
should be fixed when all begging operations
should cease.
It is quite positively asserted
that the attendance upon conferences and com-

iunns

AND

GRASS

_

individuals.

frequency.

W&F&w

m.

Economical New Food.—25 cents will buy
a package of Sea Moss Fanne.made from
pure
Irish moss, widen w II make 50 kiuds of dishes,
such as cakes,pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar p, jellies, creams, Charlotte Kusse,
blauc mange, etc. Sold by all Druegists and
Grocers.
aprlGeoil dawly

The truth that “a good name is rather to be
chosen than groat riches,” is not confined to

has

.LADIES’

AlT

Umbrellas,

Sized,

All

&c.,

d3t

Sun

—

supposed cause.

June 24,1875.
Your reporter regrets that his letierof yesterday failed to reach you in season for yesterday’s
paper. The denomination regard the Classical
School at Hallowell, B iwdoiu College, and the

mencements

SS8._.

—

Furniture, Carpets,

HATS ON

Style and nt I,.over Price. Than
Klaewliere are to be Found nt
WEI.t'U’S 179 middle St.
Three doors above fost.Office,

ULCEIVLU,

Measures, Ac.,
BAIl.EV & CO., Aucti.urer.,
dSt

Ju">

Welch’s,

TRIMMED

dr.irnble Shape., nt RETAIL,
for 50 cent, incli.
J
Bag
i
ALSO
liiSieiiS'

nil thr

Fancy Goods. In the Stock may he found 10 b
1
Klour, Chests Tea, Coffee, Cigars, Tobacco, Ac., Ac.
Also store fixtures,
of
Platform
consisting
Scales.
Show Case, Desk,
Ac.

Three doors >bove Pott Olliee.

Of Better

_

Congrega-

At
179 middle SI.

June 30lh,at 3 1-3
o’clock P. IH.
MA1.ENROU.TI 176 FORE STREET,
shall sell a large and valuable Stock ot
Groceries. Hardware, Boots and Shoes and

WE

Children’s Dresses,

20 Cases Florida Hats

CCUNTY.

act.

Three doors above Tost Office.

TFESDAV,

AT

Children’* Hat*, iUi**e*’ Han,' Infants’
Hal*, Uoiiueta and Cap*,

HATS

■u

Welch’s,

179 middle SI.,

CHIP,

jpe25eod3m

A house near tbe ferry in
Prospect, owned by
the heirs of Jerry Swcetzer, was burned ou the
morning of the 19tb. Supposed to be the work
of a fire bug. No insurance.
Scarlet fever has been very fatal in tbe
vicinity of Prospect.
A stranger named Cochran, hailing from
Michigan, was in Belfast last week overhauling
the records of the Register of Probate. He
represented himself as an heir to a large property left by his gradfather, who lie thinks died
in Montville some fifty years
The matter
ago.
was placed in the hands of
au attorney,
and
the claimant departed.
A young man named
Townsend, about 23
years of age, residing in Searsmont, attempted
suicide Tuesday, by shooting himself. He was
alive at last accounts, but the wound is considered fatal.
No cause is yet assigned tor the

Augusta,

related

NEWS-

WALDO

At

season

closes. The work is in charge of Mr.
Reynolds,
a young mau from tbe cheese
makiug region of
New York, who thoroughly understands the

STATE

Sstblt Ribbons and Hat Sasbcs,

LEGHORN, HAIR,
MILAN, PEARL, COBURL. PEDAL,
CANTON AND FANCY BRAID

in

The new cheese factory in Morrill has
just
started. The building is a very superior
one,
with the best machinery. Ou the
14h, tbe
first day’s operations, 2000 pounds of milk was
used, which increased to 2500 pounds during
the first week, and it is believed that 4000

the crime of Wagner with an ina few months came the
town of Thorndike in
Waldo county.
The details of this murder
were of the most horrible desciiption. The victims were the murderer’s own brothel, his
brother’s wife and infant child. John True
Gordon, the murderer, was the younger of two
brothers.
His reputation before the murder
was not very good though nothing of a very serious character had been alleged against him.
The motive of the crime was twofold. Gordon
hated his brother because their father had given him the larger part of the firm, and was
still more incensed against his brother’s wife
because she had revealed to his affianced damamagiug stories in regard to his character
whicn led to the breaking off of the match.
Before the murder Gordon had been heard to
remark that Almon’s life or his was short and
also if he should learn that Almon’s wife had
written the letters to his affianced he could
murder her. With the purpose of discovering
the author of those letters he submitted them
to a Mrs. Toward, a female clairvoyant in Bangor, who described the writer as his brother’s
wife, and on the day before the tragedy he said,
he had thoroughly satisfied himself on this
point. On the 15th of June the elder Gordon
and his wife went to Bangor, leaving at home
Almon Gordon, his wife and three children and
a hired man named Ward.
This opportunity
John True Gordon selected for his hellish
work.
Armed with an axe he entered the
home where his brother’s family were quietly
sleeping, and murdered Almon, Almon’s wife
and the babe sleeping in a crib beside them. He
also iuflicted a severe blow upon the head of
one of the children but did not succeed in killing him as he doubtless intended. After committing this triple murder he sought to destroy
the traces of it by saturating the be 1 on which
his victims lay with kerosene aud setting fire
to it. Then he assumed the role of rescuer and
wrapping the children who remained alive in
blankets bore them from theiburning house.
The noise and confusion finally awoke Ward
who was sleeping in the upper part of tbe house
and hastening down stairs he discovered the
flames and hastened to inform the neivhhnrs.
The murderer attempted to stop him but he
persisted and they gathered before the fire had
effaced the marks ou the bodies of the victims.
John’s manner was so singular that suspiciou
was excited and he
was taken into custody.
On his clothing were found blood stains which
he had vainly attempted to wash away.
Gordon was placed on trial for murder of his
brother’s wife,County-Attoruey Fogler and Attorney-General Plaisted appearing for the government and \V. H. McLellan and George E.
Wallace of Belfast appearing for the prisoner.
The evidence tor government was mostly circumstantial, but was overwhelming. The prisoner took the stand in his own behalf but did
not directly deny his guilt.
The jury returned
a verdict ol guilty of murder iu the first
degree,
and the prisoner was sentenced to be hanged
While lying in jail Gordon attempted to throw
doubt ou the justice of the verdict by writing
some letters purporting to bo
a confession of
the murder by another person, and contrived to
throw one letter into the corridor of the jail
where it was picked up by the turnkey. The
letter bore indisputable evidence of being Gordon’s production and only served to strengthen
the general belief in h s guilt.

Lace and Silk Ties

S

_A__T

aotes.

process of construction at tbe yard of H. M. & B. Hall in EIlswortb, will be launched July 8d. She will be
about GOO tons burden. Capt. Nelson of Rockland will command her. Two other vessels
are on the stocks in this yard.
Shipbuilding is almost at a staud still in Calais.

Following

tutions, and hence the

was not arrested at
last accounts
officers were looking for him.

Business

tervening space of but
triple murder in the

sions

FRENCH

pierced

The unfortunate inau was alive Wednesday night but Dr. Parker of Lebanon who
was called to see the
man, says that he could
not possibly live and he is doubtless dead by
this time. The murdered man is a farmer of

largo barkeutine,

Children’s

and

OCR ENTIRE STOCK OF

lung.

THE CRIME OF JOHN TRUE GORDON.

Theological Seminary

1H

JUST

neighborhood,

AT AUCTION.

WELCH’S,
0\

Ladies’, Misses’

price*.

Hu.i Fatally Stubbed.

Hosiery,

Skim Ac.

Groceries, Hardware,
Boots and Shoes,&c.,

170 Middle Street.

—

To be closed out during the next ilO day*,
at a UKDAT DISCOUNT from former

Tuesday night Nathaniel Farnham, fa shoemaker who had been to Great Fulls for stock,
oame home drunk and
begau to beat his wife.
She left the house and
escaped to the residence
of her brother, George Jacobs who lives in the

A

AT

AUCTION SALES

Goods,

Fancy €»ood*, llair
tJlovei, Striped

TRIMMED AND UNTBIMMED.

Mustier in South Sanfoitl.

though

OF

—

date Portland passengers.

v\ agner’s counsel, ex-Judge Tapley, with
whom was associated Max Fischacher of Boston has been most untiring in his efforts tosave
their cliants neck from the gallows. They first
fought the tacts with untiring zeal; beaten
here they attempted to get the verdict set aside
on the ground that Smutty Nose Island was in
New Hampshire and not in Maine. Again defeated they still had hopes that the legislature
would abolish capital punishment. When these
hopes tailed,as a dual resort and evidently with
the feeliug that it was but a forlorn hope they
took exceptions to the method of sentence aud
applied for a writ of error, but their exceptions
and their application were dismissed by the
Supreme Court aud nothing is now left lor
Wagner but to expiate his crime upon the gallows.

Millinery

CLOSING SALE

but for their thoughtful attention in preparing
single ticket, and also for employing in their
service a gentleman like Conductor Jewett,
who delayed his train ten minutes to accommo-

A

_MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

a

cnn/tnou

Conference of the
tional Churches.

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisement in the P1CESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

Supper

[Reported for the Press.!

characterization. Mrs. Gosse gave character
and life to the Miller’s Wife, while MessrsThomas and Fernald added not inconsiderably
to the success of the cantata. The superb
qualities of Mr. Kotzschmar as conductor

large audience.

and all the money taken except
pieces of Norwegian silver—the total
booty of this hard night’s labor and butchery
being only 3?20. Wagner was back at Portsmouth by 7 o’clock in the morning, but in
such a plight as to excite exclamations of surprise among the family where he had been
His hands were blistered, his
stopping.
clothing wet and icy, and his general appearance such that one said to him: “Why.
Louis;
where haveyou been? You look like the Devil.”
You have been on a tramp somewhere.” He

General
A

ly attended and full of interest. Miss Parmalee, one of their returned missionaries, address
ed them. Quite a large sum had already been
collected in the state through their agency.

being opened,

some

Waguer and (Jordon.

noble voice and broad
suited to his sombre

now

two forty-five, eight in the two-tliirty eight,
nine in tbe two-tbirty-four, six in tbe two-tliirty-two, seven in tbe two-tweuty-uiue,and three

Edward H Trowbridge
Class Essay—Motives and Rewards ot Heroism,
Alide 1 Evans
Declamation—Toussaint L’Overture,
Edward S Williams
Piano Duet—Danse Napolitaiue,
Marion Stephenson, Walter T Dana
Original Declamation—Lincoln at Gettysburg,
Geo M Brooks
Essay—A Birds-eye View’ of Human Nature,

accorded a
anxious for another

of meaning. The Haydns, as
always, sang with irreproachable shading,
expression and poiut.
Of tlieir soloists, each aud all, tbo Haydns
have reason to be proud—ou this occasion much

Solo—The Bet gar Child.Frank B Leacli

Original Declamation—Education,

was

EVENING

than before lie took bis bath.

Essay—Vissions.Ella R Woodbury

Vocal

Throughout the composers
life, until its tragic ending, it seemed his fate

week.

How it Happened.—He was well dressed
aud would probably have appeared well, hut lie
was sadly intoxicated. The air was hot yesterday and lie decided to go to the Islands. He
made his appearance on Custom House wharf,
and as the steamer had not arrived, set himself
down near the edge of the wharf to rest. His
head was rather unsteady aud before be knew
it he went overboard. Tbe bystanders rushed
down Ibe steps aud pulled bun out, a wetter if

Marion H Allen
C Whitney

Essay—Ego.Mary

chorus has, for the most, devoted itself; and it
is a fresh proof of the versatility of the Haydns; of the genuine intelligence and appreciation that they bring to their work, that a first
performance of the “Pilgrimage of the Rose’’
should have been so successful. The composition shows the beauties aud defects of Schu-

ful

D Irish

Chronicles—Class History.Henry W Ring
French Selection—Souvenirs du Peuple (Berangerj,
Laura Sherwood

chance to hear his sweet, velvety tenor.
Schumann’s “Pilgrimage of the Rose” is
widely different from the stately and severe
music of Handel and Haydn, to which the

s

deportment.
following is the

or

Original Declamation—Progress.Fred
Piano Solo—Caprice, by Bluementhal,

tunate encore, which was graciously responded
to.
The “Pregbiera” of Stradella, which concluded the miscellaneous programme, was
given by Mr. Will Stockbridge with more than

mann

jg

Average scholarship.8.288
Number of days in term.100
Of the pupils in the graduating class—which
numbers 40 girls and 30 boys, none of the girls

Isabella T Clark

The warmth of their
a
most impor-

too

.04
81
8.567 ^

Pianist, Cora B Dodge
Salutatory—in Latin.Win M Richardson
Essay—Prose and Poetry of School Life,
Marion Stephenson
Ballad—Emily Geiger’s Ride, 1780,

expressed in

ordinary expression. He
recall, the listeners being

213^

218 j

programme for the graduating exercises at City Hall this afternoon.
Class Song—Written by William W Hawkes,

sombre, strongly yet delicately drawn.
the chorus came Bebignani's
“Flower Girl,” by Miss Alice Brown. She
sang with taste, expression and intelligence,
aud her rich, sympathetic voice was a surprise
was

226£

The

^Following

to most of the audience.

170
160

Average attendance. 163
Percentage..
Not absent during the term.
47

ship

the departure of the gipsies to new and unknown wood—departure silent as the folding
away of the darkness of the night—all this is
told in musical phrases at once brilliant and

approbation

Whole number of pupils.
Average number belonging.

reached 10 in scholarship, but niuo attained
that rank in deportment. None of the boys attained the coveted number in either scholar-

the confused rustle of leaves and tread of feet
that heralds the coming of the wandering folk
to the beech wood; the alternate passion and
languor of these strange people who sing mystic song, learned in far-off ages on the banks
of the mysterious Nile; the Hashing fires; the
night that passes; the morning that comes; and

municipal Court.

Portland High School.
The following are the statistics for last half
year of the High School.
Boys. Girls.

jue23dlw*

Some thing New.
send your address to 87 Spring St„ an<i
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cuttiug and
Work Table call and show this gem of Ihu work
room. Patterns cut free Tuesday to test the system,

LADIES
marls

1776--0ne Hundred Years

Ago-1876.

AMERICA,

United Mtatea
at the present time with lli*tory of the United
Min tea on the back. Size 26 by 36 inches. Price
by
mail mounted, $1 50.
Extraordinary Induce*
■ueutM to Ageuta and Teacher*.
Send one
dollar for sample eopy for examination, with terms
*
&e.
S. HAWES, 113 Nassau Street,
juel9dlw
New York.
as

“coast pilotFOR THE GULF OF MAINE,
From East port to Boston.
A most thorough and complete
work, compiled
aud issued by the United State* C*a*t Surrey,
For sale by
jneljtUm

♦

MAP OP
the

known iu 1776. and of
CENTENNIAL

WX. SEMTEB k CO.

1

f

"

...111

POETRY.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Syuiplocarpus.
In early spring the following lines appeared in the
Boston Globe. They wore received from Portland,
»nd bear strong intrinsic indication of the versatile
find facile peu of our First Parish minister :
Mid alder bushes, by the stream
I stroll, of coming spring to dream;
While yet the drifts of winter enow
Seem loth from shaded spots to go;
And e’en the sun can scarce induce
The frost by day to grant a truce.
The alder catkins safe enfold
Ah yet their pollen from the cold;
Nor any flower has dared to bring
of returning spring.
The
Nay! say not so, but pause ana look!
Those islands in the sluggish brook,
Have each a little coronet,
With garnets and with emeralds set.
Within those hoods of royal hue,
There lie concealed from careless view,
In each a globe of flowers; the first
From winter’s loosening chains to burst,
Thrice welcome! earliest flower of spring!
Thy praise but not thy name, I’ll sing!
Ungrateful men have christened thee
With names unkind, unsavory.
Because when they, with wanton tread,
Their crushing heel set on thy head,
Thou dost resent so foul a wrong.
They give thee names unfit for song,
while thus my verse
Vain is their
Thy praise ami merit shall rehearse.
And oft as woodland memories bring
The pleasant thoughts of early spring,
Welcome, among them all, to me
Thy face, without a name, shall be.

promise

spite;

LOST AND FOUND.
Note Lost.
William B. Thompson, of Cape
Elizabeth, gave to Deborah Mackie, his note

WHEREAS
dated March

22, 1875, for $400.00 with interest, payeighteen months alter date, which note has
lostjor stolen, this is to warn all persons not to

able
been

purchase

but

me

note, for pay-tbereof
is stopped.
said

to any person

for Consideration.

Three Points

During the past five years the VEGETINE has
been steadily working' itself into public favor,

and those who were at first most incredulous in regard to its merits are now its most ardent friends
There are three essential causes for those having
such a horror of patent medicines,
their
opinion and lending their mfluenee toward the advancement of VEGETINE. 1st—It is an honestlyprepared medicine from barks, roots and herbs. 2d—
It honestly accomplishes all that is claimed for it,
without leaving any bad effects in the system. 3d—
It presents honest vouches in testimonials from honest, well-known citizens, whose signatures are a sufficient guarantee of their earnestness in the matter.
Taking into consideration the vast quantity ot medicine brought,
conspicuously before the public
through the flaming advertisments in the newspaper
with
no
proof of merit or genuine vouches
columus,
of w hat it has done, we showed be pardoned for
maifesting a small degree of prid in presenting the
following testimonial from Rev. J. S. DICKERSON
D. D.,the popular and eyer-genial pastor of the South
Baptist Church, Boston:

jne23dtf

Beal Estate for Sale.

changing

The Tired

Body Hues For (Kleep.
Boston, March 1G, 1874.
H. R. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir—It is as much from a sense of duty as of
gratitude that l write to say that your VEGETINE—
even if it is a patent medicine—has been of great help

nothing else seemed to avail which I
could safely use. Either excessive mental work or
unusual care brings upon me a nervous exliiustion
that desperately needs sleep, but as
defies it. Night after night the poor, tired body sues
for sleep until tlie day-dawn is welcomed back, and
we begin our work tired out with an almost fruitless
chase after rest. Now 1 have found that a little
VEGETINE taken just before I retire gives me
sweet and immediate sleep, and without any of the
evil effects of the usual narcotics. I think two things
would tend to make brain-workers sleep. 1st—A
little less work. 2d—A little more VEGETINE.
This prescription has helped me.
Now 1 have a particular horror of “patent medicine,” but I have a greater horror ot being afraid to
tell the srtaight out truth*. The VEGETINE has
Yours &c.,
helped me, and I own it up.
J. S. DICKERSON.
when

me

desperately

BENJAMIN PICKETT,
Guardian of Deborah Mackie.

Valuable Evidence.
Ju23d&w3w
The following unsolicited testimonial from Rev. O.
T. WALKER, D. D., formerly pastor ot Bowdoin
Lost.
Square Church, and at present settled in Providence,
K. I., must be esteemed as reliable evidence.
PAIR of Gold bowed Glasses. A suitable reNo one should lail to observe that this testimoniol
ward will be paid to the finder by leaving
is the result of two years’ experience with the use of
them at
37 UNION STREET.
in the Rev. Mr. Walker’s family who
VEGETINE
d3t*
ju23
pronounces it invaluable:
Pbovidence, R. I., 1G4 Transit Street.
H. R. Stetens, Esq:
Money Lost.
I feel bound to express with my signature the high
ook. containing a sum of
MEMORANDUM
vulue I place upon your VEGETINE. My family
money. The finder shall be liberally rewarded j
have used it for the last two years. In nervous debv returning the same to tbe owner, ROBART M.
it is iuvaluable, and I recemmend it to all who
bility
York
St.
my6dtf
SkELTON, rear 53
may need an invigorating, renovating tonic.
O. T. WALKER,
Formerly Pastor of Bowdoin Sq. Church Boston.

TO LET.

LET~

TO
mHE Strout
—

place,

so

ucai

mu

Uluai'diU)

called, situated

Cape

in

kitinim,

ivumui

vjuuu

house aud stable and 17 acres of land. Will lease to
a responsible party for a term of years.
Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’
Block, second east of City Hall.
ju23d2w

DOWN stairs tenement

on Parris street, six
rooms, gas and Sebago. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Williams’ Blook,
second from City Hall.
ju23dtf

To
lower

Let.

without board.

and Park.
TWO 124 SPRING ST., between HighApply
room9

at

ju22dtf_
To

Rent.

Brick House 58 Pleasant

furnished
THE
Eion

unfurnished.

or

street,near High St.,

Immediate poses-

ju22dlw*

given.

For Reiit.
on Spring Street.
Containing

FINE residence

A

18 rooms, with tine bath room, hot and cold
water, gas and Sebago. Suitable for a genteel boarding house. The property has a fine garden, and
Stable attached.
Also, the lower part of a double house, with suit
cl rooms, dining room, kitchen and bed room, on
lv wer floor, 2 chambers in third story, gas and
Sob-go. Centrally located.
Also, the upper part of a double brick house.
Centrally located, gas and Sebago. Suit of rooms,
bathing room, kitchen and bed room, with 2 chambers in third story. Centrally located.
Also, the lower part of a house, on Waterville St.,
8 rooms, with Sebago; in good order.
GEO. R. DAVIS,

Real Estate and Mortgage Broker.

ju21d4w«

To Let.
A CONVENIENT tenement of six rooms, conjtA. taiuing Gas, Water and Furnace, also good
stable. Apply at
NO. 4 HIGH STREET.
d2w*
jnel8

To Let.
BUrCK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Street,
containing all the modern improvements. Enat No. 10, CENTRAL WHARF.
quire
InetMtt

THE

To Let.

FURNISHED
ing at
nel4

ROOMS convenient for housekeepR70 Cumberland Street.
dtf

TO

TTNK

Natick, Mass., Jan. 1,1874.

Mr. K. K. Stevens :
Dear Sir:—We have

your VEGETINE

To Let.

A

The Best Evidence.
The following letter from Rev. E. S. BEST, pastor
M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with interest by many physicians. Also those suffering from
the same disease as afflicted the son of the Rev. E.
S. Best. No person can doubt this testimony, and
there is no doubt about the curative powers of VEGE-

1.ET.

STORY in THOMPSON BLOCK, 42
feet wide nearly 100 feet in depth,
fitted
with
up
counting room and tables. The best
room in the city.
Suitable for jobbiug or manufacturing, or will be let lor either, with plenty of storage room, over SHEPHERD dfc CIO’S. Wholesale Fancy Goods Store, Nos. 121—123 Middle Street,
below the Post Oflico. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 32iJr Emery street, on the Spring Street
horse car route.
jan20d&wtf

SECOND

newly
lighted

good

reason

son’s life. He is now seventeen years of age;
for the last two years he has suffered from necrosis
of his leg, caused by scrofulous affection, and was
so far reduced that nearly all w ho saw him thought
his recovery impossible. A council of able physicians could give us but tbe faintest hope of his ever
rallying, two of the number declaring that be was
beyond the reach of human remedies, that even amputation could not save him, as he had not vigor
enough to endure the operation. Just then we commenced giving him VEGETINE, and from that time
to the present he has been continuously improving.
He lias lately resumed his studies, thrown away
crutches and cane, and walks about cheerlully and
our

strong.

Though there is still some discharge from the
opening where the limb was lanced, we have the
fullest confidence that in a little time he will be perfectly cured.
He has taken about three dozen bottles of VEGETINE, but lately uses but little, as he declares that
he is too well to be taking medicine.
Respectfully jours,
E. S. BEST,
MRS. L. C. F. BEST.
Reliable Evidence*
178 Baltic St., Brooklyn, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1874.
H. R. Stevens, Esq. :
Dear Sir: From personal benefit received from its
use, as well as from personal knowledge of those
whose cures thereby have seemed almost miraculous, I can most heartily and sincerely recommend
the VEGETINE for the complaints for which it is
claimed to cure.
JAMES P. LUDLOW,
Late Pastor Calvary Bap. Church, Sacramento, Cal.

ample

ceiling and

ju5__d4wt

IIOPF

EVER.

Agents Wanted for Best Selling “StercoHcopic Views,” CliromoN, Maps, Charts and
Family Bibles. Take no Agency till you
see Onr Circular.
Address, 11. JL. Guernsey,
Pub., Concord, N. H.

ju8d4wt

WHEREVER IT HAS BEEN TRIER.

JURUBEBA.

has established itself as a perfect regulator and
sure remedy for disorders of the system arising
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
■ T IP* NOT A PJHYSIC, but by ssimulating
the secretive organs, gently and gradually removes
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
IT IP* NOT A DOCTORED HITTERS,

hut is

THE

carries

rooms for Gentlemen and wives or
single Gentlemen, at No. 218 Cumberland St.
Good board can bo had at next door in same block.
T. O. WINSLOW.
Ju3dtt

PLEASANT

To Be Let.

OWN

its

AGENTS WANTED FOR
PATHWAYS

OF

THE HOLI LMI).

ONLY 9 HOURS Jb'ROM ST. LOUIS.

$4 TO $15 PER ACRE.
SUMNER CUMMINGS, Agent,

ju9d4wt

CAUTION.—Notice.—-The Genuine Edition.

chamber in second story on the corner of
Cross and Middle Sts. Apply to
HENKE DEERING,
•
No. 66 Exchange St.
my31tf

THE

and

LABORS

of

LIFE
IVINGSTONE.

(Including the “LAST JOURNALS,”)unfoldsvii;id/y

strange adventure*,also the’curiosities,wonders and wealth of that marvelous country, and is absolutely the oulv new, complete
work. Hence It se*U; just think, 14,000 first 7
week*. 80 S page# IOO rare Ill’s, only $3.00.
Agents wanted.Send for Terms and positive proof.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, 179 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
ju9d4wt
his SO year*

To Rent.
EkNE of the best rents in Deering will soon he
S. B. GOWELL,
U ready. Inquire ot
247 Middle St., or Spring St., Deering.
my28dtf

TO

LET !

Room in the Second Story of the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON A CO., 141
Exchange Street.
dtf

ocl2

,,-

To Let.
in Stewart Block, over H. W. Siminton
& Company’s Store, No. Congress street.
MATTOCKS & FOX, 183 Middle street. my25dtl

ROOMS

To Let
FURNISH ED ROOM to let for gentlemen,
in desirable location.
Enquire at this office.
my21tf

GOOD

To Let.
Cape Elizabeth, and

houses in

TWO
ing. Some of these have
and connected. Just the
oes.

Will sell any

thing

all on easy
street.

or

& FOX, 183 Middle

STREET,
ON 40SILVER
feet wide, 100 feet
and

Pa.juOdlwt
D1 A

f/v &/tAA
ep-Iv# l/U epeMJU*

72 page book explainins
Wall Street Review,

invested in Wall Street
often leads to tortune. A

everything,

and copy of the

JOHN HICKLING
SWTVUVP
OXixN 1 rilXjJCi & CO
Bankers
and
Brokers, 74 Broadway. New York. ju9d4wf
X JV/VIZ" We otter the grandest chance to
JUV/VvJ-V Agents. Men, women, boys and
girls coin money. Address with stamp, Paul Luck,
New Bedford, Mass.
ju9d4wt
Trasses, Supporters and Pile
Pipes. “Seeleys Hard Rubber
Trusses.”—Cool, cleanly, light,
mperfectly ears' and comfortable.
from ali #our, rusty, chafing,
strapping, or poultioelike unpleasantness; used hi bathing.endQrpgd by the profes-

cne fn DeerStables and lots ol

for summer residenterms. MATTOCKS

my8dtf

Bowling Aliev, room
suitable storing
Sleighs
Carriages, or work shop. Enquire ol
N. TARBO.T, on the premises.
&p27dtt

CENTEN-

AgrntM

Wanted. The
NIAL GAZETTEER of the UNITED
STATES.
Shows the grand results ofglOO
years of Freedom & Progress. New & Complete,
over 1000 pages. Illustrated. Everybody buys it &
agents make fron $ IOO to $400 a month. Address
••i. C. JBcCUBDlf & CO.| Pubs. Philadelphia,

To Liet

^

[

over

To Let.

ROOMS

To Let.
February first the Stores and Chambers
on Union St., now occupied by Caldwell &
Hodsdon, and Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
JalldtfST. JOHN SMITH.

ABOUT

SHOT GUNS, RIFLES, PISTOLSjy REVOLTERS.
Of any and every kind. Send stamp 1
for Catalogue. Address Great Western Gan
ftnd Pistol
PITTSBURGH, PA.

_

Jnl2__4wt
IMPORTANT

LAWYERS

AND

JUST

TO

MERCHANTS.

PUBLISHED!

T R O W >»

LEGAL DIRECTORY

BOARD.

—

AKD

35 and 37 Broad Street, New York.
dim
jne 17

Summer Boarders.

BOARlT

Newry Corner, Maine,

At

miles from Bethel

five
trout

fishing.

Depot.

Good

Term* moderate. Kefen* by
to ABNER LOWELL, 455

iddle (Street,
Krmmiou

Portland.

Address.

H. S. HASTINGS, Bethel, Maine.

Jul2dint

UNITED STATES.
—

PLEASANT

or

President of tlie United States Law Association.

To Let witli Board.
good rooms, connected, furnished
unfurTWOnished,
to let with board at 203Cumberland St.,
or

corner

place.

Franklin, also single rooms to let at

same

Stales, by mail,

on

cular.

JOHN F. TROW, Publisher,
13 University Place,
RAKER, V00RH1S & CO. «« Nassau St.,

jne234wt_Miff

A

A
Erie,

PLEASANT
marlOdtt
room

HT A T NT1

HOUSE with outbuildings situated upon an ample lot in the very best locality upon
the line of the horse cars in Deering. Inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange street, Portland. Terms at the convenience of the purchaser,
lw*tf
jnell

A

House and Lot, 15 Winter Street. House
2\ story, 12 furnished rooms; summer Kitchen
and wood house attached; good Celiar, Sebago water,
large brick cistern, furnace, gas thougbout. Healthy
location, wide lot and pleasantly situated with plenty
CHARLES M. HAWKES.
of sunshine.
dtf
ju9

Board.
Gentleman and bis Wife
TWObe Gentlemen
accommodated witli first class Board and
Booms
or a

No. 20 Brown Street.

can

myl9dtf

Valuable Real Estate for Sale.
well-known Deane property or State street
containing about 12000 feet of land, with commodious dwelling house in good repair, is ottered for
sale. The house can be seen every Thursday and
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real
Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
corner of Pearl and Middle Sts.
jal5dtf

THE

For Sale

|

lot and

buildings formerly occupied by
West Commercial St.
THEart & Melcher,
excellent chance to start
The

ORCHARD

minutes walk from the famed
MINERAL SPRING
^ron’
the house to Old Orchard is a most
**«!*
beautiful one. shaded nearly the whole distance
by
arge trees. The house is nearly new and fitted up
ast season for a few country boarders. Good stables
or horses and carriages. Pleasant walks and drives.
A team will be in readiness for Old Orchard Beach
at all times. Addiros MRS. C. M. BAJNTKS, Saco, or
few

AND

_

**CV* Vtgbs Office.

StewAn

on

a

manufactory.

mam

is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
room and room for engine and boiler.
A spacious
and
shed
good dry houses attached. The lot is nearMATTOCKS & FOX,
ly 300 feet square.
183 Middle St.
my8dtf

building

Valuable Iron Works
FOR

SALE.

Works known

as the Portland Machine
ottered for sale.
This property ocan acre of land on tide water on Comcupies
mercial St., in Portland, and comprises a large
Boiler
Machine Shop, Foundry and Pattern
ShopTand Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full complement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
a
The concern having been long established
large and constantly increasing list of customers n
New England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.

THEWorks
about

are

Shop.

opportunity

Jal2dtf

Building: Lots for Sale or to Let.
Quebec and Melbourne Streets. Apply to J. C.
WOODMAN, No. 119^ Exchange Street.

ON

ju2dtf

For Sale.

apr!5__dtf

For Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, 1J story House, small stable,
and two acres land, 2£ miles from City Hall,

INmain road to

Ocean House, three minutes walk
from Baptist Church, two Stores, Primary and High
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
an Oak Grove.
For terms apply at store of J. L.
Parrott, near the premises, or E. C. Robinson at C,
on

T

p.

—

nn

wy26dtf

Nervous

of curative

reme-

Debility

Is characterized by a general languor or weakness of
the whole organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of
nature; hence, there is a disordered state of the secretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
or limey sediment,
urine, with an excess of
indicative of waste of brain and nerve substance, frequent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability to carry
into action any well-defined business enterprise, or
to fix the mind upon any one thing
any length of
time. There is great sensitiveness to impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
and fluttering condition of the mental faculties, renan individual what is
called a wbifThere must of
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man.
necessity be in each individual different, symptoms,
according to his peculiar organization, habits, pursuits and temperament, which all seive to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disa difference as marked as are
turbances,
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in tbe manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
injury; the same remedies being alike applicable to
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
sickly, varied only in degree of quantity and duration in the use of them in order to overcome the
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
regarded as such, is as protean typed in its peculiarities as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
who, in his struggles for safety, lies down exhausted
or a moment’s sleep upon the wreck upon which he
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid upon
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease mere are
paroxysms
or exacubations, with extreme debility
apparent in
everything; often conditionsjof hectic in all its stages;
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent in
the facial nerves, though it may be in any other part
of the body, such as the thorax, abdomen or limbs,
with pains of a shooting, lancinating character. For
this condition an explanation is found in the fact that,
as the vitality of a structure decreases
by age, overexertion or too frequent excitement at improper

dering

commonly

constituting

diminution is tlie result of irritation, as by disease or
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
stamina or power; the least shock or irritation
may
act as a secondary cause, the inherent or primary
cause being some one or all of those
already mentioned, In causation, however, there are a great
many others on the list, such as scrofula, malaria,
blood and wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; thig, being
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nervous centre, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
all parts of the system; a weakened condition follows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing tha
tunctional operations of every organ, muscular and
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties
business or pleasures of existence.
This condition ot the individual,
distressing as it is,
may, with certainty, be cured by

For Sale l

location for business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
person wishing to engage in the business will find
this a rare opportunity, as the business is w ell estab-

Address

lished.

or

cum

GREAT

and

class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on

first

ON

or

Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Office 3791

Congress St., Williams* Block, between Mvrtle and
Pearl Sts.
oc5dtf

Real Estate for Sale.

City

City Marshal’s

from 2 to 6 p. m. All owners of the above named vehicles must, after being licensed, provide themselves
with proper numbers, to be one and one-lialf iuches
square, and place them on their vehicles in such position as directed.
Any person not providing himself with a number
will be revoked.
All persons not obtaining their licenses will be
dealt with according to law.

City ot Portland.
Marshal’s Office, \

June 23, 1875.
f
hereby given to all owners of hackney
carriages, to present their carriages to the City
Building, on Thursday, the 8th |day of July next,
from 10 to 12 a. m., and from 2 to 5 p. m., and for receiving their licenses for the year.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
jne24d4w
mT

2 story mansard roof house, now in proof completion, situated near horse cars,
head of Pleasant street, Deering, contains 16 rooms,
arranged for twro families, good cellar and $ acre of
land. From tbe cupola can be had a fine view of the
city and harbor. Price only $6000. Apply to F. G.
PATTERSGN, Dealer in Real Estate. Williams

candidates

Block,

second

Elm

building

House

Williams’

myl7dtf

Naples, Maine,

o

at onco to
M. REED.8T1I BT..NEW YOBS

_F.
ATJ-PTVTT^
JDUvfJA iAUJCill

wanted to

sell “The

People’s Common
Sense Medical Adviser,” by R. V. Pierce, M. D. The
most ready selling book out. Exclusive territory
and liberal terms. Address the Author at Butfalo,
N.

Y._jne234wt

A FORTUNE

FOR

ALL.

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,
AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,
TJSE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

ONLY IN HI,VIE BOXES.
A TRIED AND MERE REMEDY.
Soli l>y Druggists generally, anil
GEO. C, GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
ju2!
d4wf
PUT UP

OCEAN

HOUSE,

J. P.

popular Hotel situated at
THIS
resorts in the State with
ties for
and

of the finest
ample faciligunning, on the

cue

summer

to Portland. 1b offered for sale in season for the
summer travel.
Large two story house, good cellar,
water, &c. Shade trees in abundance. Large stables.
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
there being none in the villiage. Price $3500. Terms
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Strout, and Gage,
Cbas. F. Libby, Esa., County Attorney, Win. Allen,
Jr„ ar d many other well known citizens of Portland.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate,
Portland, Me., or to N. A. CHURCH, Naples.
ap29
dtf

HE WITT

first-class Hotel in every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
,«ot the commercial and pleasure seeking
A

JRpublic.

Open from Juno 15tli, to October 15th.
Scenery very grand aud beautiful. Climate
unsurpassed tor relief from Hay Fever and
Asthma.

WM. P. MERRILL,

and are warranted
Powerful Alterative ever originated by

Jnl0d2m

They impart.

Strength to the Body

W. W.

YQ It K.
BY

PORTLAND, ME.
ap3__

MTLis

Dementia and Melancholia

This house is

Large size, $5.00. Each
the Cordial Balm contains one liox ot the package
Tonic Pills,
wmch may also be bad
separately at 50 cents per box.

on

dtf

my 19

Stallions,

Lightfoot

and

Frewsbubgh, Nov. 12, 1874.
the Cordial Balm and Syricum and I,oTonic Pills as a preventive anil cure for the
use of ardent spirits and habitual
intoxication, anil
hiul them actually specific iu Buch cases.
1 regard
them as most invaluable
and nothing
medicines,
could induce me to be without them.
JACOB MESERVE.

visitors
jnelGd2w

to transient

GEORGE,

beautiful Stallion KINft GEORGF,
was raised on the Stock Farm of S. D.
Warren, Esq., of Boston, at Cumberland Mills, lias
been purchased by J. H. Sawyer of Portland, and
will stand at his stable, corner of Market and Federal streets, for breeding purposes.
KING
G E O B G E is 6 years old, stands 16 bands high,
weighs 1150 pounds, was sired by Penobscot Boy, he
by Hiram Drew, Dam, English Mare Princess.

Tipton, Dec. 3,1874.

Terms $25.00
nel

by

the Season.
d2m

TUB

1ST

To all points of North and South
Carolina, hy Seahoard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. II. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore <& Ohio
R. It., C. A. Chipley, Agent, 219
Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills ot lading given by the above named

Agents.

Passage §15.00.

Excursion Tickets $25.
freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washor other information
apply to

ington,

E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,

E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, R. I

Ho2atf

AND

ap23dU

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.

From

Insurance

one

'sailing vessels.

half the rate of

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
For Freight

or

AGENTS

Passage, apply

New York Stock

INMAN

ma26_
Manufactured
\TT O

GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.

/

\J1JjU

TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

laOCKE’S PROCESS

do not gum, grease, stain, clog, oxidize, illuminate
or heat machinery. Vegetable oils com blued,red iced
by snperheated steam and alkalies in vacuo;
purified by chlorine subjected to freezing mixtures—
stearine being extracted, the pure oil is then expree-

For Sale by Druggists generally

Try
be consulted
Address

professionally

a

sample.

THE LOCKE OIL CO.,
732 First Avenue,

(K^This stainless

ohines.

oil is
Send GO cents for a

ju21

G. EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,

IMPORTERS

143 Court Street,

MASS.

under

!

New York City.
bottled tor Sewing Masamplo dozen bottles.
dlOt

Wholesale and Retail.
G. W. SIMMONS & SON.

Hill,’* Boston,

Muss.

VI?

Military Goods, Begalia,
Uniforms, Firemen’s Outfits,

lUlUUlIbJi
MMHIAfKV

Yachtmen's and Boat Crews
Costumes.
ju7eodlm

Band

u

E H

T U

every

I> A V

O’CLOCK. For Rockland, Custine. Deer Isle.
Sedgwick, So. W. and Bar Harbors, (lit. Desert,)
Millbridge, Jonesport and Macldusport.
Returning will leave Mnchiasport every Monday
and ThurMday .Horning* at 4.:iO, touching as
above, arriving iu Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, and early morning
Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gcn’l Ag’t.
mar20tf
Portland, March 5,1875.

PORTLAND-&

BANGOR.

The fast Steamer, CITY OF RICHMOND,
Capt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday livening*. at lO o’clock.
For BaDgor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport
and Hampden.
Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Portland at 5 o’clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond** connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landings, for neighboring
towns. Connects at Rockland with the Knox &
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. R. R., Banwith E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
are to Rockland $1.00,
Camden.$1.50
Belfast, Searsport and Sandy Point.... 2.00

Portland. April 17th, 1875.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,

MONTREAL

CITY OF CHESTER
Passengers will Anil these steamers tastefully fltte
up, while ihe State-rooms are.light, airy and roomy.
The saloons are large and well ventilated,the breadth
of the vessel, and situated where there is least noise
and motion. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Pianofortes and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber’s Shop,

£c.
Instant communication with the stewards by elec
trie bells.
The steamers of this Company adopt the
Southerly
Route, thus lessening the danger from ieo and fogs.
Rates of Passage—$80 and $100, gold, according to
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—$145 and $175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
JOHN G. DALE, Agent,
15 Broadway. New York.
JTI. H. PKEAGII, Agl. for N. E. Slam,
102 State St., Boston.
apr5d3m
imo

u

-M-

AAAJLVA MM

V AH

Commencing Holiday, Hay

CThe

new

The favorite Steamship “FALMOUTH” (built expressly fo itbe
route) W. A. Colby Commander
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State St., every SATURDAY at
5 30 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct, making connections with the Intercolonial Railway, to** Windsor,
Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, and steamers
for Prince Edward Island; also at New Glasgow,
N. S.. with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape Breton, and
at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns. N. F.
^-RETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESat 8.30 p.

m.

No freight received alter 10 a. m. on day of sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE,
Jr., Franklin Wharf, or
oct28dtfJOHN PORTEOUS, Agent.

RAILROADS.
n
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j
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RAILROAD.

Steamer Henrietta,

Gazelle,

CAPT. A. S. OUTER.
Will

Arrangement.
81,

1875,

will leare Portland for
Bo.lou at 6.15. t9.U0 a. m., t2.35, *3.00, 6.00 p. m.,
arriving at Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.15. 7.00,
*8.00.10.00 p. m. Returning, lenre Bo.ton
at *8.00, J8.30 a. m„ 12.30, 3.30, 6.00 p. in., arriving at Portland at 12.45, *12.55, 5.00 8.00,
10.00 p. m.
For Lowell at 6.15, tO.OO a. iu., t2.35, *3.00, 6.00 p.
m.

For Foneord and .llaiirhe.ier (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a. m., t2. 35 p. iu.: (via Lawrence) at tO.OO a. m.
For Orcat Fall, at 6.15, t9.00 a. m., )2.35, C.00
p. m.

For Pori.mouth (via Dover) at 6.15 a. in.
For Rochester, Farmington and Allan
Hay (via Dover) at 6.15, t9.00 a. m., t2.35 p. m.
For Old Orchard Reach, Riddrford and
Way Ntntion. at 6.15, 8.45, t9.00 a. m
1.45.
t2.35, *3 00, 6.00 p. m.
tDoes not stop at Scarboro, Blue Point or Old Orchard Beach except to leave passengers coming from
lines east of Portland.
tDoes not stop at Old Orchard Beach, Blue Point
Scarboro except to leavo passengers taken west of

her

3.30 P. M. Returning, leave Jones’ Landing at 9.30
and 11.45 A. M, and 2.30 and 5 P. M.

Fare Dowrn and Back 25 cfs.
Children Half Price.
Special arrangements for excursions can be made
with the Captain on board.
ju4dtt

BOSTON STEAMERS.
SUMMER

Biddeford.

*Sundays only.

For the accommodation ot Old Orchard
travel, additional trains, stopping at all stations, will leave
Kenurbunk for Ola Orchard and Portland at 7 20

regular trips to Peaks* Island
on Tuesday, June Sth, leaving the end of Custom
House Wharf daily at 9 and 10.30 A.M. and 2 and
commence

a.

Riddrford

m.;

Old

Or-

John and Halifax. Also connect witli Grand Trunk
traius at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirst-class dining rooms.
Parlor cats on trains leaving Portland at 9.00 a. m.,
2.35 p. m., Boston at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00 p. m.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’l Supt.

S. II. STEVENS, Oen’l Ag’t, Portland.

ARRANGEMENT.

jul8

dtf

DESERTT

MOUNT

(stopping

p. m.
Accommodation for South Paris at 6 p.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express from Quebec, Montreal

JUNE

lltli.

Rail via Knox & Lincoln R. R. to
Rockland and Steamer Ulypwen to North
Haven, Deer Isle, Mount l>e*ert and

All

Tl^rf^nFWl*

Nllllivnn

FOREST CITY AND JOHN BROOKS,
will, until further notice, run alternately as follows:

Leaving

FRANKLIN

WHARF, Portland,

Daily, nr 7 o’clock P. HI., and INDIA
WHARF, BOSTON, dnily at 7 P. HI
(Sunday* excepted).

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this Line are reminded that they ecomfortable night’s rest and avoid tlie expense and inconvenience of arrivirg in Boston late
cure a

at night.
Tickets and State Rooms foi sale by D H. Young
No. 266 Middle street.
Through Tickets to New York via the various
Sound Lines, for sale at very low iates.

Freight
J. B.

taken

as

usual.

CO VliE, JR..General Agent.

octl874

a. m.

from
Express
Mail fro in

Ju3_

TO

YEW

PORTLAND & OGDEN'SBl liG KR.

rsgggngn OnandatterMONDAY.NOV.16,1874,
until further notice traius will run
•VTfMBkuid
as follows :
diate stations at 2 p.

Passenger

Offices,
74 EXCHANGE ST.,
—

m.

Leave Berais for

6,50 a.

Portland and in ermediate stations

m.

Leave Upper Bartlett for Portland and intermo
(Hate stations at 7.15 a. m.
7.30 a. m. from Portland anil 6.50 a. m. from Bemis
will be mixed trains,
Stage connections with 2.00 p. m. from Portland for
No. Gorham, No. Windham, Cornish, Porter. Kezar
Falls, Freedom Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, Stowe
and Chatham.
Trains arrivo at and depart from Eastern and
Maine Central Railroad Passenger Station in Portland.
^
Portland. Her. 13. 1874.

Eleanora, Franconia
and Chesapeake

further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland every MONDAY, THURSDAY and SATURDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 Fast River,
New York, every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and

X1AMIf-T0\S^Tf

Eastern ltailroad.

Will until

THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The Eleanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fine accommodations for passengers, making this
the most convenient and comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. These steamers
w ill touch at Vineyard Haven
during the summer
months on their passage to and from New York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
rclgbt taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers ;ire requested lo send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to

HTF

HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.

J. F, AMES, Ag’t, Pier 3S, E. K., New York.
Tickets and State rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
Until further notice Hie Steamer leaving here
SATURDAY, and New York
will
be withdrawn from the route.

WEDNESDAY,

OCl

dtr

AKD

—

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Nilwaikee, Cincinnati, Mt. Con in, Ozunha,
Saginaw, St. Fnul, Malt Lake City,
Dearer, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest, West and

Southwest.

J C. FUKNIVAI, Agt.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is Id splendid
is well equipped with first-class rolling
is making the best connections and quickof
est time
any route from Portland to the West,
BTPULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
THE

condition,
stock, and

leaving Portland at 7.00 a. m. and 1.20 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.

The Company are not responsible tor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate oi
one passenger tor every 9500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.
Portland, June 21.1875.
jnel7dtf

Maine

Central
OF

TIME.

Pullman Train Irani Boston leaves
Portland 12.35 a. m. for Bangor, Calais, St. John,
Houltou, St. Stephens and Halifax.
Passenger Train leaves Portland 6.15 a.
m. for Brunswick,
Lisbon, Batb, Rockland and Augusta.
Passenger Train leaven Portland 7.00 a.
m. for Lewiston via Danville Junction.
Leave Portland 1.05 p. in. for Danville Junction, Auburn, Lewiston, Farmington, Watervllle,

Bangor &c.

Leave Portland 1.10 p. m. for Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath, Rockland, Augusta, Watervllle, Skowhegan, Belfast, Dexter and Bangor. A Pullman

Parlor Car Is run with this train to Bangor.
Leave Portland 5.15 p. nt. for Danville Junction, Auburn anil Lewiston.
Leave Portland 5.20 p. in. lor Brunswick, Lisbon, Bath and Augusta.
Passenger Trains will arrive from Lewiston, Bath and Augusta at 8.15 and 8.50 a. m.
From Bangor, Dexter. Belfast,

Skowhegan,

Farmington. Lewiston, Rockland, &c., at 2.20 and
2.25 p. m. A Pullman Parlor Cor is run with
this train from Bangor.
From Augusta, Rockland, Bath, and Lewiston. at 6.1fi p. in.
Night Train from »t. John, Bangor, &c.,at
1.45 a. m.
Through Freight Train* daily to all points
on Maine Central, Knox <&
Uncelu, and European
& North American railroad*.
PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent.

ju»9___dtf
Portland & Rochester R. R.
Arrangement of Trains, commencing
May 3, 1875.
PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND ;
7.50 A. III. for Rocbmler, Nashua and
Worce*icr connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine, Roads
at Nanhua with Kxpre** Train tor Lowell
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.:
connecting at Ayer Junction with Expre*«

1 rain for
Fitchburg and lloonnc Tun
liel Isiue, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
connecting with trains South and West.
<»
P. m, (N tea ni boat Ex ore**) connects at
Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine
Central Road trom Bangor, Rockland, Lewiston,
&t.J at Koche*icr with down train* on Eastern and Boston «5fc Maine Roads; at Epping
for Manchester and Concord; at Na*hua for
Lowell and Boston: at Worcester with Nigh
train for
New Haven and New York
and goes through to New London withon
ehauge of car*, connecting with Ntcamero
of the Norwich l.ine for New York, arriving there early the next morning in time for
the morning trains South and West.
4.00 P. m. for Kochratrr nntl Wav NlnIton* connects at Korhratrr with trains for

„]VIm

SPECIAL_NOTICE.
rnnn

m

3,

H,'or J»>y 2. 1874,
Notice, the

°5.

and

Portland & Worcester
LINE.
Steamboat Express Train leaves Portland at 2 JO
m. daily. Sundays
excepted, for New London, connecting with the Steamers of the Norwich Line sauie
evening for
A

p.

NEW

OF THE

—

BOSTON * MAINE
Will

he taken

RAILROAD,
on

all

THROUGH TRAINS
—OF THE—

EASTERN
July 21,

m1fBLES

RAILROAD.
F-

HATCH>Uen-

YORK,

arriving there early the next morning in amnle time
s,ml West.
foL^rnln?trai,lsSou,h
OT'No change of cars between Portland and New
London.
Fare from Portland or Westbrook Junction to
New York an«l Ketnrn.ff Dollar*.
State Rooms on the elegant Steamers City of
Boston and City of New York, can be secured in advance, at BARNES BROS., 2* Exchange street
from 9 a. m., to 1 p. m.» and at the Depot, from 2
p.*
ni
until train time, ami of the Conductor on the
train.

Steamers leave New York from Pier 40, North
River, foot of Canal St., at 5 p. m., connect ing’at New
London with Steamboat train leaving at 5 a m and
’’
in Portland at t.ls p. m.
Close connections made at Westbrook .TnneHon

arriving

with^o.ti^alne Central

Komi to and from

flpgf lickets can be procured of BARXK4 RRn^
R°S*
28 Exchange Street and at the
Juvltt
\\. H. TURNER,
Supt. P. & R. R, K.

Depot

uu

Red and the Yellow Tickets
TO AND FROM BOSTON,
—

TURNER, Snpt.
atr

“y3

Returning.

YORK.
at

Steamers

ni.

Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.20 and
5.40 p. m.
Accommodation from South Paris at 6.45.

dtf

Leave Portland for all stations at 7.30 a. m.
Leave Portland tor Upper Bartlett and interme-

TRI-WEEKLY LINE

a

and t he West at 2 p.

Alton Bay anil Wollboro.
0.30 P. VI. for Oothnm.
■enmuoni Bipreu Train lenvn.Urnr
X.oualon from Norwich Line Steamer ats 3 A.
BX.,
arriving in Rockland at 10.15 A.
and from Worrc.icr at S A.
M.,
connecting
at
W catbrook Junction with afternoon
Steamer leave* Rockland on arrival of train
trams going East over the Maine Central
Koad,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, arriving at Bar
and arriving in Portland at 1.18 P. M.
Harbor at 4 P. M. Returning leave Sullivan
Trnin leave. Worcester al4.33 P.
Express
and
Mondays, Wednesdays
Friday at 5 A. M. Bar !
o»«, connecting with Express trains leaving
Harbor at 6 A. M
Rockland daily at 1.30 P. M., arAlbnuy at 10 A. M., and New York at 10.00
riving in Portlaud at 0 P. M., and RonIou at 10
A. M. arriving in Portland at 10.45 P. M.
P. Jfl.
tickets are sold in Portland, and
1 Through
baggage
Connection* made at Bath, with
morning
checked
through to Nashua,Manchester.Concord,
and evening trains, trom and
to Lewiston and i
Lowell. Worcester, New York hy Norwich line,
Augusta.
and Springfield Route, and to all
important
Fare* a* low a* by nnv other route.
points South and West.
can be purchased at
and also at
„B3r*Tickets
Depot
can be procured of BARNES
U^“Tickets
BROS..
Horse R. R. Office opposite Preble House.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
0. A. COOMBS, Supt. K. & L. R. R., Bath.
WM. ri.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

CO

Lewiston and Auburn at 8.15

Quebec, Montreal

m.

Crave Portland (M. C. Depot)
ESgfgSSffiilaily at 6.15 A. M. and Rath at 8 A.

MAINE

STEAMSHIP

m.

and West at 8.30.

Springfield,

ROUTE:

DAY

COMMENCING
i.t

for

chard and Portland at 1130 a.m.; Riddrford for Old Orchard at 2 35 p.m.; Old Orchard for Kennebunk at 10 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland anil Baugor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.

The Superior Sea Going Steamers

11

Lewiston.

Express tram at 1.10 p. m for Auburn and Lewston
Mail train tor Island Pond,
at
all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night
mail train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at
l. 30 p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10

or

Steamer

for Auburn and

Pond, Montreal and Que-

Commencing June 21,1875.

JUNE
Passenger Train,

The Teaks’ Island Steamboat Co.’s,

a. m.

train lor Island
a. m.

Night

ON AND AFTER MONDAY,

For Peaks’ Island.

Express train 6.30

CHANGE

Summer

Between Portland and Rockland
for 81.00
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen. Agent,
It. It. Wharf Portland,
ju4d2m

HB!3Mitrains will run as follows:

RAILROAD.

SPECIAL STEAMBOAT NOTICE.

On and after Monday, June "th, the magnificent
and safe Steamers, Lewiston and City of Richmond,
will carry passengers

CaaBMP

With connection* to Prince Edward Island, Cape Breton and St. Johns, N. F.

DAYS,

AREA N GEMENT.

On and alter Monday, June 21st. 1875,

To

lOth.

Portland and

ALTERATION IN TRAINS.
SUMMER

Tickets sold at Rednced Rates!

DIRECT1

will leave Portland Pier, at 3
o'clock p. m., tor HarpsweU,
tocbinng at Long Island, Little Chebeagne, Great Chebeagno and Cousens’ Inland. Returning will leave Harpswell at
7 o’clock a. m., touching at the above named places.
S. RICKER, Agent,
mySdtf131 Commercial St.

Fare Reduced

Grand Trank R. R. of Canada.

DEPOT AT I-OOT OF INDIA ST,

nosion « Maine

miDiiniT t

leaving Boston 8.30 A. M..'Portland l.io P. M.
through to Bangor; also with tram leaving Boston 12.30 P. M. anil Portland 5.20 P. M. through
to Augusta. Returning, leave Augusta 6.00 A.
M., Portland 9.00 A. M.. Bangor 8.00 A. M. auil
and Portland 2.35 P. M. for Boston.
•Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train.
X. B.—
This train runs Sunday but not on Monday.
tAccommodation Train.
tFast Express.
CHARLES F. HATCH, Gen’l Man.
GEORGE BACHELDER, Sup’t.
June 21,
1875._Jne21tf

dtf

FOR QUEENSTOWN AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of each
week, from Pier 45, North River.
OITYOF LONDON

the steamer for

Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and
Bangor. 2.50
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’] Ag’t,
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St., Portland.

LINE,

CITY OF LIMERICK,
CITY OF
CITY OF NEW YORK
CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF RICHMOND

Bath and I.ewiMlnn ; and on MONand FRIDAYS with
Eantport and Nt. John. A

{;u*fa,
DAYS. WEDNESDAYS

bec at 7

MAIL LINE TO

CITY OP ANTWERP
CITY OF BERLIN
CITY OF BRISTOL
CITY OF BROOKLYN
CITY OF BRUSSELS

of State Street,
Portland for Port.tuoiilh nud Boston at
•2.00 A. M.,0.15, 19.00 A.
M„ and 12.35 P. M, Keturuing leave
Bo.tou for Port.iuoulh and Porllnnd at
18,30 A. M„ 112.30 P. 31., to.00 and *8.00 P. M.
I.enve Portland for
Cape Eliza belli. Nearborough, Wr.t Mrnrboroutfb.Nace. Hiddrford, Hrunrhunli, Writ., North Brr.
wick. Mouth Berwick Junction. Con.
way Junction.
Kliot nnd Kiltcry at
t6.1S, 19.00 A. M., 2.35 P.M.
Por Maco. Biddcford, Krnacbnnk.
Well*.
North Berwick, Mouth Krrwirk Junction. Conway Junction, Kliot and Kilat
tO.IK)
A.
M.
und 12.33 P. M.
16.15,
lery
For Nhco, Biddeford, Kraiit-bank, Conway Janclion, Killrry and Portsmouth
at *2.0016.15, t9.00 A. M., and |2.35 *». M.
For Cape Elizabeth. Nciirborough, Went
Nearborough* Naeo, nnd Biddeford at
5.20 P. M., Returning at 8 00 A. M.
The 9.00 A. M. Train from Portland connect* at
Couway Junction with the 8.00 A. M. train from
HomIoii tor North Conway.
Traimt leave Portsmouth for Dover at 7.15,
9.00, 10.20 A. M., 3.00, 5.40, 7.00 P. M. Returning
at 6.40, 7.50, 10.15. 10.55 A. M.. 4.10, 6. 20 P. M.
The 2.00, 6.15 A. M., 9.00 A. M. and 2.35 P. M. Trains
from Portland make dose connections for New
York by tone or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through.
The 8.30 A. M. Train from Boston arrives in Portland in season for passengers to take the cars M
the Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad, the Grand
Trunk Railway tor iflonireal, Quebec, ami
all parts of Canada Knal; and the Maine
Central and Knox Sc Lincoln Railroads for Angiiwta, Bangor, Kocklaud, Belfaat and
other points on these roads.
The 8.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects with the
Maine Central and European Sc North American
and Intercolonial Railways for Bangor, N|.
John, Halifax and other points on these
roads.
The 12.30 P. M. Train from Boston connects at Portland with the Maine Central Railroad for Ao-

Express

ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

Exchange,
deodly

h

for

to

mailed free to those desii ing to speculate. Address
ALEX. FBOTH INGHAM & CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,
Stock
Y.
N.
Opp.
Exchange. 12 Wall St. N. Y

I?1RD,

BOSTON,

if
^r4j; 1 ^

K

E. B. SAMPSON, Agent.
70 Eong Wharf, Boston.

thousand** of dollars profits.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
detailed statements and quotation prices of all stocks

GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST BROTHERS
&
SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, OIL-

marls

The S earner LEWIH*
TON, Capt. Charles
Deer inn, will leave Kailkr*£r'";'£tnroad Wharf, foot of Slate St..
»

On and after Monday, June 21st, 1875.
Faseenger Trains will leave Station, Commercial,foot

WEEK.

FARE REDUCED.

Steamship Line.

►

PER

—

Invested in Stock Privileges in TVall St,

“Oak

EBKN G. PERKY, Box 1541, Portland,

TWO TRIPS

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

PIS I£AD£LPHIA

No

ARRANGEMENT.

FARES AND FREIGHT REDUCED.

-BOSTON

leads to many

Hiram.

or

9. B. GUNNISON.

positively closed

THEwhich

s

THE

SIMMER

HOUSE,

,,

Knox Stallions, LIGHTFOOT AND HIRAM,
will make the seitBon of 1875 at 1 he stable ot
LOVEITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Street, Poriand, Me. For further particulars address JOS. W.

LOYE1TT

the Sabbath.

KING

TENTIUONIALN.

I have used

Dr. Lothrop may
mail free of charge,

MT. DESERT & MACHIAS.

WM. KENNEDY,
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Frovideuce every WEDNESDAY
and SATtlKDAV.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.

For

STUBBS, Agent.

—

SCARBORO’ BEACH.

Everywhere.

—

HORSE RAILROAD STABLE,
Corner Spring & Clark Streets.
For terms inquire at Office
No. 474 ;CON»KE»N STREET.

Knox

AND

ry'jdhM,

ATLANTIC

(13m

MANURE FOR SALE
AT

A. B.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CKANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
Boston direct every TliERDAV
and —AT CRD A V.
—

p.m.

mar24atf

Proprietor,

__

MAN BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAWLEV, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Mass.

Whipple & Co.,

—

o’clock,

week.

dealt in at the

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,

Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall,
leave Railroad Whari foot ol State St., every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 6.00 p. in., for
Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederiekton, Charlottetown and
Summerside, P. E. I.
{^“Freight received on days of sailing unt'l 4
will

GEORGE A ELEN,
—

popular Seaside Resort will open for the
season of 1875 on Wednesday, J mic 10.

throp

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK !
On and after MONDAY, June
11, the Steamer New York, Capt.
E. 13. Winchester, City ot Portland, Capt. S. U. Pike, and New

This popular Resort will re-open July 1.

to the Mind

RECENT

LINE

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

From

ir

Vigor

n

Calais au<l St. John, I>igby
Windsorand Halifax.

EnNtport,

First Class —tenmship

CUSHING’S ISLAND, PORTLAND, ME.

jne!7d3w

WHOLESALE

SALE

STEAMSHIP

RESORT.

OTTAWA HOUSE.

AND

____dly
Noifolk, Baltimore & Washington

Proprietor.

SEASIDE

—

Steamboat Express trains leaves Boston from Bos&
R. R. Denot daily,
w\ rovidenco
except Sunday
at 5.30 P.
M. connecting at Stonington with the entirely r.ew and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular Steamer
Stonington every Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday, airiving in New York always iu advance of all other line-. Baggag
B
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 ExD* Little & Co., 49* Exchange St.
Sba?#eJftvan^LW*
LK lNS.
I). S. BABCoCIv.
LVT
Gen. Pasenver Ag’t. New York.
President.

Four times

Portland.
WM. P. CLYDE & CO„ Gen’l Managers.
12 So. Delaware Avenue Philadelphia.
ly

ml 1

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

This is flit* only iusitlo route Avoid*
iiiK Point Jutlilh.

marl3-dtf

WmmMmmm

great pleasure in informing you of tbo
surprisingly beneficial results from the use ot vour
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lothrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nail been uuder treatment
by different doctors
for nearly three y zars past without
any apparent beneht therefrom ; but your medicines have
produced a
most wonderful change for the
and the pabetter,
tient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.— We tell ail with whom we are
acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

FOR

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, ME.,
Corner Pine and Park Streets,
H. B. WING, Proprietor.

JEFFERSON, JST. Ii.

We take

N E W

CHAMBERLAIN,

__Proprietor.

MANUFACTURED BY
Men or women. $34 a week*
Proof furnished.Business pleasant and honorable with no riskAl<> page circular and Valuable
vonpadSamples free. r*TSendDon
t de»
dress on postal card.

RESORTS?"

This well known, and popular summer
resort will be opened tor the accomodation
of the public on aud after June 3, 1875.

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirits,

|ABBOTT.

AGENTS WANTED.

SUMMER

*

Jr.,

OTI1FKS.

CAPE ELIZABETH, MAINE.

Every placed befor the people,
be the most

ALL

ju22dtd

WAUMBEK HOUSE,

man.

OF

Streets, Sidewalks and

on

Bridges.

lor

Sale.

proposing to teach in said city.
Per order of the Committee,
E. HUNT, Secretary.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

THE

in Real Estate,
east of City Hall.

in

jnel4eod3w

Lothrop’s

Medicine

LINi:

FOR NEW YORK,
A UFA I*

THE

Block.junldtt

PATTERSON. Dealer

a

best

Rlood

8TOIINOTOA

Superintending School Committee of tho
City of Portland will examine, according to
Section 54 of the School Laws ot Maine, on Tuesday, July 6, at 9 a. m., in the High School Building,

new

Real Estate for Sale.
1J story house, No. 16 Hanover street, eight
rooms, ad in perfect order, Sebago, house
warmed by furnace. Price $3000. Apply to F. G.

m

llVIlAl

julfidtf

THE

is

NOTICE

Tetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm. Erysipelas, ScaldHead, Barbers Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular
Swelling, Worms and
Black Spots in the flesh,
Discolorations, Ulcers in the
lliroat. Mouth and Nose, Sore Legs, and sores ot
every character, because these medicines are the

Price
$3000 cash. App’.y to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, Williams Block, second east ©f City

A First Class Residence in Peering for Sale.

GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.

jne24d4w

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints,
lheir efficacy is equally great in the treatment and
cure ot Cancers,
Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,

40x74.

Hall.

Office, \

NOTICE

Chairman Committee

No. 7

up

FrilBER.Oen.Snpt.

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct coinniunication to ami
roni Portland and all other points in Maine, with
Philadelphia and beyond. Through rates are given to
Philadelphia and all points reached oy the Penn.
Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R’s., and to a
the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No
Wharfage. No Commission lor forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK
Agent, 29 Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE,
and

of Portland

June 23, 1875.
J
is hereby given to all owners of cverv
truck wagon, dray, cart, or any vehicle used
for the conveyance of wood, coal, lumber, stones,
bricks, sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, wares,
furniture, merchandise, building materials, or any
other article or thing whatsoever, to apply at the
City Marshal’s Office, for their licenses on Monday,
the 12th day of July next, from 10 to 12 a. m., and

auu

very

T-

_dtf_

jn23-ly

Tonic Pills,

Russell Street,(formerly
2J Story House,
M St.) 12 rooms, arranged tor two families, good
THE
water
stairs and down. Lot

cellar,

any

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

•

Commission.

o^,r.JAS-

STE\ EN'S, Gen. Agent. Portland.

PASSAGE TEX DOLLARS.

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

Estate

to Loan.

to

Iron Line of Steamers

May 2Gth, Steamer Clyde’s
"fV.Wednesday,
0N»in<1
ItIi. MiimIi
ini'ion, will leave Alton Bay for

extraordinary

BULLETIN.
Money

man

in full. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country, the clergy
and the medical faculty generally highly extol these
and useful works. The most fastidious may read. them.
Address the Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4
Bulfinch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
N. B. The author and consulting physicians can be
consulted on all of the above named diseases, and all
diseases requiring skill and experience.
no2
eodly

mar23iltf

0. Patterson’s Real

F.

uy

most important: and interesting character are introduced, to which no allusion even can be found in any
other works in our language. All the New Discoveries of the author, whose experience is such as probably never before fell to the lot of any man, are given

apply to,

the premises.

axu sent

will bo received at the Mayor’s
ollice until Saturday,the 26th inst., from parties
who desire to contract for Granite Block Pavement,
to be laid on Middle street, blocks to be 6 to 8 inches
long, 7 to 8 inches deep, 3£ to 4J inches wide. State
price of square yard of pavement laid, the City to
make all excavations and furnish sand. The committee reserve the right to reject any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to

ENGLISH REMEDY

SMARDON, SC AMMAN & CO.,
on

uuun.»

PROPOSALS

THE

FflHE subscribers wishing to relinquish the Baking
JL business, offer for sale their entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts,
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually found
in a first class bakery. The above property is located
in the business part of the city,and is a very desirable

nuuye

part of the world, closely sealed, postage paid on receipt of price. Or all three books sent to one address
at the same time on receipt of only $4.
Here is offered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
and best printed and bound popular medical science
and literature, on subjects of vital importance to all,
It
for only $4—barely enough to pay for mailing.
should be borne in mind that, these great Medical
Works are published by the Peabody Medical
Inttti(ale, an honored institution, established with
large funds for the sole purpose of doing good.
These are, beyond all comparison, the most extraordinary works on Physiology ever published. There
is nothing whatever that the Married or Single of
either sex can either require or wish to know, but
what is fully explained, and many matters of the

GRANITE BLOCK PAVEMENT.

(ltf

my4

A Rook for Every Woman,
Entitled. SEXUAL PIIYSIOLGGY OF WOMAN,
AND HER DISEASES; or, Woman treated of Physiologically and Pathologically, in health and <lisease, from Infancy to Old Aqe. 350 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth. With the very best prescriptions for|prevailing diseases. Price $2.00.
A Rook for Everybody.
The Peabody Institute has also just published a
new'book treating exclusively of NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES, more than two hundred royal octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings, bound n
substantial muslin, price $2.
jMiuer oi mu

c-i

“The History of Maine”
[for
I from the earliest period up to
I1*10 present time, by JOHN S.C.

FOR

a

to ILet.

every

About two miles from
and

or

iun23t4w

Sommer Board.
OLD

ill-healtli, comfort, and
its r*mir«o nnphopliAd l>t/

earthly

family buys it.
S. WALKER,

How made—no capital required
Address, Loiiman & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.
jii23t4w

CASCADE

to

BRICK

lay but write

come

feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked

life itself if loft, tn mil
the early and prompt application
dies.

MOUSE FOR SALE.

jun23d4wt

side
75 FREE ST.

at 2231 Cumberland st.,
Boarding
Wilmot, Also table board.
oc5tf

at

NICE

Anew book of invaluable interest to every citizen. The work is comin
one
handsome
plete
volume, illustrated, and published at a price within reach of the people. A rare
chance for a first-class canvasser.
B. B. RUSSELL, Publisher, Boston,

and

Boarding

Loss of Memory. Impure State (t the Blood, and all
diseases arising from tlie errors of youth, or the
indiscretions or excesses of matuie years.
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young and
middle-aged men in particular. 300 pages, bound in
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only $1.

PHILADELPHIA.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD

TT
S. IL

RAILROAdT

EASTERN

A1CD

--

VIA.

wolfboro* Daily, at 12.00 M.. and 4.00 P. M.. and for
°U
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and
Sme l!ar,'!)r’
FRIDAY
only, at 12 00 M., or on arrival of trains
leaving Boston at 8.00 A. M., and Portland at 9.10 A.
Centre Harbor,on MONDAY,
SrViSf,, ng—Leave
ail(1 FRIDAY only, at 2.00 P. M.,
™ w?NL,SJ?A,Y
Woltboro’Dady, at 5.45 A. M., and 3.00 P. M.. for
Alton Bay,
connecting with Trains for Dover, Boston and Portland.

_railroads.

PORTLAND

Winnipiseogee

and Physical Debility,
Hypochondria,
Gloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss of Energy, Haggard Countenance, Confusion of Mind and

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should l>e able to judge for themselves by their
own

Lake

Nervous

Nervous Prostration.

even

For Sale.

acsents in
HT^TOTJYI
lilijl Vli J. WA1¥TEI>
If
town to canvass

Rooms To Let.
room

JUST

However obscure the causes
may be which contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult population, it is a melancholy fact that day by day, and
year by year, we witness a most frightful increase of
nervous affections from the slightest
neuralgia to the
more grave and extreme forms of

by this insidious enemy

bottle; large bottles much the

A Rook for Every Man.
published by tlie Peabody Medical Institute;
a new edition ot the celebrated medical work entitled SELF-PRESERVATION.
It treats upon
manhood, how lost, how regained and how perpetuated, cause and cure of Exhausted Vitality, ImPOTENCY, Premature Decline in Man, Spermatorrhoea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),

House for Sale.
MODERN built, two story house, containing
eight furnished rooms, located within four
minutes walk of City Hall. Price $3000. Apply to
P. STAPLES No. 7 Myrtle street, or Wm. H. JERjne!2d3w*
RIS, Real Estate Agent.

a

MANHOOD WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

Nervous Debility.

DR.

and $1

•heaper.
SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&weow4
ja25

and Tonic Pills.

YORK CITY,

FORTUNE IN IT. Every
Sold by Agents.
Address, G.
Pa.

ma2tt

unfurnished front
with board at

part of the United
receipt of $43. Mcud for Cir-

Tbi3 work will bo sent to any

vU

my22tf

__

—

Counsel lor-at-Law,

AU

unfinished rooms.
02 FREE STREET.

BY

H. CHARLES ULMAIV,

To L,et with Board.
furnished

The Cordial Balm oi'Syri-

For Sale.

bathing, sailing, fishing,

or

SUMMER

wrapper.
50 els.

Carleton Kimball’s dwelling bouse on corner
West and Carleton streets. Ten rooms, witli
all modern improvements. Terms liberal. Apply to
UPHAM & GARDINER, at No. 7 Exchange Htreet,
or to DR. KIMBALL, on the premises.
julldlm

—

LAWYERS RECORD

A few Summer Boarders will be taken by the day
week at Norton’s Hotel, East Baldwin. This
house is deligbtfully located on the line of tbo P. &
R.
R. and only 25 miles from Portland.
O.
C. K. NORTON.
References:—S. C. Strout, Esq., Hon. Bion
Bradbury, C. F. Libby, Esq., A. L. Dresser, Esq.,
Gen. C. P. Mattocks, Col. A. W. Bradbury. ju23tl

CO.,

of

by a timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds of testimodials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the

cess

long,

to let, furnished or unfurnished. No. 4
Cotton St., seoond door from Free Street.
dtf
apr24

PACIFIC LAND

A

ATLANTIC

Balsam

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED

the line of the Atlantic & Pacific Railroad.

tra terms to Agents, and see why it seils faster than
any other book. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

English Remedy 1

SUITABLE

i?

Being a Full Description of Palestine.its History.Antiquities, Inhabitants and customs, according to the
great Discoveries recently made by the Palestine Exploring Expeditions.lt sells at sight. Send for our ex-

Wjstar’s

for culture of all kinds of fruits,
good wheat lands, well watered and timbered,
unsurpassed for sheep and stock raising, mild climate, 40,000 acres of choice lauds immediately on

Throat,

Wild Cherry, which does not dry up a cough and
leave the cause behind, as is the case with most remedies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irritation, thus removing the cause of the complaint.

MISSOURI,

RECOm-

MENOATION, as the large and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
vour druggist for it.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
Boston, Mass., Wholesale Agents.
ju9d4wt

THE GREAT

cum

VEGETABLE TONIC THE

dtf

To Rent.

Lands

Farm

Cheap

twq story and a half house corner Bramliall
St. and Western promenade, with 10 finished
Good stable aud
rooms, cemented cellar and gas.
which assists digestion, and thns stimulates the ap- j plenty of yard room. Very pleasantly located and
petite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened I convenient to horse railroad. Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.
or inactive organs, and gives strength to all the vital

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
julO

Handsomely

A

a

it'

desirable offires in the Merchants National
Bank building, recently occupied by Bank ol
Portland. Also offices in third story, with steam,
gas and water. Possession given July 1st. Apply at

room,

Store

Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping
Cofigh,
HoarseueMM, Liver
Complaint, Pains or
•Soreness in the Client
>r Wide, Rleediug at
the liiiugH, and every
affection of the throat,
lungs and
CHEST, are
speedily and permanently
cured by the use of Dr.

a

Brick House lor Sale.
FIRST-CLASS three Storied Brick
House,
located on Danforth, near Brackett Street.
Contains twelve nicely finished rooms, bath room,
hot and cold water, gas. etc. This property can be
had on very favorable terms, it sold within thirty
days. Apply to WM. H.JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
June 18, 1875.julSdlm*

lorces.

TO BE LET.

near

painted walls, hardwood finish, marble
mantles, and the modern conveniences of bath room,
water closets, hot and cold water and gas carried
over the house; a first class furnace.
It is perfectly
fitted in every respect, and should be seen to be appreciated. Price and terms liberal for purchasers.
THOMAS WILDES.
N. B.—The person who makes an acceptable sale
shall receive oue per cent for bis services, and none
others will receive anything.
T. W.
dtf
jul9

Iron

Vegetiueis Sold By All Druggisd*.

chitis,

Cumberland Street

regarding

for

medicine of the greatest value.
We feel assured that it has been the means of saving
a

Coughs,('olds, liron-

State, thoroughly
ON finished house,closet
contains eight nicely arranged
frescoed
rooms, with

A

A

Manhood Restored.
A victim of youtlifnl imprudence, causing premature decay, nervous debility, etc., having tried in
vain every known remedy, has found a simple selfcure, which he will send free to his fellow sufferers
Address J.H. REEVES,78 Nassau street New York;
P. O. Rox 5153.
feb2d&wGra

HOUSE

STEAMERS.

STEAMERS.

MEDICAL

House lor Sale.
and Lot for Bale, No. 90 Franklin Street.
For further particulars inquire at No. 89 Long
209 NEWBURY STREET.
Wharf, or

and supporters.

to

MEDICAL.

REAL ESTATE.

BIESSENUEK

KYOX.

further notice, Messenger Knox will stand
|"TNTIL
at the stable of Lewis
J.
South

.Jr

Brackett,

Windham, Maine. Terms fifty dollars for the season,
cash or note at time of service. Messenger Knox
ei »ht years old, stands 16.8, weighs 1 loo lbs.
Sire
Uenaral Knox, dam Lady Grey by James Jack’s
Prince, by Lowell Horse by Quitnby, Messenger by
Messenger; second dam Fanny by Warren’s Eclipse.by Young Eclipse,by American
third darn Annie by Young Eclipse, by American

hj

Winthrop

Eclipse;

Eclipse.

In the Gr .nd Stallion race at Oakland Park, 1871.
Messenger Knox won the Gold Medal in straight
heats, 2.32,2.334, 2.32}. The best straight heats leeorded by any Stallion in Maine.
G. *& L. P. WARREN,
apieodd&wtf
Saccarappa, Arpii, 1875.
1*KINTIN<; of every

eleented at tkia Office.

description neatly

